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Chhattisgarhiya Olympic Games
will be organized in the state: CM

̈ Significant initiative
to promote local
sports talent; major
decisions taken in
state cabinet
̈ Kabaddi, Kho-Kho,
Gedi, Pitthul as well
as volleyball, hockey,
tennis, cricket competitions will be
organized under
Chhattisgarhiya
Olympic

Raipur, Sep 06:
To promote local and traditional
games
in
Chhattisgarh,
State
Government has taken a
new initiative to organize
Chhattisgarhiya Olympic
Games this year. This decision was taken at the
Cabinet Meeting chaired
by Chief Minister Bhupesh
Baghel at his official residence here on Tuesday.
Under Chhattisgarhiya
Olympic, sports competitions from Kabaddi, KhoKho to tennis and cricket
will be organized. Children

Mohan Bhagwat arrives in Raipur
for national coordination meeting
Raipur, Sep 06 (PTI)
Rashtriya Swayamsevak
Sangh (RSS) chief Mohan
Bhagwat on Tuesday evening
arrived in Chhattisgarh capital
Raipur on a seven-day visit
during which he will attend a
national coordination meeting
of the organisations inspired
by the Sangh, a functionary
said.
The three-day Akhil Bharatiya
Samanvay Baithak of officebearers of various outfits
inspired by the RSS will be
held in Raipur from
September 10. It will also be
attended by Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP) president JP
Nadda, he said.
Bhagwat reached here this

evening through the rail route.
RSS Sarkaryawah (general
secretary) Dattatreya
Hosabale and other national
office-bearers have already
arrived in Raipur, he said.
Bhagwat, Hosabale and other
national office-bearers will be
holding meetings for the next
three days beginning
Wednesday to chalk out plans
for the coordination meeting
which will be held in Jainam
Manas Bhavan in front of
Raipur airport, the functionary
said. This is for the first time
that an all-India coordination
meeting of the RSS-linked
bodies will be held in
Chhattisgarh where the
assembly elections are scheduled next year.

to elderly, everyone can
participate in these competitions. It is noteworthy
that only the domiciles of
Chhattisgarh can take part
in the Chhattisgarhiya
Olympic.
It is worth mentioning
that soon after Bhupesh

Baghel took oath as Chief
Minister of Chhattisgarh,
he took a special initiative
to promote and preserve
the Chhattisgarhiya culture and local rural traditions. CM Baghel organizes
grand celebration of various folk festivals at his residence, where he enthusiastically participates in the
traditional games. Even
during his Bhent-Mulaqat
program, he doesn't hesitate to go among the children and play games like
Bhaura, Kanche (Banti),
Gilli-Danda, Pitthul with
them.

Naxalites
surrender
Sukma, Sep 06:
Three Naxalites surrendered
before the security forces in
the insurgency-hit Sukma
district of Chhattisgarh on
Tuesday, police said. The
Naxalites, including a
woman who was the vicepresident of Jantana Sarkar,
surrendered before the
police and Central Reserve
Police Force (CRPF) during
the day, an official said.
The surrendered Naxalites
were impressed by the
state government's rehabilitation policy and the district
administration's campaign
'Puna Narkom' (a term in
local Gondi dialect which
means new dawn), he said.

Neither claimant nor desirous for PM’s
post, time for united opposition: Nitish
New Delhi, Sep 06 (PTI):
Bihar Chief Minister
Nitish Kumar on Tuesday
met several opposition leaders, including those from the
Left and Delhi chief minister Arvind Kejriwal, and
claimed that he is neither a
claimant for the prime minister's post nor desirous of it.
After meeting CPI-M general secretary Sitaram
Yechury, Kumar, who is on
his first visit to the national
capital after snapping ties
with the BJP-led NDA last
month, asserted that his
focus is to bring together all
opposition parties.
It is time for the Left parties, the Congress and all regional parties to come to-

Govt sets up 47-member panel to draft
National Cooperation Policy document
New Delhi, Sep 06 (PTI):
The government has
constituted a 47-member
committee, headed by former union cabinet minister Suresh Prabhu, to draft
a new national cooperation policy document that
will promote cooperativebased economic development model.
The Union Home and
Cooperation
Minister
Amit Shah has announced
the constitution of a
"National level committee
for drafting of the national
cooperation policy document", an official state-

ment said. Shah has earlier announced that the government would bring out a
new co-operation policy to
strengthen the cooperative
movement in the country.
"The new National
Cooperative Policy is
being formulated to realise the vision of
'Sahakar Se Samriddhi',"
the cooperation ministry
said. The National Level
Committee under the
Chairmanship of former
Union Cabinet Minister,
Suresh
Prabhakar
Prabhu, consists of 47
members from all parts of
the
country.
The

Committee comprises experts of the cooperative
sector; representatives of
national/state/district
and primary cooperative
societies; secretaries (cooperation) and registrars
of cooperative societies of
states/UTs; and officers
from central ministries /
departments.
The country at present
has around 8.5 lakh cooperative societies with a
member base of around 29
crore. These cooperatives
are engaged in varied activities like agro-processing, dairying, fisheries,
housing, weaving, credit

and marketing among others. The new document is
being formulated with a
view to fulfilling the mandate given to the new
Ministry of Cooperation,
which includes realising
the vision of 'Sahakar se
Samriddhi'; strengthening
cooperative movement in
the country and deepening
its reach up to the grassroots; and promoting cooperative-based economic development model.
"The new policy will go
a long way in strengthening the co-operative movement in the country," the
statement said.

Delhi Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal with Bihar Chief
Minister Nitish Kumar during a
meeting, in New Delhi.

gether to form a united opposition, Kumar told reporters,
amid speculation that his
party is eying the leadership
role for him in a proposed
united front against the BJP
in the run up to the 2024 Lok
Sabha polls. He is also ex-

pected to meet Samajwadi
Party's Mulayam Singh
Yadav and INLD's Om
Prakash Chautala. The JD-U
leader also met CPI general
secretary D Raja. "I have had
a long association with the
CPI-M from my younger
days. You all have not seen
me, but whenever I used to
come to Delhi, I used to come
to this office. Today we are
all together again. Our entire focus is to unite all Left
parties, the regional parties,
Congress. This will be a big
deal if all of us come together," he said. Asked about his
aspirations to become prime
minister, Kumar said, "This
is wrong. I am not a claimant
for the post, nor am I desirous of it."

Lakhimpur Kheri violence

SC issues notice to UP Govt on
Ashish Mishra’s plea seeking bail
New Delhi, Sep 06 (PTI):
The Supreme Court on
Tuesday sought a response
from the Uttar Pradesh government on a plea filed by
Ashish Mishra, son of
Union Minister Ajay
Mishra, seeking bail in a
case related to Lakhimpur
Kheri violence in which
eight persons had died.
The Lucknow bench of
the Allahabad High Court
had on July 26 rejected the
bail plea of Mishra.
His plea challenging the
high court order came up
for hearing before a bench

of Justices Indira Banerjee
and M M Sundresh. "We
are issuing notice," the
bench said and posted the
matter for hearing on
September 26. On October 3
last year, eight people were
killed in Lakhimpur Kheri
during violence that erupted when farmers were
protesting against Uttar
Pradesh Deputy Chief
Minister Keshav Prasad
Maurya's visit to the area.
Four farmers were
mowed down by an SUV, in
which Ashish Mishra was
seated, according to the UP
Police FIR.

Initiatives taken to improve city
sanitation through public participation

 Mor Shahar – Mor
Jimmedari
campaign to be run
in urban bodies
 Gaukosh to be
created for
serving cattle in
urban bodies
Bhilai, Sep 06:

The administration
took two big decisions regarding the initiatives to
make the urban bodies
clean and beautiful. Mor
Shahar – Mor Jimmedari
campaign will be run in
urban bodies. In this, citizens will cooperate to keep
the squares and localities
clean and beautiful. Apart
from this, a Gau Kosh will
be created for serving the
cattle in urban Gauthans.
Citizens will be able to
give their financial support in this fund, which
will be spent for taking
care of the cows. Collector

Pushpendra Meena gave
these instructions to the
officers in the review
meeting held on Tuesday.
Additional
Collector
Padmini Bhoi, Arvind
Ekka, DFO Shashi Kumar,
Bhilai
Corporation
Commissioner Lokesh
Chandrakar,
Durg
C o r p o r a t i o n
Commissioner Prakash
Sarve and other officers
were present in the meeting.
Collector Pushpendra
Meena said that it is the responsibility of all to keep
our city clean and beautiful. Public participation
can go a long way in fulfilling the resolve to make the
city clean and beautiful.
Cooperation can be taken

from people who want to
cooperate towards making
their surroundings beautiful. Citizens can contribute in the beautification of squares and for the
maintenance expenses.
The officers of the civic
bodies should contact and
motivate the enlightened
people. The office bearers
of the residential societies
can do this work together.
They can also identify
such places where beautification is possible and for
this they can offer and also
bear the cost. Along with
this, the administration
and the civil community
can also take a big initiative for cleanliness by running a Shramdaan campaign.

Collector said that in
order to maintain proper
traffic system and cleanliness in urban bodies, it is
necessary
that
the
arrangement of keeping
cattle in urban Gauthans
is made. A large number of
cattle roam on the streets
in the urban bodies. The
administration is doing
the work of keeping them
in Gauthans. Citizen participation will give further
impetus to this work. Any
citizen can voluntarily donate his contribution
amount to Gaukosh. Bank
account number information of Gaukosh will be
given soon. Along with
this, a complete record of
the amount of expenditure and arrival in the cow

will be maintained with
transparency. The proceeds received will be
spent for proper arrangement of cattle in Gauthan.
The Collector said that
for speedy redressal of
public problems in rural
areas, a campaign will be
launched by the administration. Under this campaign, Jandarshan will be
organized at the village
level itself. Applications
for demands and problems
will be collected from the
villagers in the panchayat
where the Jandarshan will
be held.
The applications which
can be resolved at the
Panchayat level, will be resolved there itself. If not
possible, it will be forwarded to the block level and
district level officials according to the nature of
the application. After a period of one month, the
Collector or senior officer
will reach the Gram
Panchayat and review the
status of disposal of applications.

Dujendra’s
paintings to be
exhibited in Nehru Art
Gallery from today
Bhilai, Sep
06: SAILBhilai Steel
Plant is organising a
painting exhibition
u s i n g
Charcoal
by Dujendra Deshmukh at
Nehru Art Gallery. The exhibition will be inaugurated by Chief
Guest
Triparna
Dasgupta,
President, Bhilai Mahila
Samaj on September 07,
2022 at 18:00 hrs.
Dujendra Deshmukh
from Changori, Durg
works as a charcoal
artist. In 2021, he created
a world record for making the biggest charcoal
drawing of Chhatrapati
Shivaji Maharaj and got
selected in International
book of record, Asia book
of record and India book
of record. Currently, he is
working as a Junior engineer
in
Hindalco
Industry Limited.
The exhibition will be
open for viewers during
September 07-09, 2022
from 17:30 hrs to 20:30
hrs.

Various Clubs inaugurated in
MGM Senior Secondary School

Bhilai, Sep 06: MGM
Senior Secondary School
inaugurated various clubs
for the session 2022-23.
The event commenced
with the school prayer followed by the Lightning of
lamp by the dignitaries.
Rashmi Kumar welcomed
the august gathering.
The occasion was graced
by the Chief Guest Fr
Kurian John. He expressed his views on the
initiative in motivating
and exploring a child’s capacity. He also stressed
upon the importance of
clubs in school life which
helps the child to learn
administration and be
leaders in all aspects of
life. The program was
mesmerized with the
songs by the students. A
debate was organised as a

part of inauguration by
the literary club. Topic of
the debate was “NEP- focusing on 21st century
challenges in school.”
Students had their
views for and against the
topic. The principal of the
school Dr BD Tharakan
encouraged the participants and was certain
about the efforts, accomplishments of the aims
and objectives of the various clubs. The winners of
the debate in for the motion were: 1st prize Sandra
Sunil and 2nd prize went
to Ananya Soni. The winners against the motion
were: 1st Prize Divya
Singh and 2nd Prize Y Sai
Yogendra
Reddy. The
event concluded with the
vote of thanks by Sangeeta
Saji.

Teacher’s Day celebrated at CCET Teacher’s Day celebrated with great enthusiasm & festivity in BSP
Bhilai, Sep 06:

Bhilai, Sep 06:
Staff Club of Christian
College of Engineering &
Technology, celebrated
Teachers’ Day to acknowledge the contribution of
teachers in the society.
Function started with
lighting the candles in
front of the portrait of Dr
S a r v e p a l l i
Radhakrishnan and continued with the address of
Principal Dr Dipali Soren.
In her address she explained the importance of
teachers in nation building and told that not only
a person who teaches in
the class room is a teacher
but also every individual
from whom we learn

something is a teacher.
Administrative
Coordinator Rev Fr Philip
Kuruvilla explained the
role of teachers in improving the present educational system. He also
advised the students to
give respect to the teachers who play important
role in their success.
Dr SS Bishoyi, Lincy
Mendonza and Divyani
sang the song melodiously. One of the faculty
members
Praveen
Chandrakar shared his
teaching experiences. Dr
RH Gajghat expressed his
feelings and respect for
the teachers’ fraternity
through his poem. The
students organized a

game and performed
group dance for faculty
members to show their
love and gratitude for the
teachers. Under the guidance of Robin Babu,
Sports Club organized the
Football Matches, exhibition
match
played
amongst CCET Staff followed by another matches
between Teachers and
Students.
The program was very
well organised by Shikha
Agarwal under the guidance of Principal Dr
Dipali
and
Administrative
Coordinator Fr Philip.
The program was hosted
by Amrita Banjare and
Richa Sahu.

Teacher’s Day was celebrated with great enthusiasm and festivity to mark
the birth anniversary of
Dr S Radhakrishnan in a
serene and pious environment at Bhilai Niwas MP
Hall on September 05, 2022.
The function was graced
by AK Bhatta ED (MM)
Bhilai Steel Plant as the
Chief Guest. Among the
other guests present on
the dais were Tapan
Sutradhar ED (Mines),
MM Gadre ED (P&A), S
Mukhopadhyay
ED
(Projects), Dr Ashok
Kumar Panda ED (F&A),
Dr M Ravindranath CMO
I/C (M&HS). Also present
in the function were Chief
General
Managers,
General Managers &
Senior Officers from various departments & Heads
of BSP Schools.
At the onset, the Chief
Guest and other dignitaries paid homage to Dr
S a r v a p a l l i
RadhaKrishnan. At the beginning of the program,
Executive
Director
(Personnel
and

Administration)
MM
Gadre in his remarks said
that the teacher is known
more as a guru. As a Guru,
he is constantly devoted to
the character building and
upliftment of the society.
Teachers play an important role in the formation
of society. He congratulations to all the teachers
present on Teacher’s Day.
The chief guest AK
Bhatta, in his address, appreciated the tireless work
done by the teachers for
online teaching in the last
two years. He praised the
important role of teachers
in character building and
motivating acquisition of
knowledge by the students.

Teacher’s Day celebrated with fervent zeal at DPS Bhilai
Bhilai, Sep 06:
Teacher’s Day was celebrated with fervent zeal at
DPS Bhilai, Risali Sector.
The students were delighted to see the morning assembly conducted by the
teachers.
The programme commenced on an auspicious
note with the garlanding
of the portrait of Dr S
Radhakrishnan. This was
followed by the lighting of
the ceremonial lamp accompanied by a melodious
rendition
of
Guru
Vandana. Cake cutting
was done by the Principal
who was accompanied by
the Head Boy and the
Head Girl. This marked
the beginning of the cultural programmes. The
students expressed their
gratitude to the teachers

by staging various cultural programmes of music
and dance. The students
performed a skit based on
the theme of the difficulties faced by teachers in a
classroom. The Head Girl
Anubha Paresh recited a
poem “Reverence” as a
tribute to the teachers.
The gap filler “Rubik’s
Fiesta” kept the audience
spellbound. The pro-

grammes were highly appreciated by the teachers
and students alike. The
Principal addressed the
students on this occasion
and asked them to appreciate the selfless service
rendered by the teachers
and to always respect
them. He wished the students success in all their
future endeavours. The
vote of thanks was pro-

posed by the Sr Vice Head
Girl, Arya Chaturvedi.
The teachers too presented entertaining cultural
p r o g r a m m e s .
Mesmerizing solo and
group dances by PrePrimary wing, Primary
wing and Middle wing
teachers enthralled the
audience. Melodious solo
and group songs were performed by the teachers of
various wings.
A skit based on the purpose of life was presented
by the Middle wing teachers. The staff members of

the school were felicitated
on this occasion. The
Principal in his address,
appreciated the excellent
performance of the students and the teachers.
He commended them
for the hard work and diligence that went into putting up such an inspirational and entertaining
programme. He also mentioned that such programmes should include
day-to-day problems faced
by the teachers and how
they overcome the hurdles
and march ahead.

Shraddha Montessori celebrates Teacher’s Day Teacher’s Day celebration

Bhilai, Sep 06: Teachers’
Day was celebrated at
Shraddha
Montessori
English Medium Higher
Secondary
School,
Khursipar. Former State
Minister
Badruddin
Qureshi was present as
chief
guest.
Samiti
President RC Dubey,
Secretary Radharaman

Choubey, former Principal
Baijnath Shukla, Congress
leader Samaylal Sahu and
D Kamraju were also present. Hemant Kumar
Tripathi conducted the
programme. Floral tributes
were
paid
to
Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan
at his portrait. Principal
Radha Chaturvedi wel-

comed the guests with
bouquets. Thereafter, all
the teachers were honoured with bouquets, shrifal and pen. Chief Guest
Qureshi extended greetings to all the teachers and
wished them a bright future ahead.
He spoke about the contributions of teachers for
the progress of the society
and nation. Other guests
also greeted the teachers.
School
administrator
Anup Kumar Chaturvedi
proposed the vote of
thanks. Students and
teachers attended the programme.

at Gurunanak School

Bhilai, Sep 06: Teacher’s day was
celebrated with rejoice at Guru
Nanak English Senior Secondary
School, Sector-6. The program
started with lighting of the lamp in
front of the portrait of Dr
Sarvapalli Radha Krishnan with
Guru Vandana. The lamp lighting
was done by the Chief Guest
Sakshi Soni, Chief Manger of
Punjab National Bank. On this
occasion, Chairman of School
Education Committee Sardar Tara
Singh congratulated and motivated
everyone. Teaching staff and NonTeaching Staff were awarded with
gifts. The president of Guru Singh
Sabha Sector-6 Sardar Kulwant
Singh, Vice President S Gurudev
Singh, S Manjit Singh, Treasurer S
PP Singh Ahluwalia, General

Secretary S GS Flora Singh, Joint
Secretary S Baljit Singh, S Jasbeer
Singh, Secretary of School
Education Committee S Harmeet
Singh, Treasurer S Baldev Singh,
Member S Amardeep Singh, S
Manjinder Singh were also present.
The entire program was successfully accomplished under the guidance of Principal of the School
Mona Singh.

At the outset, SV
Nandanwar
CGM
(TSD&CSR) welcomed the
dignitaries and awardees
and gave a brief about the
Education Department
of BSP Schools. Two students Aayushi Shukla of
SSS-X
and
Himani
Chakradhari of SSS-VII
expressed their thoughts
on the topic “Teachers:Leading in crisis and
reimagining the future”.
The Chief Guest honoured the teachers with
the Directors award to 24
teachers and supporting
staff from BSP Schools
and 4 teachers from private schools. Among those
honoured with the awards
were one Principal, one

Incharge Principal, Two
Senior Lecturers, four
Additional
Lecturers,
eight Lecturers, two
Senior Teachers, three
teachers, one Sports
Coordinator, two nonteaching staff and four
teachers of private schools
associated with BSP. The
students of SSS-X presented a beautiful musical rendition. The magazine
‘Smarika’ was released on
the occasion by the
Education Department.
Name of Awardees includes Madhuri Jaltare,
Ramesh Kumar, Ashok
Singh, Anita Ashok, Nishi
Shivappa, Jyoti Yadav,
Kiran Kumari Yadav,
Archana Gulati, K Vijaya

Laxmi Reddy, Sandhya
Arya, Seema Philip,
Neerakar Gaud, Jaya
Krishna Kumar, Chandra
Prakash
Sharma,
Hemendra Kumar Verma,
Shankar Lal Harjpal,
Lipika
Chakraborty,
Prakash Kumar Donode,
Ashish Kumar Gupta, Dr
Upma Shukla, Dr Arpan
Shastri, Priya C Peri, Ravi
Prakash Verma, Smita
Rushiya, Sunita Diwan,
Avinash Chandra Sheel,
Uma Singh, Rajesh Kumar
Sahu
The function was well
conducted by S Bahel.
Shikha
Dubey,
GM
Education proposed the
vote of thanks followed by
the National Anthem.

St Thomas College,
Kailash Nagar off to a flying start
Bhilai, Sep 06: The newly started St Thomas College, Kailash
Nagar, a sister institution of St
Thomas College, Ruabandha
Sector, organized an elaborate
and
engaging
Students’
Induction Programme. The first
batch of students, who have got
enrolled into different courses
offered by the college, were
given a warm welcome along
with their parents. St Thomas
College, Kailash Nagar is the
fourth college under the MGM
Group of Institutions, which has
the tradition of more than 57
years in the field of education.
The
Students’
Induction
Programme was meant to facilitate young and bright students
to get an opportunity to be
acquainted with the ambience
and ethos of the new college.
The programme solemnly started by the lighting of the lamp by
V Rev Thomas Ramban (Vice
President, St Thomas Mission,
and MGM Sr Secondary School,
Sec 6), Fr Philip Kuruvila
(Administrative Coordinator,
Christian College of Engineering
& Technology), Fr Dr Joshi
Varghese, (Administrator, St
Thomas College), Fr Aju K
Varghese,
(Treasurer,
St
Thomas Mission), Dr Dipali
Soren, (Principal, Christian
College of Engineering and
Technology -CCET), BVK Reddy
(Principal, Mar Baselios Vidya
Bhavan), Dr Mariam Jacob (officiating Principal, St Thomas
College, Kailash Nagar) and Sr
Grace. One of the objectives of
this programme was also to
encourage students to come out
of their cocooned selves and to
explore how St Thomas College
looks forward to imparting high-

quality education to students
hailing from different strata of
the society.
Dr Mariam Jacob welcomed
the gathering which was followed by a succinct speech
delivered by V Rev Thomas
Ramban. Fr Philip Kuruvila, in
his brief address, highlighted
the necessity of imparting good
quality education, considering
the nitty-gritty of present academic scenario across India. Fr
Dr Joshi Varghese inspired the
students to set goals and stay
focused on their dreams. He
also highlighted the importance
of perseverance and smartwork skills to succeed in life. A
brief history of MGM Group of
institutions and the Vision and
mission of St Thomas College,
Kailash Nagar, was presented to
the students and their parents.
It was followed by the selfintroductions of faculty members who expressed their objectives about teaching and related
activities. Siji Reno Raj spoke a
few words on the significance of
Teacher’s Day. The programme
concluded with Vote of Thanks
delivered by Abhisek Ghosal,
one of the faculty members of
the St Thomas College, Kailash
Nagar.
St Thomas College, Kailash
Nagar currently offers B Com,
BCA, BBA, and B Sc. The college
plans to launch PG and research
programmes in the coming

years. The aim of the institution
is to be recognized as a premier
educational institution in the
region, that provides quality
academic environment would
certainly help students to develop and excel in academic as well
as non-academic skills. The
salubrious environment coupled with attractive infrastructure of the College is sure to
stimulate the passion for excellence not only in students, but
also in staff. The College is Wi-Fi
enabled and has well -equipped
seminar and multipurpose halls.
The College takes pride in providing a clean, safe and green
campus with all the state-ofthe-art facilities. It provides separate hostel facility for girls and
boys in its vast campus.
Students can also take advantage of the health centre, central library, canteen, well
equipped gym, ATM and student
store. The college also provides
exclusive
well-maintained
grounds for Tennis, Badminton,
Volley Ball, Foot Ball, Hockey
and Cricket and an Indoor
Games Complex for ardent
sports enthusiasts. The college
has been approved by the
Department
of
Higher
Education, CG Govt and is affiliated to Hemchand Yadav
Vishwavidhyalaya, Durg. More
details about the college can be
obtained
from
https://www.stcbhilai.in/.
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Cabinet approves formation of SC
and OBC advisory council
Also grants
approval for recruitment of 12,489
posts of teachers in
Bastar, Surguja
To promote small
hydro power projects, extension in
Deptt policy-2012
approved
Raipur, Sep 06: A historic
decision was taken in the
Cabinet Meeting and it
was decided to constitute
separate departments for
the welfare and development of Scheduled Castes,
Scheduled Tribes and
Other Backward Classes.
This will enable the implementation of welfare
schemes and programs for
these sections in a more
systematic
manner.
Recruitment will be done
on 12,489 posts of teachers
in Bastar and Surguja divisions. Cabinet has approved the amendment
draft for Interest Subsidy
Rules
for
Farmers’
Cooperative Loans 2021.
To promote the establishment of small hydro
power projects, the proposal for extension in the
Departmental Policy-2012
was approved. Cabinet has
decided to build Krishi
Bhawan in Nava Raipur
and it will be constructed
on nearly 3.14 acres land.
Chief Minister Bhupesh
Baghel
chaired
the
Cabinet Meeting today at
his official residence and
in wh ich many important
decisions were taken in
the meeting. The people
appointed on Grade III and
IV district-level and division-level posts in Korba
and
Gaurela-PendraMarwahi districts of
Bilaspur Division, districts of Bastar and
Surguja divisions and notified scheduled areas will
not be transferred, deput-

ed, merged, or annexed
outside the district and the
Division.
Cabinet has approved
the amendment draft for
Interest Subsidy Rules for
Farmers’
Cooperative
Loans 2021. As per the
amendment, small and
marginal farmers will be
provided zero-interest
short-term loan of up to
Rs 3 lakh for horticulture
works, fisheries and cow
rearing.
In the interest of farmers of the state and to conduct all the activities related to Agriculture and allied departments such as
Horticulture,
Fishery,
Animal Husbandry etc at
one place, Cabinet has decided to build Krishi
Bhawan in Nava Raipur.
Nearly 3.14 acres of land
has been identified in
Sector 19 of Nava Raipur
Atal Nagar for construction of agricultural building (Krishi Bhawan) and
Cabinet has decided to
allot the land on Re 1 token
for this purpose.
Chhattisgarh
State
Hydroelectric
Project

(Pump Storage Based)
Establishment Policy 2022
was approved to encourage investment for setting
up the pump storage based
hydro power projects in
the state.
To promote the establishment of small hydro
power projects, the proposal for extension in the
Departmental Policy-2012
was approved. At present,
Cabinet has decided to extend by 10 years the duration of the notification issued for the establishment
of small hydro power project of 25 MW capacity,
which has expired in
February 2022.
Cabinet has decided to
relax the one-year validity
period for the selection list
issued for appointment of
43
Assistant
Cartographers in Public
Works Department.
Cabinet has decided to
build paved roads in the
service bank of irrigation
canals with the funds of
construction departments
other than Water Resource
Department, so that the
funds under Irrigation

Department could be utilized to expand the irrigation capacity of the state.
Post-facto approval was
given to produce a short
film based on the culture
of Chhattisgarh and a documentary on the 75 years
of independence and the
formation of a New India
in the next 25 years, under
‘Azadi
Ka
Amrit
Mahotsav’.
Cabinet has decided to
extend the guarantee period for the department to
get a loan for arrangement
of state’s share under
Pradhan Mantri Awas
Yojana (Urban) from
March 2022 till December
2024 (mission period).
Cabinet has given the inprinciple approval for the
financial structure recommended by the State-Level
High Power Steering
Committee for the implementation of Mission
AMRIT 2.0 scheme. Under
the Mission Amrit 2.0, 169
urban bodies of the state
have been included where
the works related to watersupply and augmentation
scheme will be done on

priority.
Cabinet has approved
the proposal to appoint a
Central Public Sector
Undertaking as Project
Management Consultant
through limited tender for
construction
of
Government
Medical
Colleges and Hospitals on
turnkey basis.
The departmental proposal for setting up solar
power plant of capacity
810 MW (DC) / 675 MW
(AC) to energize the agricultural feeders with solar
power, under ComponentC of Pradhan Mantri
Kisan Urja Suraksha
Avam
Utthan
Maha
Abhiyan (PM Kusum)
scheme, was approved.
Solarization of agricultural pumps will provide
the farmers solar energy
supply in addition to the
electricity supply they are
presently provided for the
operation of agricultural
pumps. In this way, farmers will be able to operate
agro-pumps on solar energy when it is available, and
in case of unavailability of
solar energy, electricity
supply for operation of
these pumps will be continued.
Recruitment will be
done on 12,489 posts of
teachers in Bastar and
Surguja divisions. This includes as many as 6,285
posts of assistant teachers, 5,772 posts of teachers
and 432 posts of lecturers.
Cabinet has decided to
give 2 bonus marks for
each year of service and a
maximum of 10 bonus
marks to the guest teachers working in the schools
of Education Department.

Six arrested in connection
with Mana murder incident

Youth murdered
after his abduction,
dumped on road
Central Chronicle News
Raipur, Sep 06: Police
have arrested six persons
in connection with broad
daylight incident of murder occured on Monday
in Mana area of Raipur.
In fact, Vijendra alias
Lalla Markandey, resident of Mana was murdered. Six suspects arrested in connection with
the murder incident are
Netai Mandal, Agast
Vibhar, Abhishek Soni,
Sanjay Tandi, Rohit alias
Sagar and Nanak Taneja.
All of them have been
subjected to interrogation.
SP (Rural) Kirtan
Rathore said that on
Sunday night, Vijender
had a dispute with one
Ravi Sahu who runs RS
Dhaba and is a history
sheeter of the Kotwali
area. Vijendra had a dispute with Ravi and others at RS Dhaba.
According to a report
Vijender was murdered
only at the behest of Ravi
Sahu. At present, no case
has been registered

against Ravi Sahu by the
police, nor has his name
appeared in the official
statement. Local public
are demanding action
against Ravi Sahu and
shut down his dhaba.
Like a film scene, some
youth came to the Mana
area by car and kidnapped Vijendra alias
Lalla and then took him
some distance away.
Subsequently they beat
him black and blue and
threw him near a temple.
The incident took place
on Monday morning
near
Mana
Basti.
Vijender Markandey had
gone to RS Dhaba on
Sunday night to join a
party with friends. It is
alleged that liquor is sold
illegally in the dhaba.
Vijendra had a dispute
with the workers of RS
Dhaba regarding the rate
of liquor.
To avenge the late
night dispute, 6 youths
started
looking
for
Vijendra in different cars
in
the
morning.
Vijender’s father Vishal
Markande works as a laborer. He told the media
that the boys had come in
3 cars. Vijendra was sitting in the morning near
an old neem tree in Mana
Basti. Suddenly speeding

car stopped and some
boys after coming out of
the
car
kidnapped
Vijendra and took him
away.
Inside the car, the miscreants inflicted several
knife blows on Vijendra
and threw him in a
bloody condition near
the temple of Basti and
fled. The people in Mana
Basti rushed him to the
hospital in a critical condition but by the time he
was brought to hospital
he succumbed to injuries.
After hearing the news
of Vijendra’s death till
noon, the people of Mana
Basti came out on the
road. Mana Basti is on
Raipur-JagdalpurHighway. Women sat on a
dharna and burnt old
tires in protest against
Vijendra’s
murder.
People started saying
that there is a gathering
of anti-social elements
every day in the dhaba of
Ravi Sahu. The mob
started demanding arrest
of the murders of
Vijendra and closure of
Ravi’s dhaba.
Officers tried to persuade protestors to end
their agitation and clear
the road but protesters
continue
to
stage
demonstration
and
dharna. The national
highway
remaned
jammed for about 4 to 5
hours. By evening, one
police arrested all the 6
youths who were allegedly involved in the
murder of Vijendra and
assured the people of
proper action. However
tension is still prevailing
in Mana Basti and police
personnel are maintaining vigil in the area.

CSCAC and OBCAC will be formed in Ch’garh
CM Baghel’s big
decision for the
benefit of the SCs
and OBCs
Raipur, Sep 06: In yet another significant initiative
for the benefit of the
Scheduled Castes, Chief
Minister Bhupesh Baghel
has decided to constitute
the Scheduled Castes
Advisory Council (SCAC).
The move aims toward the
upliftment of people belonging to the Scheduled
Caste (SC) category in
Chhattisgarh, bringing
positive changes in their
lives, and making them socially and financially empowered. CM Bhupesh
Baghel has also taken a big
decision for the protection
of the rights of the backward
classes
in
Chhattisgarh by forming
an advisory council for
OBCs and it will be known

Rohit Singh R/o Durg and
when the team conducted
inspection of the plastic
bag with them, they found
banned cough syrup inside
it. They were asked to produced valid documents in
support of it and to which

they could not and they
tried to mislead the team.
Both were arrested and 122
bottles of cough syrup was
also seized from their possession.
When inquired as to
from where they got, duo

informed thatDeepak Seth
of Purani Basi has given
this Codin syrup and
based upon which the police raided Deepak Seth’s
house and banned cough
syrups were also found at
his residence and he disclosed that he has brought
it from Odisha.
The police seized total
235 bottles of banned
cough syrup from all three
accused and this included
3 bottles of Codin syrup; 3
mobile phone, 1 bullet and
entire lot worth Rs 1.15
lakh. A case under section
21 (C) of Narcotics Act has
been filed against all three
at Tikrapara thana and all
three taken into arrest.

Man arrested with 42 kg Director Sports Sinha inaugurates
‘Ganja’ worth Rs 6.30 lakh Ch’garh Shooting championship

Raipur, Sep 06: Telibandha
police has nabbed drug
smuggler with 42 kg ‘Ganja’
worth Rs 6.30 lakh. TI
Telibandha
Bhavesh
Gautam informed that as
per tip from an informer,
the stopped a Swift Dezire
vehicle near Telibandha
and when searching was
done, a total of42 kg ‘Ganja’
was recovered. The police
has taken the car driver into
arrest and is interrogating
with him.
The name of accused
driver is Rakesh Nagpure.
He informed that he is resident of Khohaka of Bhilai
and was taking this ‘Ganja’

from Odisha to Bhilai for
selling. He informed that
smuggling of ‘Ganja’ from
UP is also done by him.
Including the cost of the
Swift Dzire vehicle, entire
amount comes to 13.30 lakh.
The Police has booked him
under NDPS Act and sent
him to jail.
Woman arrested with
1.40 kg ‘Ganja’
Bilasupr: A woman on a
Scooty was nabbed with
1.400 kg ‘Ganja’ and an electronic weighing machine by
the Sakri police in Bilaspur
on Tuesday. The police has
arrested her and taken her
on judicial remand.



Shooting Academy
to come up soon

Raipur, Sept 06: Director
Sports & Youth Welfare
Shweta Sinha on Tuesday
inaugurated the week-long
Chhattisgarh
State
Shooting championship
being organized under the
aegis of Chhattisgarh
Pradesh Rifle Association
(CPRA) in association
with Jindal Steel & Power
Limited
at
Mana
Battalion-based Shooting
Range.
Speaking on the occasion, the chief guest
Shweta Sinha also an-

nounced to start the proposed new Shooting
Academy which would
boost the game in future.
Bureau
of
Civil
Aviations
Security
Regional Director VS
Meena, JSPL President
Pradeep Tandon, National
Rifle Association representative Manish Giri and
others were present on the
occasion.
CPRA Secretary Rakesh
Gupta informed that the
successful players would
be
representing
Chhattisgarh in the Zonal
and Pre National All India
GB Mavlankar tournament.

making recommendations
on the subject matters related to Scheduled Tribes
in Chhattisgarh. On the
same lines, the process of
the
constitution
of
Scheduled Caste Advisory
Council in Chhattisgarh
has been started as per the
instructions of Chief
Minister Bhupesh Baghel.
The problems and needs of
a particular class will be
addressed by this council.
Besides, decisions related
to
the
welfare
of
Scheduled Castes will be
taken.
The 20-membered council will be headed by
Chhattisgarh
Chief
Minister while the minister in charge will be the
vice-president. The council will have at least 5 elected members of the
Scheduled Castes in the
State
Legislative
Assembly and the remaining members will be nominated by the state govern-

‘School of Schools’- eight in
succession for DPS Raipur

Raipur,
Sep
06:
Exhibiting veracity and assurance, contestants representing Delhi Public
School, Raipur clinched
the ‘School of School
Awards’ consecutively for
the 8th time at SHINE –
Cosmo
Mega
Youth
Festival, 2022 organized by
the Rotary Club of Raipur.
In their race to win with
conviction against 50 participating schools of
Raipur, the depsites displayed unparalleled adeptness to bag worthy positions in Yoga, Chess, Group
song, Group dance, debate
Mathematical Aptitude

competitions in the senior
and middle school categories. The students in the
middle school category
notched 1st position in
‘Group
Dance’,
‘Mathematical Aptitude’
and ‘Chess’ while those in
‘Play the Music’ and
‘Group Discussion’ were
adjudged second. The seniors were able to make
their mark in Chess and
m a t h e m a t i c a l
aptitude.They
carried
away as many as 8 prizes
which helped them earn
the title and the prestigious
award. All the winners
were applauded during the

Songs, bhajans leave
audience mesmerized

Three nabbed with 235 bottles of banned cough syrup
Raipur, Sep 06: It was
based upon instructions by
the SSP and senior police
officers to take action
against illicit sale of liquor
and drugs and banned
cough syrups, the Cyber
Crime and Cyber unit
team to tip from an informer that two persons in
a bullet are keeping
banned cough syrup and
in look out for customers
to sell it. So the combined
team of Anti-crime and
Cyber unit and Tikrapara
thana police identified the
two-wheeler rider and
stopped them.
When inquired both declared their name as
Yogesh Dewangan and

as OBCAC
With the formation of
this council, better monitoring of the implementation of schemes and programmes being run for the
welfare of scheduled
castes will be done besides
getting meaningful consultation for the same. The
recommendations of the
council will help the government and administration in taking necessary
decisions for the betterment of the Scheduled
Castes. The elected representative members of this
class in the council will
participate in resolving
the problems of the people
belonging to this category.
This will make it easier to
implement welfare programmes
for
the
Scheduled Castes.
It is worth mentioning
here that Chhattisgarh
Scheduled
Tribes
Advisory Council has already been constituted for



By three singers

Raipur, Sep 06: Three
bhajans singers gave a
wonderful performance
of songs and ‘Bhajans’ in
the ‘Bhajan evening’ programme held at Housing
Board Colony, Raipur on
Monday.
In this Dr Devendra
Kumar Suryavanshi of

‘teaching sung singing’
fame and Jaynat Paul of
‘Policing sung singing’
and V Vineet Rao of
‘Bachpan- gane me
Pachpan’ fame, enthralled the audience
with variety of songs and
Bhajans on occasion of
programme by Shri
Ganeshotsav
Samiti
Housing Board Colony
on Monday.

morning assembly of
Teacher’s Day Celebration.
Proud of this proficient
privilege, the Principal,
Mr. Raghunath Mukherjee
welcomed the recipients of
‘School of Schools Award’
with both hands congratulating each one of them for
retaining the title which
the school will remember
for many years in future.
Pro Vice Chairman, Mr.
Baldeo Singh Bhatia and
senior members of the
management committee,
Mr. Vijay Shah and Mr.
Pukhraj Jain too complimented the commendable
efforts of the children.

Professors of CU
to deliver lectures
at Int’nl workshop
Bilaspur, Sep 06:
Professor Amit Saxena
and Dr Dhananjay
Gopal
of
Guru
Ghasidas University
have been invited to deliver lectures at an
Inter national
Workshop to be held in
Thammasat University,
Thailand from Sept 1-5.
This prestigious workshop will be on ‘New
Trends in Theoretical
Data Analysis and
C o m p u t a t i o n
Techniques’.
It is noteworthy that
scientists and mathematicians from various
countries are going to
participate in this
workshop.

ment. In-charge Secretary,
Government
of
Chhattisgarh, Tribal and
Scheduled
Caste
Development Department
will act as the secretary of
this council.
Monumental decision
by CM for protecting
rights of OBCs
Raipur: By the formation of an advisory council for backward classes in
the state, the people belonging to these classes
will get some help in recommending and implementing programs. It will
also ensure the active participation of people in this
category in resolving
problems related to the
Other Backward Classes
(OBCs). This will speed up
the process of solving
problems related to OBCs
and also help in improving their living standards.
The organization of this
council will allow better
monitoring
of
the

schemes and programs
implemented for the benefit of the Other Backward
Classes. It will also help in
creating new schemes and
programs for the welfare
of the Other Backward
Classes. The chosen representative members in this
council will act as partners in improving the
state of society and in resolving problems. This
will enable the smooth operation of welfare programs for the OBCs.
The Chief Minister of
Chhattisgarh will be the
president of this council
and the minister in charge
will be the vice president.
The council will have a
total of 40 members, of
which there will be at
least 10 elected members
from Other Backward
Classes in the State
Vidhan Sabha and the remaining members will be
elected by the State
Government.

Students taught by teachers run
the country: Dubey
Raipur, Sep 06: Today, in SRU
Campus Teachers’ Day was celebrated in which the Chief Guest of
the day was Padam Shri Dr.
Surendra Dubey and as a special
guest Nilesh T Shah, Vice
President of the Jindal Steel and
Power Ltd and National Teacher
Awardees MR Sawant appreciated the cultural activities such as
singing, dancing and yoga performance performed by the students of the University.
By sharing his views, National
Teacher Awardees M.R. Sawant
said that learning is very important from everywhere there is a
chance to learn and always excited to learn something new.
Students should try to convert
bookish knowledge into practical
aspects. In any field, wherever
they get job, try to learn something diligently and move forward
to become successful and every
day imagine about the way to
achieve the dreams.
The chief guest of the day,
Padam Shri Dr. Surendra Dubey
asserted that teachers are the

builders of society and education
were respected in every era. He
encouraged the students and the
teachers of the University by their
experience and said that the
teacher spends his whole life to
provide basic knowledge to their
students and these students run
the country in the future and the
teacher always teach the same
class. On the occasion of Teachers
day, the chairman of Lok Kalvan
Trust and the Chancellor of the
University Shri Ravishankarji
Maharaj send best wishes to the
Pro-Chancellor Harsh Gautam of
the University, the Vice
Chancellor of the University Prof.
S.K Singh, chief guest and the

special guest of the day along
with them the Registrar, professor and students of the Teachers
Day and said that we are fortunate to celebrate the birthday of
the great personality Dr.
Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan. On this
day we how to all the gurus and
take inspiration from them and
carry forward their thoughts
through deeds.
The Vice Chairman of Lok
Kalyan Trust Dr. JK. Upadhyay, the
Pro-chancellor of the University,
Harsh Gautam, and the Vice
Chancellor Prof. S.K Singh also
congratulate to academic and non
academic staff of the University
for the Teachers Day.

Teacher’s day celebrated with elation and enthusiasm


In KPS Sarona

Raipur, Sep 06: Teachers
are the architects of the
nation. Teachers’ Day in
India is celebrated every
year on 5th September to
mark the birth anniversary of Dr. Sarvepalli
Radhakrishnan, the former President of India,
scholar, philosopher and
Bharat Ratna recipient. On
Teachers’ Day, students all
over the country extend respect and honor to their
teachers. Teachers’ Day is
a reminder of the role of
the teachers who play a decisive role in nation-building by guiding and educating the brightest minds of
our country.
Krishna Public School
(KPS) Sarona celebrated
Teachers’ Day with abundance of elation and enthusiasm in the school auditorium magnificently
decorated by the senior

class students to welcome
and honor their teachers.
Worthy teachers from all
the
branches
i.e.
Amleshwar and Hirapur
were also present to witness the grand celebration.
The programme commenced with the lamp
lighting before the portrait
of Maa Saraswati the goddess of knowledge & wisdom and Dr Sarvepalli

Radhakrishnan the great
educator,laureate and second
President
of
Independent India by Dr
Archna
Misha,
Principal,KPS
Sarona
along with Archana
Tripaathi
Academic
Director KPS Sarona followed
by
Saraswati
Vandana and welcome
song by the students.
Ansh Panaich, the Head

Boy and Akshita Sungh
Parihaar, the Head Girl of
KPS Sarona extended a floral welcome to Honourable
Principal Dr Archana
Mishra and Academic
Director madam Aparna
Tripathi by presenting
bouquet. In her address,
Mrs Mishra emphasized
the role of a teacher and
eulogized them as the
torch bearer of the nation.

A teacher is one who
works tirelessly for the holistic development of the
students who later become
responsible citizens of the
country.
Mrs. Tripathi in her
speech highlighted about
the role of Gurus in everyone’s life. A colourful cultural program comprising
song and dance of both
classical & western was
presented by the students.
‘Games for teachers’ session was the special attraction of the entire programme.All the teachers
were felicitated by the
Principal
and
the
Academic Director of KPS
Sarona
The Students Council coordinated
the
programme.Ansh Panaich the
Head boy of the Institution
proposed a vote of thanks
to all the presents.The momentous day registered its
end with a happy note and
enthusiasm.

Second semester Teacher’s Day celebrations held at APS
main exam time
table of CU declared
Bilaspur, Sep 06:
The main and ATKT examinations of the UG /
PG courses of the session 2021-22 being run in
different schools of Guru
Ghasidas
(Central)
University will be held
from
12.09.2022
to
26.09.2022 in offline mode.
The exam timings will be
from 2.00 p.m. to 5.00 p.m.
The date of practical /
oral examination will be
decided by the respective
heads of departments and
the students of the concerned subject will be informed about the date of
the practical examina-

tion.
Students can download
their admit cards from
Samarth portal one week
before the commencement of the examination.
All the Heads of
Departments are requested to download the attestation forms of the candidates 05 days before the
commencement of the examination and submit
them to the concerned
Centre Superintendent.
The above office memorandum has been issued
by the Examination
Section. For more information, view the university website

Bemetara, Sep 06: A grand
function and rainbow cultural
program named “Arpan” was
organized with full enthusiasm
and reverence for their teachers with regards, gratitude and
exchange of emotions with students and teachers on the auspicious occasion of the
Teachers’ Day at Allons Public
School (APS) Bemetara. This
day is celebrated on 5th
September each year on the
occasion of the birth of Dr.
Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan, the
second
President
of
Independent India and a great
teacher.
The program was started by
garlanding the statues of
Sarvepalli Dr. Radhakrishnan
and Maa Sarasvati Devi with
lighting the lamp by Kamaljeet
Arora, Chairman, Dr. Satyajit
Hota, Principal, Sunil Sharma,
Administrator, Head boy & the

head girl. The students sang
the welcome song and performed the cultural programs
and a Nukkad Natak on the
teachers- students relationship
was performed by the students
with the teacher. An innovative
mime act was performed by
the students of class VIII. It
became a centre of attraction
for the audience. All of the
activities entertained the audience.
The teachers performed all
the activities of the morning

assembly on this day. The
teachers belonging to different
religions gave the sermons to
bring national integration on
this occasion. The students
played the role of teachers on
this day and they respected the
teachers. Kamaljeet Arora,
Chairman presented the silver
school emblems to teachers on
this occasion to honour them.
The Arpan E-Magazine was an
inaugurated by Kamaljeet
Arora, Chairman & Dr. Satyajit
Hota, Principal.

CRGB celebrates 10th Foundation Day Chhagan Lal Sahu receives State Teacher’s Award
Raipur, Sep 05: A program
was organised to mark the
10th foundation day of
Chhattisgarh
Rajya
Gramin Bank (CRGB), a pioneer in banking service in
the state of Chhattisgarh at
Hotel Sayaji, Raipur. Chief
Guest of the function was
Suparna Tandon, CGM,
NABARD and was presided
by Chairman, Chhattisgarh
Rajya Gramin Bank, IK
Gohi. Special guest of the
occasion was
Shaily
Jamuar, DGM, NABARD.
Chief Guest of the program, NABARD CGM
Suparna Tandon congratulated and extebnded best
wishes to the staff members on the 10th Foundation
Day and said that the services and performance of
CRGB has been excellent.
Considerable progress has
been made by the bank in
risk control along with
business growth if compared with rural banks
across the country where
the consolidated NPA of all

rural banks is 9% while
that of CRGB is around 3%.
The Bank is focusing on
advanced technology as
well as human resource and
the compliance level has
also been improved. CRGB
has an important role in the
implementation of government schemes like Atal
Pension Yojana, Pradhan
Mantri Bima Yojana. CRGB
Chairman Mr. IK Gohil congratulating everyone on the
bank’s foundation day said
that the business has in-

creased from Rs. 8 thousand
crores to Rs. 20 thousand
crores in 9 years by the
bank.
We are continuously upgrading our technology to
provide better customer
service. He called upon the
staff to make systematic
and meaningful efforts to
achieve their goals. On this
occasion the staffs of the
bank were felicitated for
their outstanding contributions. In the program, AK
Behera, General Manager,

Chhattisgarh
Rajya
Gramin Bank, congratulated on foundation day and
provided guidance to the
staff to meet the challenges
of the bank ahead.
NABARD GM Shaili
Jamuar, the special guest
present in the program,
congratulated all the officers and employees of
Chhattisgarh
Rajya
Gramin Bank on their 10th
foundation day. The program was conducted by
Senior Manager, Prabhu
Bedi. The vote of thanks
was given by AK Nirala,
General
Manager,
Chhattisgarh
Rajya
Gramin Bank. In the program, Assistant General
Managers of Chhattisgarh
Rajya Gramin Bank, GN
Murthy
and
Satish
Kashyap, all the Regional
Managers of Chhattisgarh
Rajya Gramin Bank and a
large
number
of
Chhattisgarh
Rajya
Gramin Bank’s staff were
present.

Kareli badi, Sep 06:
Chhagan Lal Sahu of
Government
Primary
School – Hasda-1 was honoured with the State
Teacher’s Award at the
hands of the Governor
Ansuiya
Uikey
in
Rajbhavan and in the presence of the Chief Minister
Bhupesh Baghel, and
School Education Minister
Premsai Tekam, on occasion of Teacher’s Day here
on Monday. In this ceremony few residents of Tarri
Nawapara were also present. It is notable here that
CL Sahu has been doing
good work in the field of
education continuously for
many years.
Teacher CL Sahu was honoured for his remarkable
works in bringing better
change in the physical environment of the school
with public cooperation,
gardening and fountain in
it and creating an attractive print-rich environment for academic interest
in children. Apart from

this he also worked for
community participation,
providing computers for
the all-round development
of children, setting up
swings and banking system. For the understanding of children’s bank
scheme, running water
system for clean drinking
water, preparing handwash platform and arranging water cooler with public cooperation so that children studying in govern-

ment schools can be provided facilities at par with
private schools.
It is said that CL Sahu is
directly connected with the
parents and the public
from the land, so that they
meet the villagers on any
problem. Recently with the
help of the public in the
school, tie-belt benches and
shoe stockings were
arranged for the children
and the installation of the
idol of Goddess Saraswati

was also done with public
cooperation.
CL Sahu does better implementation of important
schemes of the government and school education
department, whether it is
kitchen garden under Bari
scheme or operation of mohalla classes at the time of
Covid-19, learning programs and discharge of responsibilities and duties in
vaccination. For which the
District Collector honoured him on Republic Day
as well. On receiving of
this award there is joy in
the whole village and region. On this achievement,
District Education Officer,
Development
Block
Education Officer Mr. M.K
Dhruv, Development Block
Resource Coordinator OP
Chandrakar, Assistant
Education Officer K. R.
Sahu congratulated him
and also by the villagers
and by the cluster coordinator Govind Yadav and by
all the teachers of the cluster and development block.
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Expansion of railway Divisional Comm conducts surprise inspection
track upto Paniyaboj soon

BRIEF

 In SAGEMS in Birkoni
and Bagbahra

 Movement of trains as
high-speed upto
Dongargarh possible
 Blasting work for
tunnel near DarrekasaSahlekasa soon
 Present day speed
upto Dongargarh is
80-100 kms/hr
Rajnandgaon, Sep 06:

The work of lying of
third railway line between Bilaspur to Nagpur
by South East Central
Railway (SECR) is going
on in full swing. After expansion of third railway
line upto Dongargarh, the
speed of train movement
has increased. It is learnt

that the third railway line
is to be extended upto
Paniyboj. Technical officers of Railway said that
this work is being taken
on war-footing.
It is notable here that as
per instructions from the
Railway Ministry, in
order to ensure movement of fast train between Bilaspur and
Nagpur, the work of lying
of third railway line was
started. On its completion
upto Dongargarh and
after completion of the
testing procedure, now
trainsa are running in the
speed of 80-100 kms per
hour upto Dongargarh
railway
station.
Meanwhile the expansion
of railway line upto
Gondia has also being un-

dertaken and would be
completed soon. Blasting
has to be done between
Darrekasa and Salhekasa
for construction of a tunnel and for this preparations have been started.
The work of lying of
tracks upto Bortalav is in
full swing. The technical
officers of Railway informed that along with
construction of lying of
third railway line, the
work of testing is also
being completed. The
electrification work is
also being done simultaneously and in the coming days, the movement of
trains in high-speed upto
Gondia would be possible.
Modernisation
of
railway stations:
The railway stations

coming under SECR are
being modernised. A the
Rajnandgoan railway station, for providing better
facilities to passengers,
apart from expansion of
the existing platforms,
the work on erection of
Escalators,
foot-overbridge, lift, Pink Rooms
for women and battery
car for the differently able
and senior citizens is
being provided. Signals
are also being upgraded.
Construction work in
full swing: Pathak
Engineer of Railway
Adarsh Pathak informed
that the work of lying of
third railway track is
going on in full swing.
Apart from this modern
look to the railway stations too is being done.

Mahasamund, Sep 06:
Commissioner Raipur division Yashwant Kumar
conducted surprise inspection of Gram Birkoni and
Bagbahra’s MK Bahra’s
‘gouthans’ and checked the
development works. On occasion of Teacher’s Day, he
met the students preparing
for competitive exams in
Navkiran Academy. He
asked the students to study
about the text being taught
by the teachers in a better
manner from competitive
exam point of view and
create a bright future for
self. He also met the teachers and students of Swami
Atmanand Govt. English
Medium
School
(SAGEMS) in Bagbahra.
Commissioner Yashwant
Kumar hailed better implementation of govern-

Teachers felicitated on teacher’s day Ex-students of SSMHSS
 At Nehru Smriti
presented with certificates
Vidyalaya

Birkoni, Sep 06:
Teacher’s day programme was organised at
Nehri Smriti Vidyalaya
(NSV) near Barbaspur
road in Gram Bikoni here
on Monday. First the head
master Tupsingh Nishad
garlanded the photo of
Goddess Saraswati and
ex-President of India Dr S
Radhakrishnan and inaugurated the programme.
Here the students first
welcomed the teachers
with flowers and the students of the School re-

called the works of former
President
and
Educationist
Dr
S a r v e p a l l i
Radhakrishnan. At the
same time the students
also sought blessings of
their teachers and wished
them happy teachers day
by presenting them with
token gifts and flowers.
Head Master Tupsingh
Nishad in his address
said that teacher is the
first ‘Guru’, second is
mother and third is the father, without which it is
not possible to attain

knowledge and wisdom
and so one should respect
his
teachers.
Remembering his educational works he said that
a teacher should dedicate
the beam of knowledge to
his students. A true
teacher is the best pathbearer and he always
thinks about the betterment of his students and
the society. In the Indian
society, teacher has been
given the status equivalent to that of the God, he
added.
On this occasion all the
teachers of the school, including Saraswati Yadu,
Rama Yadav, Poornima
Chandrakar, Tejeshwari,
Bharti Yadav, Godavari
Nishad,
Bharti
Chakradhari, Vinamrata
Sen, Khemin Sahu, and
students in large number
were present.

Dongargarh,
Sep
06:
Certificate distribution to exstudents of the School and
library inauguration programme was held at Saraswati
Shishu Mandir HS School
(SSMHSS) in Dongargarh by
NSS. In this district organiser
of Rajnandgaon district Dr
Suresh Patel from Government
Digvijay College, Rajnandgaon
was the chief guest and it was
chaired by Principal of School
Prakash Yadav.
The programme began with
prayers and lighting of traditional lamp, offering of flowers
to photo of Goddess Saraswati,
Om,
Bharat
Mata
and

Quail rearing became a means
of livelihood for WSHGs in Gauthans

Konta, Sep 06: District
Sukma is the only district
in the state which has benefited women self-help
groups (WSHGs) from
quail rearing scheme in
Gauthans under the
Backyard
Poultry
Farming Scheme, under
the ambitious Narva,
Garuva, Ghurva and Bari
scheme
of
the
Government
of
Chhattisgarh. Every effort is being made to make
them financially strong
and self-dependent by linking them with departmen-

tal schemes. In this context, under the guidance of
Collector District Sukma
Harish S and Devnarayan
Kashyap, CEO, District
Panchayat Sukma, Block
Chhindgarh, local Pushpa
Women Self-Help Group in
village
Chikaras
(Chipurpal) Gauthan of
District-Sukma have taken
up backyard poultry by
Livestock Development
Department,
District
Sukma. Under the rearing
scheme year 2022-23, 20
units of quail chicks were
distributed along with

grain by transporting
them from the government poultry farm fort a
month ago.
Dr. S. Zaheeruddin Dy.
Director
Veterinary
Department informed that
quail rearing will be done
by the women’s group in
the identified Gauthans of
the district and the
amount received from the
sale of quail chicks will be
deposited in the bank account of the group and in
future from that deposited
money and By purchasing
quail chicks from the gov-

RSS workers take our rally, stage protest
In support of their various demands

Jagdalpur, Sep 06: In the
primary and secondary
schools of Bastar division,
the cook workers who
cook the mid-day meal and
are paid part-time honorarium and to regularize
the cook workers employed since 1995 and with
demand to give honorarium of 12 months in place
of honorarium of ten
months per year, and including giving 13 days casual leave every year and

other demands, the members of Rasoyia Shramik
Sangh (RSS) took out a division-level rally on
Monday and staged massive protest.
The members of Union
of cooks staged demonstration organized in
Krishi Upaj Mandi premises and members informed that from the time
they are present right
from opening of the school
to its closure and also take

up cleanliness along with
preparing food. The central and state governments
say that this is a shortterm job. An amount of Rs
1000 is being paid by the
Center and Rs 200 by the
state government since
2009 to the cooks preparing mid-day meals in government schools. In total,
Rs 40 per day honorarium
is available, that too for ten
months in a year. Women
neither get maternity
leave nor any other leave.
The office bearers of RSS
said that to wake up the
sleeping government, they
are taking out rallies by
protesting again and
again, but it is falling on
deaf ears. Under compulsion, we will have to resort
to strike further, they
warned.

ernment poultry farm,
continuous benefit will be
taken. Each group will get
about Rs. 60,000/- in the
form of income from quail
rearing. Backyard poultry
farming
scheme
in
Gauthans by connecting
women of self-help groups
with livelihood activities.
By making quail farming
as a means of livelihood
by making quail farming
as a means of livelihood
collectively with low cost
and little effort, it will
prove to be worthwhile in
improving its livelihood
and economic condition
by selling it in the nearby
haat-markets and villages
itself, by the beneficiary
group. Expressing gratitude to the Chhattisgarh
Government,
District
Administration
and
Livestock Development
Department, Sukma, it
was happily agreed to take
the benefit of the above
scheme collectively continuously.

Vivekanand. In this NSS workers of the School presented
state song and head of team
Kewal Sahu, Niket Jharia welcomed the guests with srifal
and flower bouquet. After this,
the Chief Guest and Principal
of School highlighted on the
works being done by the NSS
workers under the NSS
Scheme. After the address the
ex-Students of School were
presented with certificates and
library was also inaugurated.
In this programme, officer
Vir Singh Yadav and was assisted by Saurabh Phule, informs
chief of Jai Hind Vinod
Tamrakar in a press release.

Rescue operation underway after a portion of a
dilapidated house collapsed, in Prayagraj,
Tuesday.
ment’s flagship schemes in
better manner in the district. On this occasion
Collector Nileshkumar
Kshirsagar, CEO District
Panchayat S Alok and
other concerned officers
were present.
Commissioner
Yashwant Kumar also conducted inspection of the
products manufactured by
‘didis’ of National Rural
Livelihood
Mission
(NRLM) and held discussions with the women

from WSHGs and NGOs
present in the ‘Gouthan’
on how to make women of
the region more empowered and self-reliant
through entrepreneurship.
He also took information
about the activities being
conducted
in
the
‘Gouthan’. He held talks
with women about poultry
farming, goat rearing, fish
farming, mushroom production with the women
present and motivated
them to continue this

work, as all these products
have good demand in the
market. Women informed
that they are also preparing vermi-compost and are
doing is packing and selling. In addition to this
women are also doing activities like ‘godana art’ in
clothes, bamboo work,
making incense sticks,
pickles, ‘badi’, ‘papad’,
‘soap’, ‘nirma powder’,
‘kari laddu’, ‘Mahua laddu’
and other means of livelihood.

‘Currency’ fraud


No action being taken
on dilapidated buildings!
Rajnandgaon, Sep 06:
The dilapidated buildings
in the Rajnandgoan city
are giving open invitation
for accidents and there is
just mere formality done
when it comes to taking
action. If official sources
are to be believed, then at
present 10-12 houses are
still in dilapidated and delicate condition and it has
been certified by Rajgami
Sampada and PWD department. It is for long
that repair and necessary
maintenance in these dilapidated buildings has
not been done. From
Lakhouli also people have
been moved out as the
building is in bad condition.
As per information in
this regard, few buildings
in the city are still in dilapidated condition and failing to get any repair and

 Around 10-12
buildings in city in
bad shape
 May pose
threat to some
accident one day

maintenance, it has become fully dilapidated.
There are many buildings
from the Old Hospital
building to Golebazar
which are in bad shape
and condition. The complex near the GE Road
near DCCB is also in
worse condition. There are
also many dilapidated
buildings from Ganj
Chowk to Lakhouli Chow
as well.
It is learnt that there are
around 10-12 buildings
which are in dilapidated
condition and still no re-

pair work or maintenance
has been carried out.
The condition is such
that in these buildings
there are still offices functional and people are also
residing. Just a few days
back, the lintel of a complex near Jaistambh
Chowk had fallen and in
this people got narrowly
escaped. But still no action
has been taken by the
Municipal authorities
against the dilapidated
buildings.
Notice is being served:
Ramteke
EE
Rajnandgoan
Municipal Corporation
(RMC) Ramteke said that
all possible efforts are
being made to shift the
people living in dilapidated building to new area
and notice is being served
to those living in such
buildings as well.

Air show


JS Sahir becomes new
president of Sahitya Parishad
 In Ratnachal District

Kareli badi (Rajim), Sep 06:
Recently, an important
meeting of Ratnachal Jilla
Sahitya Parishad (RJSP)
Gariaband was held and in
this Jitendra Sukumar
Sahir, the teacher and poet
of Government Higher
Secondary School, Kareli
Badi, was unanimously
nominated
as
the
President. It is noteworthy that Sahir has been active in literary activities
for last 22 years and he is
organizing literary classes
in his school including literary forum and semi-

nars. A total of 50 children
are writing poetry under
his guidance.
On
this
occasion,
District
President
Jitendra Sukumar Sahir
said that literature is the
mirror of the society and
litterateurs play the main
role by being part of the
society. The main objective of our Ratnachal Zilla
Sahitya Parishad is to encourage all the litterateurs
to work hard for writing
unitedly.
It is noteworthy that a
total of 4 books of Sahir
have been published and
he has been awarded
many awards from other
states apart from the state.
There has been a air of
happiness in the area on
his
becoming
the
President. Congratulation
keep pouring to him from
his fans as well.

Noida: With the arrest
of one person from
Madhya Pradesh, the
Cyber Crime wing of
Uttar Pradesh Police
on Tuesday claimed to
have busted a panIndia “currency trading” fraud involving
fake demat accounts.
Around 500 such accounts were opened
and people duped to
the tune of Rs 15 crore
by a gang, whose key
member has been arrested from Dewas in
Madhya Pradesh, police said. A team from
the Cyber Crime police station in Noida
led by Inspector Reeta
Yadav was investigating a complaint of a
Ghaziabad resident,
who claimed that he
was duped of Rs 15
lakh on the pretext of
investment in currency trading.

Bhubaneswar: The
IAF aerobatics display
team will hold air
shows in Odisha next
week, an official said
on Tuesday. The
Suryakiran aerobatic
team has scheduled
aerobatics displays in
Bhubaneswar on
September 16 and in
Puri on September 18,
the official said. The
Suryakiran (sunrays)
is set to conduct the
air show near the Raj
Bhavan in Puri. Its
plan to hold the exhibition over a stretch of
Kathajodi river bed in
Bhubaneswar has not
yet been approved by
the civil aviation ministry, an airport official said.

Fire break


Lucknow: A day after
an inferno engulfed a
hotel killing four persons in the city’s commercial hub
Hazratganj, a fire
broke out at a coaching institute in the
same area on Tuesday
when classes were
going on, officials said.
However, no casualty
was reported in the incident, they said,
adding that the institute was sealed by district administration
for lack of safety
norms. Lucknow
Police Commissioner
S B Shirodkar said the
fire broke out due to a
short circuit in the
electrical room of the
coaching institute.

Personal enmity


New Delhi: A 26-yearold man was allegedly
shot at over personal
enmity in southwest
Delhi’s Cantonment
area on Tuesday, police
said. The victim —
Narender, resident of
Bindapur, admitted in
Deen Dayal Upadhyay
Hospital is unfit for
statement, they said.
Deputy Commissioner
of Police (Southwest)
Manoj C said, “An intimation was received regarding patient
Narender been admitted to DDU Hospital
with an alleged history
of gunshot injury”. A
case of attempt to murder under section 307 of
the Indian Penal Code
has been registered and
during investigation it
was found that Kamal,
resident of a slum cluster in Delhi Cantt had
fired upon the injured,
the officer said.

PROTEST RALLY

2015 Behbal Kalan police firing case

Akali Dal chief Badal questioned
by Punjab police SIT
Chandigarh, Sep 6 (PTI)
Shiromani Akali Dal
chief Sukhbir Singh Badal
was on Tuesday questioned by a Special
Investigation Team of the
Punjab Police in the 2015
Behbal Kalan police firing
case.
Badal, who was quizzed
for more than two and half
hours by the SIT team,
later slammed the AAP
government in Punjab, accusing it of playing politics
over the sacrilege related
incidents for petty gains instead of nabbing and punishing the culprits.
The SIT, led by Inspector
General
of
Police
Naunihal Singh, had summoned the Shiromani
Akali Dal chiefl, who was
the deputy chief minister
and also held the Home
portfolio when the Behbal
Kalan police firing incident in which two people

were killed occurred.
Badal reached the
Punjab Police Officers’
Institute here at around 11
AM for questioning.
Senior Akali leaders including Balwinder Singh
Bhundar, Bikram Singh
Majithia, Daljit Singh
Cheema
and
MLA
Sukhwinder Sukhi and a
large number of party
workers were present outside the premises, where
police had put barricades.
The case relates to the
theft of a ‘bir’ (copy) of the
Guru Granth Sahib, putting up handwritten sacrilegious posters, and torn
pages of the holy book
being found scattered at
Bargari in Faridkot.
These incidents had triggered protests, and two
people - Gurjeet Singh and
Krishan Bhagwan Singh were killed in Behbal
Kalan and a few injured at
Kotkapura in Faridkot in

alleged police firing.
Speaking to reporters
later on Tuesday, Badal alleged that the Aam Aadmi
Party (AAP) government
was doing politics to divert
people’s attention from its
“failures”.
He alleged that the previous Congress government
and now the AAP government did not have any intention to arrest the culprits of the sacrilege and
police firing incidents.
They just wanted to play
politics over this issue, he
stated.
Badal said that he told
the SIT officers that he and
other leaders of his party
were ready to cooperate
whenever and wherever
they would be called.
There should be no politics over this issue, the entire Punjab wants the culprits to be arrested. But instead of nabbing them, political games were being

Scam in recruitment of PSI:
Audio-clip lands MLA in trouble
Bengaluru, Sep 6 (PTI)
Karnataka
Chief
Minister
Basavaraj
Bommai on Tuesday said
agencies probing into the
PSI (police sub-inspector)
recruitment scam may also
investigate into the audioclips purportedly showing a
BJP MLA receiving Rs 15
lakh to help an aspirant get
the job of a police sub-inspector. In the purported
conversation, a person
named Parasappa, who
claims to be the father of a
PSI candidate, requests the
Kanakagiri BJP legislator
Basavaraj
Durugappa
Dadesugur to return Rs 15
lakh that was given to him
to get the job for his son, as
it has been one-and-a-half
years. In the audio-clipping,

a voice, said to be that of
Dadesugur replies he was
in Bengaluru, and has
given the money to the
“government,”and that it
would take some time to get
it back. “Whoever or whatever it is, the investigation
is on (regarding PSI recruitment scam), we have already
filed
the
chargesheets. If anything
new comes, it will also be
investigated into,” Bommai
said in response to a question on the audio of the
MLA’s involvement in the
scam. The CID is investigating into the scam, which involves the alleged fraud in
recruiting 543 PSIs in the
State. Reacting to the audioclip, Dadesugur said that
he, being a public figure,
was approached with a re-

quest to resolve some litigation between two parties,
and that he had told them
that he would resolve the
issue.
Asked about him in the
audio speaking about
money being given to the
government and assuring
to return it, he said, “I have
only said I will resolve the
issue, and have nothing to
do with money or anything...” On whether it was
his voice in the conversation, the MLA said, “I had
spoken regarding resolving
issues between two parties,
other than that I am not
aware of anything on the
money, and questions regarding it should be asked
to the parties who have
recorded and released the
audio...”

played, he alleged.
To a query, Badal said,
The government already
knows the answers to the
queries the SIT has asked
me. The answers are with
them. Despite this they are
indulging in this exercise
to defame the SAD and its
leaders.
Former minister and
Akali leader Bikram
Majithia said that the SAD
wants the truth to come
out. He asked whether the
then home minister or the
then chief minister was
present on the spot when
the Behbal Kalan firing incident took place in 2015.
The answer is no. Then
why do you call the then
home minister (for questioning). If you want to set
this precedent, then tell me
when Chief Minister
Bhagwant Mann will be
called in the Sidhu
Moosewala murder case,
he further asked.

Village Resource Persons who conduct social audits at the Gram Panchayat level
participate in a protest rally against the West Bengal Government, in Kolkata,
Tuesday.

Police guns down one during loot of pvt finance co office
Dhanbad, Sept 6 (PTI)
An armed robber was
shot dead on Tuesday in
the office of a private financial company here
during an exchange of fire
with the police, who had
rushed in to foil the loot attempt, the police said.

Two members of the
gang were apprehended by
the police while two others
managed to flee from the
spot, the police said.
The bank robbers had
forcefully
entered
a
Muthoot Finance office
near Matkuriya here soon
after it opened its doors

around 10.30 am. Police
personnel under Bank
More police station incharge, P K Singh rushed
to the finance compnay office on getting information
and was fired upon by
them. The police retaliated
killing one of them on the
spot.

Liquor ‘scam’: BJP MLAs stage protest near Sisodia’s residence
New Delhi, Sep 6 (PTI)
Delhi BJP MLAs, led by
Leader of Opposition in the
Assembly Ramvir Singh
Bidhuri, staged a protest
near
Deputy
Chief
Minister Manish Sisodia’s
residence here on Tuesday,
demanding his dismissal
over the alleged liquor
scam.
The protesters, including
Delhi BJP leaders and
workers, raised slogans
against Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal and
Sisodia, demanding that
they should step down.
The protesters were
stopped by police as they
tried to march towards
Sisodia’s Mathura Road residence. “We have been raising the issue of scam in the
excise policy of the
Kejriwal government for
months but neither the
chief minister nor Sisodia
has answered our ques-

BJP workers stage a protest demanding the resignation of Delhi Deputy CM Manish
Sisodia over the alleged liquor policy scam, outside his residence in New Delhi, Tuesday.
tions. The BJP workers will
not rest till Sisodia is removed from the government,” Bidhuri said. The

Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) MLAs will also meet
President
Droupadi
Murmu and demand the

dismissal of the Aam
Aadmi Party (AAP) government in Delhi for indulging
in corruption, he said.

Goa cops reach Noida over probe Supporters celebrate Sachin Pilot’s DCW issues notice to Delhi Police over
in Sonali Phogat death case
attempt to murder of lady over dowry
birthday in show of strength
Noida, Sep 6 (PTI)
A team of Goa Police has
reached Noida, adjoining
Delhi in Uttar Pradesh, as
part of its investigation
into the death of social
media influencer and BJP
politician Sonali Phogat, officials said Tuesday.
According to officials,
Phogat owned an apartment in the Aravalli housing society in Noida’s
Sector 52 and the visiting
police team was here for a
verification of the property.
“The visiting team of the
Goa Police reached here on
Monday and continued its
probe on Tuesday also. The
visitors informed the local
police post and the local

Sector 24 police station in
Noida
as
per
procedures,”Assistant
Commissioner of Police,
Noida, Rajneesh Verma
told PTI. Officials privy to
the developments said the
Goa police team talked to
the tenants living in
Phogat’s apartment and
also confirmed details of
their financial exchanges
with her. The visiting police
team is also verifying documents related to Phogat’s
properties in Noida, the officials added. Prior to
Noida, a Goa police team
also visited Gurugram, adjoining Delhi, in Haryana
last week as part of its investigation into the sensational death case.

Youth, women to be given
priority in ticket distribution
for Gujarat polls: Congress
Ahmedabad, Sep 6 (PTI)
The Congress will give
priority to youth and
women in ticket distribution for the Gujarat
Assembly elections due
later this year, state party’s
screening
committee
chairman
Ramesh
Chennithala said on
Tuesday. He said the
Congress will also give a
chance to “new faces” in
the state polls. Last month,
the All India Congress
Committee constituted a
three-member screening
committee to shortlist
party candidates for the
Gujarat polls due in
December this year.
Chennithala has been
appointed as the commit-

tee’s
chairman
and
Maharashtra Congress
leader Shivajirao Moghe
and former Delhi MLA Jai
Kishan are its members.
Gujarat Congress incharge Raghu Sharma,
state party president
Jagdish Thakor and
Leader of Opposition
Sukhram Rathva are ex-officio members of the
screening committee.
On Monday evening, the
screening committee members held a joint meeting
with
the
Congress’s
Pradesh
Election
Committee, comprising 39
members
including
Sharma and Thakor, after
Rahul Gandhi’s address to
the booth-level workers in
Ahmedabad.

Jaipur, Sep 6 (PTI)
Supporters of former
Rajasthan deputy chief
minister Sachin Pilot on
Tuesday thronged his
Civil Lines residence here
to celebrate his birthday.
The event is being seen
as a show of strength
amid a continuing tussle
between
Pilot
and
Rajasthan Chief Minister
Ashok Gehlot for supremacy in the party’s
state unit.
Pilot is scheduled to be
in Kanyakumari for the
party’s Bharat Jodo Yatra’
on his birthday on
September 7. Party leaders, MLAs and workers
met him at his residence

Congress leader and former Rajasthan deputy chief
minister Sachin Pilot during
his 45th birthday celebrations, outside his residence
in Jaipur, Tuesday.
and extended greetings.

The rush of Pilot’s supporters and their cars led
to a traffic bottleneck in
the Civil Lines area.
Clad in traditional outfits, people from the state’s
tribal belt and other regions, including his
Assembly constituency
Tonk, came with sweets
and garlands to greet
Pilot. Many of them were
seen dancing to the beat of
drums.
A
supporter
even
brought a huge cutout of
the Congress leader.
Banners, hoarding and
posters congratulating
Pilot on his birthday on
September 7 were seen
throughout the Civil Lines
area.

Linking Aadhaar with ration cards
results in 50 lakh gap in beneficiary
number: Assam CM
Kokrajhar (Assam), Sep 6 (PTI)
Assam Chief Minister
Himanta
Biswa
on
Tuesday said the government has found a gap of
around 50 lakh beneficiaries after linking Aadhaar
cards with ration cards
across the state.
The central government
is likely to sign a peace accord with the Adivasi militant groups of Assam
within this month, he said.
“After the linking exercise, we have found that
around 50 lakh beneficiaries have not come (for the
service). Some people

might have died and some
might have moved to other
places due to marriages.
Unfortunately, there were
some fake ones also,”
Sarma said. Addressing a
press conference after the
cabinet meeting here, he
said the government is
going to save a good
amount of money for
these unaccounted beneficiaries and accordingly
add genuine people to the
list. “We will bring a set of
new 50 lakh people under
the ambit of the National
Food Security Act (NFSA).
Today’s cabinet discussed
all these points,” he added.

Sarma also informed reporters that around 62,000
people were found to be ineligible for its flagship
‘Arunodoi’ scheme, while
around 2,000 have voluntarily given up the benefits
of the programme.
The state government
provides monthly monetary assistance of Rs 1,250
to the beneficiaries under
the scheme which currently covers nearly 20 lakh
families.
“The Arunodoi month is
getting over on September
20. We will know the exact
number of exclusions
then only.

New Delhi, Sep 6 (PTI)
The Delhi Commission
for Women (DCW) on
Tuesday issued notice to
police after a woman was
allegedly burnt at her matrimonial house, officials
said. The Commission
said it received a complaint regarding the attempt to murder of a lady
by her husband. The complainant submitted that
she lives with her husband
and in-laws at her matrimonial
house
in
Mandawali.
According to DCW, she
informed that her husband fights with her and
often beats her. On
September 2, her husband

fought with her and also
demanded a dowry of Rs. 5
Lakh from her.
She alleged that when
she resisted, her husband
and father-in-law put her
on fire, the commission
said. The lady is presently
admitted in a hospital in
Delhi and her condition is
stated to be critical. She
has sustained severe
burnt injuries and is fighting for her life, the panel
said.
Terming it as a ‘serious
matter’, the commission
has sought a copy of an
FIR and details of the accused arrested. It has also
sought a detailed action
taken report (ATR) latest
by September 9.

Arunachal Assembly adopts resolution to
name Hollongi facility as Donyi Polo Airport
Itanagar, Sep 6 (PTI)
The Arunachal Pradesh
Assembly on Tuesday
adopted a resolution for
naming the Hollongi greenfield airport near here as
Donyi
Polo
Airport,
Itanagar.
The approval to name the
facility as Donyi Polo
Airport, Itanagar, was given
by the state government
during a cabinet meeting on
August 4.
Moving the resolution,
State
Civil
Aviation
Minister Nakap Nalo informed the House that the
decision was taken to reflect
the reverence of the indigenous people for the Sun (
Donyi’) and the Moon (
Polo’) symbolising an ageold tradition and rich cultural heritage of the tribal

state.
The House unanimously
adopted the resolution to
take up the naming of the
airport with the Union government.
Developed
by
the
Airports Authority of India
(AAI) at an estimated cost of
Rs 645 crore, the facility, located at Hollongi near here,
is designed to be a greenfield airport with eight
check-in counters and will
be able to accommodate 200
passengers during peak
hours of the day. Hollongi is
about 15 km from the state
capital Itanagar. At present,
there is no airport in the
vicinity of the state capital,
the closest one being the
Lilabari Airport in Assam’s
North Lakhimpur district,
at a distance of 80 km from
here.
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Rajnath Singh meets Mongolia’s top
leadership to boost bilateral ties
Ulaanbaatar, Sep 06 (PTI):
Rajnath Singh, the first
Indian defence minister to
visit Mongolia, met the top
leadership of the country
here on Tuesday, including
President Ukhnaagiin
Khurelsukh, and discussed ways to further
deepen the multifaceted
strategic partnership between the two countries.

Defence Minister Singh
is on a five-day visit to
Mongolia and Japan beginning Monday with an
aim to expand India’s
strategic and defence ties
with the two countries in
the backdrop of evolving
regional security matrix
and geo-political turmoil.
Singh’s
visit
to
Mongolia from September
5 to 7 is the first-ever tour
to the East Asian country by an Indian defence
minister.
Excellent
meeting
with the President of
Mongolia,
H.E.
U.
Khurelsukh
in
Ulaanbaatar. Recalled
my last meeting with
him in 2018, when he
was the Prime Minister
of the country. We are
fully committed to further deepening our multifaceted
Strategic
Partnership
with
Mongolia, he said in a
tweet.
Glad to interact with

Union Defence Minister Rajnath Singh with Mongolian
President and Commander-in-Chief of Armed Forces
Ukhnaagiin Khurelsukh during a meeting, in Ulaanbaatar,
Mongolia.
the Speaker of Mongolian
Parliament,
Mr.
Z a n d a n s h a t a r.
Complimented him on his
consistent support to promote and expand our
shared
heritage
of
Buddhism, he said in an-

other tweet. Earlier, Singh
and his Mongolian counterpart
Saikhanbayar
Gursed held in-depth deliberations on adding further momentum to IndiaMongolia defence cooperation.

Sri Lanka opposition asks govt
to table IMF deal in Parliament
Colombo, Sep 06 (PTI):
Sri Lanka’s main opposition on Tuesday asked
the government to table
the agreement reached
with the International
Monetary Fund in
Parliament if they need
its support for IMF-recommended economic reforms.
On September 1, the
IMF reached a staff-level
agreement to support Sri
Lanka’s economic policies with a 48-month
arrangement under the
Extended Fund Facility

(EFF) of about USD 2.9 billion. Sri Lanka is going
through its worst economic
crisis since its independence in 1948 which was
triggered by a severe paucity of foreign exchange reserves. Opposition and the
Samagi Jana Balawegaya
(SJB)
leader
Sajith
Premadasa told Parliament
on Tuesday that, given that
Parliament has authority
on public finance, the recently announced stafflevel agreement with the
IMF
be
tabled
in
Parliament, Economy Next
reported.

SJB
member
of
Parliament and Chairman
of the parliamentary
Committee on Public
Finance Harsha de Silva
echoing Premadasa’s call
said if the government
needs the opposition’s support in seeing IMF-recommended economic reforms
through, the Parliament
must be made aware of the
contents of the agreement,
the report added. However,
the Government responded
by saying that the request
would be put forward to the
President and Prime
Minister.

Typhoon batters SK with 3 feet
of rain, damaging winds
Seoul, Sep 06 (AP):
The most powerful typhoon to hit South Korea
in years battered its southern region Tuesday, dumping a meter (3 feet) of rain,
destroying roads and
felling power lines, leaving
66,000 homes without electricity as thousands of people fled to safer ground.
Typhoon Hinnamnor
grazed the resort island of
Jeju and hit the mainland
near the port city of Busan
before blowing into the sea
between the Korean
Peninsula and Japan with
winds of up to 133 kilometers (82 miles) per hour. It
was moving northeast on a
track to affect eastern
China later in the week.
South Korean officials
put the nation on alert
about potential damages
from flooding, landslides
and tidal waves unleashed

by Hinnamnor just weeks
after heavy rains in the region around the capital
Seoul caused flooding that
killed at least 14 people.

Putin attends joint military
drills with China, others
Moscow, Sep 06 (AP):
Russian
President
Vladimir
Putin
on
Tuesday attended sweeping war games in his country’s far east involving
troops from China and
other nations, in a show of
military muscle amid the
tensions with the West
over Moscow’s action in
Ukraine.
The weeklong exercise
that began Thursday is intended to showcase growing defense ties between
Russia and China and also
demonstrate that Moscow
has enough troops and
equipment to conduct the
massive drills even while
its forces are engaged in
fighting in Ukraine.
The Russian Defense
Ministry said that the
Vostok 2022 (East 2022) exercise that runs until
Wednesday at seven firing

ranges in Russia’s Far
East and the Sea of Japan
involves more than 50,000
troops and over 5,000
weapons units, including
140 aircraft and 60 warships. It engages troops
from several ex-Soviet nations, China, India, Laos,
Mongolia, Nicaragua and
Syria.
Beijing sent more than
2,000 troops along with
more than 300 military vehicles, 21 combat aircraft
and three warships to take
part in the drills, according to Chinese news re-

ports. As part of the maneuvers, the Russian and
Chinese navies in the Sea
of Japan practiced joint
action to protect sea communications and support
for ground forces in
coastal areas.
The exercise marked the
first time that China has
sent forces from three
branches of its military to
take part in a single
Russian drill, a sign of increasing close ties between
Moscow
and
Beijing, which have grown
stronger since Putin sent
his troops into Ukraine on
Feb. 24. China has pointedly refused to criticise
Russia’s actions, blaming
the U.S. and NATO for provoking Moscow, and has
blasted the punishing
Western sanctions against
Russia. The Kremlin, in
turn, has strongly backed
Beijing amid the latest ten-

sions with the U.S. that followed a recent visit to
Taiwan by U.S. House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi.
The exercise continues a
series of joint war games
by Russia and China in recent years, including naval
drills and patrols by longrange bombers over the
Sea of Japan and the East
China Sea. Last year,
Russian troops for the first
time deployed to Chinese
territory for joint maneuvers. Putin and Chinese
President Xi Jinping have
developed strong personal
ties to bolster a strategic
partnership between the
former Communist rivals
as they both are locked in
rivalry with the U.S. Even
though Moscow and
Beijing in the past ruled
out a military alliance,
Putin has said that such a
prospect can’t be excluded.
(AP)

Minor girl raped, killed in Pakistan’s Punjab province
Lahore, Sep 06 (PTI):
A 10-year-old girl was
killed after she was allegedly gang raped by the
owner of a swimming pool
and his accomplice in
Pakistan’s Lahore city, officials said. A large number of people, including
the family members of
the victim, held a demonstration outside the
Punjab Assembly here
on Tuesday to press the
authorities concerned to
take strict action against
the alleged killers.
Members of civil society and NGOs also took
part in the protest and
demanded public hanging of the culprits.
Senior police officers
reached the venue and
assured the protesters
that strict action will be
taken against the culprits. Police said they
have arrested both suspects allegedly involved
in the gruesome crime
which occurred last
week. The victim, who
belonged to a Pashtun
family of the tribal area
of Mohmand district in

Surran Valley had gone to
the swimming pool in the
Manawan locality of central Lahore along with her
brother. According to the
FIR, Taj Muhammad, a
resident
of
Mian
Sharifpura alleged that his
son Sajjad and daughter
went to the swimming

pool owned by Ali Raza in
Manawan last week. He
said that Sajjad returned
home alone and told him
that his sister had gone
missing. He said as he and
other family members
reached the swimming
pool, he was told by Raza
that his daughter had

drowned. Taj Muhammad
alleged that Raza along
with his accomplice had
killed the girl after raping
her. Shahbaz Ahmad, the
police officer probing the
case, told PTI on Tuesday
that both suspects — Raza
and Aslam — have been
arrested.
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Strategy to prevent digital fraud
T

he unprecedented growth in digital payments in India is driven by the easy and convenient mode of the digital payment
ecosystem. The rising incidents of identity theft, phishing, vishing,
One Time Password (OTP) fraud, fake Unified Payment Interface
(UPI) links etc., have posed serious threats of eroding consumers’
confidence in the digital payment ecosystem. Combining technological solutions with consumer awareness can provide an effective
safety shield against such internet banking frauds and digital payment frauds. While cash transactions are time-consuming and
require customers to physically visit a bank branch during a fixed
window of working hours, a digital payment system offers the flexibility of instantaneous payment at any time and from anywhere for
the online purchase of a product or service or transfer of money to
a beneficiary. Digital payment apps have made lives easier by facilitating faster transactions with a mobile phone as customers are
not required to remember long multi-digits or account numbers.
Instead, transactions can be completed by simply using an easy-toremember and email-like Virtual Payment Address and using the
UPI system. More than Rs 8,840 crore digital payment transactions
performed during 2021-22 and nearly Rs 3,300 crore till July 24 in
2022-23 and Rs 28.4 crore digital transactions on an average a day
have made India the global leader in the digital payment ecosystem. The spectacular growth also explains why India has also
become a prime target of digital fraudsters. The Reserve Bank of
India (RBI) released a comprehensive booklet titled BE(A)WARE-Be
Aware and Beware- to create awareness among the public about
the modus operandi adopted by fraudsters and the precautions to
be taken while carrying out financial transactions. It explains how
such fraud can be prevented by keeping one’s personal information,
particularly financial information, confidential at all times, be-ware
of unknown calls/emails/messages, practising due diligence while
performing financial transactions and changing the secure credentials/passwords from time to time. The booklet explains the modus
operandi of fraudsters of duping unsuspecting and gullible customers by sending phishing links, making vishing calls, pretending
to be buyers on online platforms and lists the precautions against
such frauds. The RBI booklet cites the instances like imposters calling or approaching the customers through telephone calls / social
media posing as bankers/ company executives/insurance
agents/government officials, etc., and sharing a few customer
details such as the customer’s name or date of birth to gain customer’s confidence or pressurize/trick customers into sharing
these confidential details by citing an urgency/ emergency such asneed to block an unauthorised transaction, payment required to
stop some penalty, an attractive discount, etc. Once these credentials are shared, the fraudsters use those to defraud the customers.
Another modus operandi adopted by fraudsters is to circulate “certain app links, masked to appear similar to the existing apps of
authorised entities” and then trick the customer to click on such
links which results in downloading of unknown/unverified apps on
the customer’s mobile/laptop /desktop, etc. so that they can gain
access to confidential details stored on such digital devices. While
banks keep sending messages cautioning against such frauds and
precautions like not sharing personal financial credentials like passwords, Personal Identification Number (PIN), OTP, card verification
value (CVV) etc., imparting awareness on modus operandi can be
expected to raise the awareness level and thwart an attempt by
fraudsters to trick them into sharing these credentials. Appraising
the customers about new technological innovations will help boost
their confidence in the digital payment ecosystem but informing
them about the new precautions simultaneously will be critical to
protecting them from digital fraud.

Freebies - good or bad

W

hat constitutes ‘freebies’ and what are legitimate welfare
measures to protect the vulnerable sections? There is a need
for a public debate as a court of law may have no answer. The
debate should especially focus on the neo culture of freebies being
offered by some opposition parties in different states. In this backdrop, the Supreme Court has decided to form a body of stakeholders to examine the issue. Chief Justice of India NV Ramana, heading
a Bench hearing a petition filed in public interest against the distribution or promise of ‘freebies’ ahead of elections, has made it clear
that the Court is not going to issue guidelines, but only ensure that
suggestions are taken from stakeholders such as the NITI Aayog,
Finance Commission, Law Commission, RBI and political parties. All
these institutions, he has said, can submit a report to the Election
Commission of India (ECI) and Government. The debate on freebies
started after Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s critical comments on
political parties promoting “revdi culture”. Come election season
and every political party promises a range of services at a cheaper
rate and/or for free if it comes to power. The current debate seems
to have been triggered by promises made by Delhi Chief Minister
and AAP supremo Arvind Kejriwal to the people of Gujarat in the
context of the upcoming state assembly elections. When then Tamil
Nadu Chief Minister MG Ramachandran had launched his nowfamous mid-day meal scheme in 1982, it had met with opposition
both within his own party, the All India Anna Dravida Munnetra
Kazhagam (AIADMK), and the Opposition. What started on a small
scale by offering gifts like pressure cookers, TV sets and other small
gifts has now been extended to promises of free water, electricity,
allowances for unemployed, free education and free travel for
women. It is felt that if this trend continues, a stage may come when
budgets of States and Centre may become unmanageable, leading
to a situation like Sri Lanka, a country which became bankrupt and
was unable to pay even for essentials like food and medicines. If we
look around we will find many countries around us are in serious
trouble because they indulged in spending more than their capacity.
The example of Sri Lanka is known to all. Even Pakistan, Nepal and
Bangladesh are in trouble and are looking to International Monetary
Fund for help. In Pakistan, inflation is running at around 40 per cent
and it is seeking help from IMF, as well as from countries like Saudi
Arabia. It is not to suggest that poor and needy should not be
helped, but at the same time we also have to ensure that the budget remains balanced. At present, a large number of the poor are facing tough times so the Government has decided to give them free
ration. This happened because of Covid and it is fully justified, as no
one can be allowed to die for want of food. The Aam Aadmi Party
has opened Mohalla clinics in Punjab on Delhi model. It is pertinent
to mention that in 1975 when Sheikh Abdullah became Jammu and
Kashmir Chief Minister, he stopped food subsidy to use that money
on providing facilities for education, health and other development
works. What State has to do is build infrastructure to create jobs and
not to give freebies. Investment in better education, health care, and
infrastructure will help in creating jobs. Free gifts like I-Phones,
computers, free power, free travel and unemployment allowance,
may hit headlines but will prove a drag on the economy.
Central Chronicle welcomes, articles, write ups, comments on different issues for
editorial page (800-900 words), Letter to editor for this page. It can be sent by
e-mail at: editorcentralchronicle@gmail.com
The letters can be edited or rewritten for clarity of thoughts.

LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

Tribal youths celebrate karma festival in Ranchi, Tuesday, Sept. 6.

Controlling inflation at the expense of working class
PRABHAT PATNAIK

E

conomists distinguish between
two kinds of inflation: “demandpull” and “cost-push”. Demand-pull
inflation is said to occur when there is
excess demand in a situation where
supply cannot be augmented, because
full capacity output has been reached in
one or more crucial sectors. War-time
inflation is a classic example. In India
during the pre-neoliberal, dirigiste period, inflation was often the result of
insufficient foodgrain output relative to
demand, arising from a poor harvest.
Cost-push inflation on the other hand
occurs when supplies can be augmented, as the economy is nowhere near full
capacity in key sectors, but one of the
classes tries to raise its share of output,
by demanding a higher price for the
input it provides, while other classes
are unwilling to lower their shares, giving rise to a tug-of-war, which manifests itself through inflation. But no
matter what kind of inflation we are
talking about, it can always be controlled at the expense of the working
class; and, what is more, under capitalism it is invariably controlled at the
expense of the working class. If it is
demand-pull inflation, then the excess
demand when supplies cannot be augmented is eliminated by squeezing the
consumption demand of the working
class, that is, by ensuring that moneywages do not rise in tandem with
prices. And if it is cost-push, then
reducing the share of wages, by taking
steps to reduce the bargaining power of
the workers, again provides a means of
ending the tug-of-war. Thus, not allowing wages to rise in tandem with prices
is capitalism’s cure for any inflationary
upsurge. To be sure, inflation control
can be achieved exactly in the same
way by squeezing the share of the primary commodity producers, mostly
located in the third world; and historically it has been the most commonly

used method of inflation-control in the
metropolis. But precisely because of its
rampant use, by now the share of the
primary commodity producers in the
global gross value of output has shrunk
to such a low level (not because primary commodities have become any
less important), that any further shrinking of it will not be particularly effective
in controlling inflation. Under mature
capitalism therefore inflation control
cannot be achieved except at the
expense of the working class (apart no
doubt from primary commodity producers). The fact that inflation is sought to
be controlled by squeezing the share of
the working class, does not mean that
the working class was responsible for
starting the inflationary process. In fact
the two phenomena have nothing to do
with one another. Even when the costpush gets started with an autonomous
increase in the profit-margin, as is the
case with the current inflation in the
US, this process can be, and is sought to
be, ended by squeezing the share of
wages, that is, by ensuring that money
wages do not rise in tandem with
prices. In the US the share of wages has
clearly gone down because of inflation,
as the inflation is profit-margin-push,
but everybody from the Federal Reserve
Board to even liberal economists, sees a
further squeeze in the wage-share as
the solution for inflation.
What is called “anti-inflationary policy” under capitalism is simply a way of
ensuring that the share of wages goes
down appropriately. Take for instance
the rise in interest rates. It is supposed
to reduce excess demand by discouraging borrowing from banks; but its
effects are scarcely confined to reducing demand alone and not reducing
capacity utilisation and employment. A
rise in interest rates in short has an
anti-inflationary effect even in a situation of shortages, including self-inflicted shortages as is the case now
because of the sanctions against
Russia, substantially through a reduction in the bargaining power of the
workers by causing larger unemployment; and when there are no shortages
but only cost-push causing inflation, the
effect of a rise in interest rates is exclusively through the generation of unemployment and recession. This however
is not an easy process: there is no automaticity about the reduction in workers’
wage-claims as unemployment increas-

es. The resilience of the workers does
get adversely affected by unemployment; but it also depends on a host of
other factors. This means that their
resistance to a reduction in their share
may continue even when there is an
increase in unemployment. In any case,
the point to note here is that inflation
invariably generates an upsurge in
working class militancy and struggles.
This is exactly what we find today in
many of the advanced capitalist countries, especially in Europe. Britain of
course is the classic example. The inflation rate in Britain in the month of July
reached 10.1 per cent compared to July
the previous year, which is a 40-year
high; and Britain is currently afflicted
by a spate of strikes, by railway workers, postal workers and dock workers,
demanding higher wages to offset the
erosion of purchasing power because of
inflation. Even lawyers and teachers are
demanding higher pay as inflation soars
and is expected to reach 13 per cent
later this year. Likewise in Spain,
Greece, and Belgium, workers are
demanding higher wages to offset inflation, which in the Eurozone reached 8.9
per cent in July. Even Germany which
has been less afflicted by strike action
in the past compared to other European
economies, is witnessing strikes
demanding higher wages. Workers in
the transport sector in both the
Netherlands and in Germany have been
on strike, the railways in the case of
Netherlands and the airlines in
Germany. This situation is going to
become worse as winter approaches,
since sanctions against Russia that
reduce the flow of oil and natural gas to
Europe will have their most devastating
impact then. Strikes by workers affect
supplies of various goods and services,
so that even if inflation originally was
not caused by supply shortages, such
shortages inevitably appear because of
the strikes and carry forward the inflationary process. Strikes on this scale
had not appeared in the advanced capitalist world for decades. With the global adoption of the neo-liberal regime,
capital had appeared supremely dominant; and even though the share of
wages had declined over this period in
most countries, workers’ resistance had
dwindled because of greater competition among them induced by the free
mobility of capital across the world. If
European workers for instance went on

Google warns users to quickly
update Chrome to avoid hacking risk

oogle has advised its users to
G
immediately install a security
update in its Chrome browser to
safeguard themselves against a serious bug being actively exploited by
hackers.
The tech giant said it is aware of
reports that an exploit for ‘CVE2022-3075’ exists in the wild, mentioning the vulnerability as
“Insufficient data validation in
Mojo” reported by an anonymous
security researcher.
The company said it has released
a security patch for Google Chrome
users on Windows, Mac and Linux
operating systems that will roll out
over the coming days/weeks.
“Access to bug details and links
may be kept restricted until a majority of users are updated with a fix,”

Google said in a security update.
“We will also retain restrictions if
the bug exists in a third party library that other projects similarly
depend on, but haven’t yet fixed,” it
added.
This is the sixth zero-day vulnerability Chrome has faced to date this
year.
Chrome users now need to relaunch their browser to activate the
latest security update.
This latest update comes just days
after Google released Chrome version 105 on August 30.
“We would like to thank all security researchers that worked with
us during the development cycle to
prevent security bugs from ever
reaching the stable channel,” said
the company.

strike demanding higher wages, then
capital which was already relocating to
the low-wage Asian economies, simply
hastened this process of relocation,
which moderated wage demands in the
metropolis. After the financial crisis of
2008, since the recovery in the
advanced capitalist countries, especially in Europe, was slow and at best partial, a further constraint was introduced
on workers’ militancy; unemployment
greatly reduced the bargaining strength
of the workers. Likewise, after the collapse of Eastern European socialism,
cheaper labour became available in the
Western part of the continent because
of migration from the east to the west,
which acted as a further stimulus to
competition among workers and kept
down wages in the European Union.
The current inflation therefore marks
a sea-change in this scenario. Since
inflation affects all workers, whether
from the east or the west, whether with
permanent jobs or partially-employed,
whether belonging to the active army of
labour or the reserve army, it tends to
mute the contradictions that existed
among different segments of workers
earlier, and hence also the competition
among them. The sheer desperation
produced by rising costs of living
increases the militancy among workers,
whose manifestations are becoming
visible in Europe. The process of controlling inflation at the expense of the
working class therefore is proving to be
a far more difficult job for capitalism.
The irony of the situation however
lies in the fact that a good deal of this
acceleration of inflation has occurred in
the wake of the Ukraine war. Not that
inflation was absent earlier, or was not
accelerating, but this acceleration has
got a strong boost from the war. The
monthly inflation rate in the European
Union (obtained through a comparison
with the price-level of the corresponding month a year earlier), which had
increased from 3.2 per cent in August
2021 to 5.6 per cent in January 2022, has
reached 9.8 per cent in July 2022. The
Ukraine war is not just a conflict
between two neighbouring countries; it
is the outcome of the desperation of
imperialism in the face of its crumbling
dominance. Imperialism in short is
attempting to shore up its dominance
by squeezing the working class in the
metropolis; but this will only push the
metropolis into greater difficulties.

Mahatma Gandhi had advised “Whenever you are in
doubt, apply the following
test. Recall the face of the
poorest and the weakest
man [woman] whom you
may have seen, and ask
yourself, if the step you contemplate is going to be of
any use to him [her]. Will he
[she] gain anything by it?
Will it restore him [her] to a
control over his [her] own
life and destiny? In other
words, will it lead to swaraj
[freedom] for the hungry
and spiritually starving millions?” India might have
emerged as the fifth largest
economy of the world; but
would this “status” come in
aid of billions of Indians
languishing in the vicious
cycle of hunger, poverty,
malnutrition, illiteracy, joblessness with countless divine children compelled to
undergo hard manual
labour in brick kilns, shops
and hazardous industries
when they should have been
flying playing and studying
like free bird. How cruelly
the pathetic picture of the
overwhelming percentage
of Indian population gets
swept under the “nationalist” carpet by banking on
heartless statistical/economical jugglery.
Kajal Chatterjee, Kolkata

Awaken the masses
The nation is grappling
with too many burning and
sensitive issues of public
significance and welfare.
The debate should now be
on how to alleviate poverty,
ensure equality among the
masses, regulate affordable
healthcare, impart quality
education, generate communal harmony and inculcate a positive outlook.
Time and energy should
not be frittered away on discussing political parties,
rather we should ponder
collectively and spiritedly
on how to awaken the public to be more aware of its
rights and duties in the
best interests of the nation.
PK Sharma, Barnala

Adjournment tactics
With the new CJI taking
over, there has been a considerable increase in the
disposal of pending cases in
the apex court. His tenure of
74 days has not dampened
his spirits to work relentlessly and fearlessly to dispose of maximum cases
within the shortest period
of time. If all the courts, including high courts, follow
suit, one can see light at the
end of the tunnel. One of
the main reasons for pendency is lawyers’ tactics to
seek unnecessary adjournments and the courts liberally obliging them. Unless
this tendency is curbed, we
can’t hope for better and expeditious disposal of cases.
Maheshwer Sharma,
by mail

10 times faster than a bullet,
supersonic asteroid to pass Earth: NASA
small supersonic asteroid,
travelling at ten times the
A
speed of a bullet, will pass by the
Earth on Tuesday, media reports
said. The asteroid has been given the
designation 2022 QC7 and it is not too
big, with a width ranging from just
16 metres to 36 metres, according to
the Center for Near-Earth Object
Studies (CNEOS) at NASA’s Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), The
Jerusalem Post reported. For comparison, 36 metrrs is around half the
wingspan of a Boeing 767 jet plane,
the report said.
But asteroid 2022 QC7 is also coming in fast, barreling in Earth’s direction at a speed of around 9.10 kilometers per second, or 32,760 kilometers per hour. To put that in perspective, that is about 10 times as fast as
an average 5.56 x 45 mm NATO rifle
bullet and is the equivalent of close
to 27 times the speed of sound.
NASA has made it clear that asteroid 2022 QC7 has essentially no
chance of hitting the Earth, and is
set to pass at a distance of over 4.6
million
kilometers
away.
Considering the Moon orbits the
Earth at an average distance of

384,000 kilometers, this is much farther — albeit not too far on a cosmic
scale. However, even if asteroid 2022
QC7 did manage to hit the Earth, it
would not do much. According to research from the Davidson Institute of
Science, the educational arm of
Israel’s Weizmann Institute of
Science, an asteroid, 140 metres in diameter or more, would release an
amount of energy at least a thousand times greater than that released by the first atomic bomb if it
impacted Earth.
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Kinetic Green aims Rs 600 cr revenue from
India would be happy to discuss e-two-wheeler
biz: Sulajja Firodia Motwani
trade pact with US: Goyal
Mumbai, Sep 06:

San Francisco, Sep 06:

New Delhi: Jubilant
Foodworks Ltd (JFL)
on Monday announced that Sameer
Khetarpal has joined
as its chief executive
officer and managing
director.
"Shareholders have
also approved his appointment in the 27th
Annual General
Meeting of the
Company convened
on August 30, 2022,"
said a statement from
JFL. Earlier in May
this year, JFL, which
operates fast-food
chains Domino's Pizza
and Dunkin' Donuts,
announced the appointment of
Khetarpal as CEO and
MD, both with effect
from September 5,
2022, for a period of
five years. Khetarpal
succeeds Pratik Pota.

Teen Protein
New Delhi: Anika
Singi- a 12th grade student of Dhirubhai
Ambani International
School and a gymnast
has launched India's
first protein for
teenage girls in partnership with GNC, a
global nutrition giant.
Since the age of six,
Anika has been a gymnast enthusiast and
has competed in various district and state
level competitions, representing Mumbai &
Maharashtra. She also
participated at the
IBSSO National Event
held in Surat, following which she qualified
for the India Nationals
in Agra, held in
November 2019.

New policy

India would be "happy
and willing" to negotiate a
trade pact with the US,
provided America decides
to look for a new free trade
partner, Commerce and
Industry Minister Piyush
Goyal has said here. He
said the US administration, as a policy, is not looking at a free trade agreement (FTA) with any new
partner.
"Should they change
their mind, India would be
happy and willing to discuss. Without that also, we
are engaged in attracting
investment, technology,
trade between the two
countries," the minister
told
reporters
here.
During the Trump administration, India and the US
had discussed a mini-trade
deal to boost economic
ties. Meanwhile, addressing the US India Strategic
Partnership
Forum

(USISPF), Goyal said talks
for a trade deal are progressing with Canada.
"Canada (Minister of
International Trade Mary
Ng) and I are very confident that we would be done
with our early progress
trade
agreement
by
December," he said. On the
proposed
India-Israel
agreement, the minister
said: "I still do not think,
we have got a good enough
deal or a proposition that is
attractive because of small
population size and their
unwillingness to open up

on services...". With the
European Union also,
Goyal said, negotiations
are going on. "There are 27
countries (in the EU bloc),
so it will take longer...India
is opening up discussions
on never-before subjects
like gender, environment,
SMEs, labour, and anti-corruption laws.
"I am sharing this with
you to just tickle and excite
your imagination (so that)
the American government
(can) have a rethink on
their new FTA policy. So
that they do not miss the
bus," he added. India is negotiating all these trade
pacts to boost the country's
exports and create jobs in
the domestic market. It is
aiming to take exports of
goods and services to USD
2 trillion by 2030. When
asked about the minister's
deliberations with private
equity funds and venture
capital funds here, he said
there is a lot of interest in

India. "One of the points
raised by one of the companies looking to expand
investments into India was
direct selling rules in the
consumer protection Act.
So, I have assured him
(that), very quickly I will
look at that," Goyal, who
also holds a consumer affairs portfolio, said. "We
will try to resolve that very
soon," he said, adding
there was a lot of interest
about knowing the potential location for the semiconductor industry in
India.
The Union Minister is
on a visit to San Francisco
and Los Angeles from
September 5-10 to attend
the India-US Strategic
Partnership Forum conference and Indo-Pacific
Economic
Framework
(IPEF) Ministerial meeting. Goyal also paid floral
tributes to Mahatma
Gandhi here and visited
Gadar Memorial Hall.

Govt extends tenure of India sales expected to be best this year on
robust demand, easing supply issues: Hyundai
Company Law
Committee by one year
New Delhi, Sep 06:

New Delhi, Sep 06:
The government has extended the tenure of the
Company Law Committee,
which was constituted in
2019, by one year. The term
of the panel which was set
up by the corporate affairs
ministry in September
2019, was extended last
year also.
The committee has the
mandate for examining
and making recommendations to the government on
various issues related to
implementation of the
Companies
Act
and
Limited
Liability
Partnership Act. "...the
tenure of the company law
committee is hereby fur-

ther extended by one year
i.e till 16.09.2023," the ministry said in an order
dated
September
5.
Currently, an 11-member
committee is chaired by
corporate affairs secretary
Tarun Bajaj. The committee was constituted as part
of the government's efforts to promote ease of
living by providing ease of
doing business to law abiding corporates, to foster
improved corporate compliance for stakeholders at
large and to address
emerging issues having an
impact on the working of
companies. Last year, the
ministry had extended the
panel's
tenure
till
September 16, 2022.

South Korean auto
major Hyundai is expecting best ever sales in India
this year as it looks to produce more with easing of
chip supply concerns, according to a senior company official. The company,
which on Tuesday expanded its N Line range in the
country with the introduction of Venue N Line trim,
is also banking on strong
demand for its products
with the pending order list
having crossed the 1.3-lakh
unit mark. "The semiconductor situation is easing
and demand continues to
be robust...This year we
are fairly confident that
we will achieve the highest
ever domestic sales in the
history of the company in

India," Hyundai Motor
India Ltd (HMIL) DirectorSales, Marketing, Service
Tarun Garg told PTI in an
interaction. he company
had logged best ever domestic wholesales of 5.5
lakh units in 2018, he said.
The automaker dispatched 49,510 units to
dealers last month, a 6 per
cent increase over August
2021. Hyundai is one of the
companies in the domestic
market which suffered
substantial production
loss owing to chip shortage. Garg noted that the

Rupee falls 2 paise
to 79.80 against
US dollar

FASHION WEEK

Mumbai, Sep 06:

Mumbai: The Uttar
Pradesh government
is bringing out a new
policy with an aim to
boost global competitiveness of the industries being set up in
the state, chief minister Yogi Adityanath
said. Speaking virtually at the Ashwmedh
Indian RenaissanceElara India Dialogue
2022 here, Adityanath
also said that Uttar
Pradesh (UP) has the
capability to become
India's first state with
USD 1-trillion economy. The government
has set a target of lifting the state economy
to USD 1 trillion by
2027, he said.

Draft papers
New Delhi: Vaibhav
Gems N' Jewellers Ltd,
a leading regional jeweller brand in South
India, has filed preliminary papers with capital markets regulator
Sebi to raise funds
through an initial public offering (IPO). The
public issue comprises
fresh issue of equity
shares aggregating up
to Rs 210 crore and an
Offer-for-Sale (OFS) of
43 lakh equity shares
by promoter entity
Grandhi Bharata
Mallika Ratna Kumari
(HUF), according to
the draft red herring
prospectus (DRHP).
Also, the company
may consider a further issue of equity
shares aggregating up
to Rs 40 crore.

Electric vehicle maker
Kinetic Green is eying a
Rs 600 crore revenue from
its e-two-wheeler business
this fiscal.
The Pune-based company that ventured into the
electric two-wheeler segment in March last year
with the roll out of two escooter models -- Zing and
Zoom -- late last month
launched its third model,
Zing HSS, a high-speed
scooter, priced at Rs 85,000
ex-showroom, including
FAME subsidy. The dealerships have already placed
bookings for 5,000 units of
the new vehicles for
September, which is a
"very good" response, according Sulajja Firodia
Motwani, Founder and
Chief Executive Officer,
Kinetic Green. "We are targeting a turnover of Rs 600
crore from two-wheeler
business this fiscal. We are
looking to be one of the
leading players in this
space, with presence
across spectrum -- from

Models wave after a fashion show from Lin Studio by Lintang during fashion week in Beijing.

The rupee declined by 2 paise
to close at 79.80 (provisional)
against the US dollar on
Tuesday amid a lacklustre
trend in domestic equities. At
the interbank foreign
exchange market, the domestic currency opened at 79.80
per dollar. It hovered in a
range of 79.80 to 79.91 during
the session. The domestic unit
finally settled at 79.80, down 2
paise over its previous close of
79.78. "Rupee traded in a narrow range and volatility was
low as most market participants were on the sidelines
following the US market holiday," said Gaurang Somaiya,
Forex & Bullion Analyst,
Motilal Oswal Financial
Services. Somaiya added that
the dollar rose to a fresh 20year high against its major
crosses.

contribution of its SUV
lineup to the total sales
was going up and remained better than the industry's. The company
sells five models in the
SUV segment -- Venue,
Creta, Alcazar, Tucson and
Kona Electric. It has now
added the sixth one -- the
Venue N Line. "SUVs are
now contributing 53 per
cent to the domestic sales..
the industry average in
comparison is 41 per cent..
new Venue and Tucson
have received strong bookings," Garg said.
He noted that the company was having a backlog
of over 1.3 lakh units. "We
always had strong demand
but for some time the
semiconductor shortage
was hampering our supplies.

low-speed-to-high-speed
vehicles and with focus on
scooters," Motwani told
PTI. She said the company
is looking to launch three
more two-wheeler models,
including the iconic
moped Luna in its electric
avatar, in the next 3-6
months. Kinetic Group
has experience in twowheeler space, in developing advanced two-wheelers like Kinetic Luna and
Kinetic Honda scooter, she
said. She said the new
products will be a combination of Kinetic Green
developed models as well
as models developed
through its technical collaboration with Chinese
EV
giant
Aima

Technology Group. The vehicle models from the tech
partnership platform are
expected to hit the market
from the first quarter of
next year. The company
announced forming a technical collaboration with
Aima in January to co-develop and co-design electric two wheelers for the
domestic market in its pursuit to aggressively scale
up the volumes and capacity to 5-lakh vehicles per
annum in the next two
years. Kinetic Green has
already grossed around
40,000 units, clocking on an
average around 4,000-5,000
units a month from its two
scooter models since the
sales gathered steam in
July last year, after the easing of restrictions, which
were imposed in the wake
of the second wave of the
pandemic, she said. "We
have just begun and are
looking at building our volumes. We are looking at
ramping up these numbers
to 10,000 units per month
in the remaining part of
the fiscal," she said.

New Delhi, Sep 06:
The government is
working on a new version
of data protection bill and
proposed Digital India law
to make the online world
more accountable, IT and
Telecom Minister Ashwini
Vaishnaw said. During the
launch of the second batch
of Cytrain Setu, Vaishnaw
said the government will
float a New Telecom Bill
within a week.
The minister said that a
new version of the Data
Protection Bill and proposed Digital India law is
in the works. "What we are
looking at is making the
online world more accountable for what is published there. The people
who are part of the law en-

forcement agencies and
the policymakers, all of us,
have a role. But, we also
need to put a greater sense
of accountability within
the social media, internet,
technology world itself,"
Vaishnaw said. The government has withdrawn
the
Personal
Data
Protection (PDP) Bill, 2019,
to replace it with a new bill
with a 'comprehensive
framework' and 'contemporary digital privacy laws'.

Mumbai, Sep 06:

a part of the expansion of
the digital products portfolio in FY23.
RESEARCH 360 platform
has robust exciting features
such as ace investor portfolio, which the novice investors can benefit from andunderstand the craft of
building stock portfolio.
Techno-FundaScanners offers advantage to mature investors from 200 plus scans
related to Price, Volume,
Fundamental, technical indicators etc. in one menu.

This app also provides
other key features like
SWOT
Analysis,
Comparing stocks, FnO
Analytics, MO Institutional
Equities Research Reports
and Aceinvestors portfolio.
Commenting on the
launch of this product, Mr.
Ajay Menon, CEO –
Broking & Distribution,
Motilal Oswal Financial
Services Ltd said, “The retail investors have been
flocking towards equity
markets.

Western Digital introduces
Webel-Fujisoft-Vara Centre of Banks, financial markets strong enough
Excellence (CoE) to provide
to withstand extreme volatility: Das world’s first 22TB CMR Hard Drive
high quality education
Mumbai, Sep 06:

Mumbai, Sep 06:

Mumbai, Sep 06:
The Webel-Fujisoft-Vara Centre
of Excellence (CoE), is an initiative of the Government of
West Bengalisaiming to createrelevant skills and to harness the full scope of the technologies of Industry 4.0. It has
been set up by the Department
of IT& Electronics, through its
nodal agency Webel, as well as
the MSME Directorate, West
Bengal. The project is being
executed by Fujisoft Inc., Japan
and Vara Technology, India. It
is one of the only Centres of
Excellence for four technologies of Industry 4.0, namely
Data Science, Cybersecurity,
Embedded Systems/ IoT, and
Additive Manufacturing.The
CoE brings together students,
academia, industry, technology

providers, and start-ups under
one roof. Dr. Rashmi Sharma,
Head, Webel Fujisoft Vara
Centre of Excellence: Industry
4.0 said, The Webel Fujisoft
Vara Centre of Excellence is a
truly innovative and groundbreaking initiative of the West
Bengal Government. The CoE
offers youth in India opportunities to develop in-demand specialized skills and get
employed in the relevant
industry. The CoE is the bridge
between the Academia and
Industry to fill the talent gap
that industry is currently facing” The Centre of Excellence
offers Post Graduate,
Advanced Certification and
short courses on Data Science,
Cyber Security, Embedded
Systems and Additive
Manufacturing (3D Printing).

Reserve Bank Governor
Shaktikanta Das said despite the latest headwinds
arising from the Jackson
Hole summit leading to extreme volatility, our banking
system and financial markets are strong enough to
withstand such pressures.
Taking the markets by surprise, US Fed chair Jerome
Powell had told the annual
Jackson Hole summit of central bankers and economists
last week that he would have
to keep raising federal fund
rates to tame inflation,
which remains the biggest
challenge to the world's
largest economy.
He also warned of the
pains that such monetary
policy actions would create
on growth and jobs. In the

previous policy meeting,
Powell had sort of sounded
dovish on interest rates. The
recent commentary from the
US Fed at Jackson Hole on
the future trajectory of US
monetary policy has created
substantial volatility in global financial markets, with
large spillovers and knockon effects on emerging markets. And the difficulty gets
further compounded in an
environment of high uncertainty as such forward guidance may even have destabilising effects on financial

markets, especially if the
subsequent policy actions
are at variance with earlier
pronouncements, Das told
the annual gathering of the
Fixed Income Money
Market and Derivatives
Association this evening.
However, he was quick to underline that the domestic
markets have recovered
from the lows that they fell
to in the immediate aftermath of the Jackson Hole
event and the resilience
shown by our financial markets reflects our robust
macroeconomic fundamentals, and the proactive and
strategic policy interventions to mitigate the impact
of the two black swan events
that have occurred in quick
succession -- the COVID-19
pandemic and the war in
Europe, he explained.

row broke out during
actress
Archana Gautam's
visit to Tirumala temple
as she alleged that a TTD
employee
misbehaved
with her but TTD denied
the allegation and claimed
that she attacked its employee.
Archana posted a selfie
video of the incident on
her Twitter account on
Monday. As she was speaking about her grievance,
somebody tried to stop
her from recording and
she was heard shouting
and crying.
She alleged that a
TTD employee behaved with her in an
indecent manner.
She said she had made
the booking for darshan but on arrival,
the
Tirumala
T i r u p a t h i
Devasthanam
(TTD) staff refused
to give her the
ticket and demanded
Rs
10,500.
Alleging
that the religious
place has become a den of
loot, she appealed to the
Andhra Pradesh government to stop robbing devo-

Govt looks to make online
world more accountable
through new laws: Vaishnaw

Motilal Oswal Financial Services
announces launch of ‘Research 360’
Motilal Oswal Financial
Services Limited (MOFSL)
has announced the launch
of ‘RESEARCH 360’ –a firstof-its-kind financial market
research & analysis platform. This uniqueplatform
will act as a one-stop destination for the investors &
traders to perform detailed
fundamental and technical
research which will help in
taking prudent investment
or trading decisions in various segments such as equity, derivatives, mutual
funds, thematic &model
portfolios etc.Research 360
app is a unique proposition
for both DIY category of investors as well as investors
looking for readymade research solutions The
launch of ‘RSEARCH 360’ is

Actor Archana
Gautam alleges
misbehaviour by
TTD employee
A

Building on significant technology innovations cultivated
over decades,Western Digital
(NASDAQ: WDC) today
announced that it is shipping
its new, industry-leading
Ultrastar® DC HC570
22TBCMR HDDs in India.
Leveraging its unique
OptiNAND, energy-assisted
PMR (ePMR), ArmorCache
and HelioSeal technologies,
the company further expands
its technology and areal density leadership,while deliveringenhanced value by driving a
lower total cost of ownership
(TCO) for cloud service
providers and enterprise customers. On the leading edge
of storage innovation, the
Ultrastar DC HC570 HDD is
rightly timed for the Indian
market as the country is witnessing massive data growth

and therefore data center
expansion. Additionally, with
the recently concluded 5G
spectrum auction, India is
expecting the rollout of 5G
services, which willfurther
amplifying data and cloud
usageto create huge demand
for high-capacity drives to
reduce TCO. Khalid Wani,
Senior Director – Sales, India,
Western Digital, said,“We are
excited to introduce the
world’s first 22TB CMR HDD in
India. We are constantly working to help address the capacity demands of the industry, as
well as support the evolving
economics of data centers for
decades to come.”
Jaganathan Chelliah, Senior
Director – Marketing, India,
Middle East & TIA, Western
Digital, said, “We are living in
the Zettabyte era today and
creating a massive amount of
data.

tees in the name of VIP
darshan.
However, the TTD alleged that the actress attacked its employee. The
body which manages the
affairs of the hill shrine alleged that the actress
lodged a false complaint
with the police.
According to the TTD,
Srikant Tiwari, Archana
Gautam and seven others
from Uttar Pradesh came
to Tirumala for darshan
on August 31 with a letter
of recommendation from
a Union Minister and
made a request for darshan at the office of
Additional
Executive
Officer.
On the basis of this request, Rs 300 darshan tickets were approved and a
message was sent to the
mobile number of Tiwari.
However, they did not
avail the opportunity.
Tiwari went to Additional
EO's office but by then the
time given for darshan
was already over, the temple body said. The TTD
claimed that Archana who
barged into Additional
EO's office with Tiwari
was very angry and used
abusive language against
TTD employees.

&TV characters will
be surrounded by
misunderstandings

his week &TV characters from the show
Baal Shiv, Happu Ki
Ultan Paltan and Bhabiji
Ghar Par Hai will be surrounded by misunderstandings. About &TV’s
Baal Shiv, Devi Parvati
shares, “A fierce battle ensues between Baal Shiv
(Aan Tiwari) and Mahasur,
where the latter moves toward Baal Shiv to burn
him. Indra (Kunal Bakshi)
comes to rescue Baal Shiv
and tells him to leave the
battleground.
Sanath
Kumar informs Mahasati
Anusuya (Mouli Ganguly)
that Baal Shiv has fled the
battle, leaving her upset.
Baal Shiv then explains to
his mother that he did not
run away, but it was all part
of his plan. In his mayavi
darpan, Tarkasur (Kapil
Nirmal) sees Baal Tridev's
location and tells Mahasur.
He reaches them and starts
the battle again, where
Baal Shiv finally kills
Mahasur.

T

Aayushi Khurrana finds
a mentor in co-actor
Shoaib Ibrahim
T
V actress Aayushi
Khurrana shares a
great bond with coactor Shoaib Ibrahim
and she says that she
found a good friend in
him and he is always
there to help and guide
her wherever she finds
any difficulty.
She shares:"I found a
mentor and a guide in
Shoaib Ibrahim. Having
said that, I'm really overwhelmed to have him as
my co-star who is so generous and someone who
guides me throughout."
The 'Mann Sundar' actress for the first time is
seen playing a lead role
of Ajooni in the show,
who is very strong and
intelligent and can do
anything to achieve her
goal. But at the same
place, it is not easy for
Aayushi to portray a
strong character onscreen and Ibrahim
helps her in making her
job easier. "This is my
first debut as a lead actor
in a show and Shoaib has
been very kind and helpful towards me in everything. He is playing the
role of Rajveer opposite
my role of Ajooni. I must
say, he has some incredible skills that come out
effortlessly and naturally," she adds. 'Ajooni' airs
on Star Bharat.

Actress Revathy returns to
Rashmika has fallen in love with
the pup who appears in ‘Goodbye’ direction with ‘Salaam Venky’
ctress Rashmika Mandana, who
is set to make her Hindi film
debut with the upcoming film
'Goodbye', was totally in awe of the
puppy that features in the film. In fact,
she had a friendly fight with her coactor in the film, the veteran superstar
Amitabh Bachchan, over who would
take the puppy home after the film's
wrap up.
Interestingly, the pup has a rather
surprising name: Stupid, which
is quite unusual for dogs
who are known for their
wit and intelligence.
Speaking to the media
at the trailer launch
event of the film,
Rashmika said, "I
was completely in
love with Stupid. We
would spend a
huge part of the
day in the company of Stupid."
Opening up on her
friendly tiff with Big B,
the actress further
said, "I and Amitabh
Bachchan sir had a little nokjhonk (tiff) over,
who would take
Stupid home. He
wanted to take him
to Jalsa but eventually, I kidnapped
Stupid and brought
it home."
Seems like the actress has no qualms

A

about kidnapping the pupper, after all
everything is fair in love and dogs are
known to invoke the feeling of love and
compassion to the highest degree. 'Goodbye',
directed by Vikas
Bahl, will debut in
theatres
on
October 7.

opular Tamil actress Revathy is now
making a return to direction with a
feature film called 'Salaam
Venky'.The film is being produced by producer Suuraj Sinngh's BLive productions,
a firm that has entered into a three-film
creative collaboration with actress
Revathy. 'Salaam Venky', starring the talented Kajol, is inspired by an incredible
true story of a mother's strength when
faced with life's challenges. Sources say
the film, which is being made in Hindi,
will soon release in cinemas this year.
Revathy and Suuraj plan to work on producing engaging content which will bring
powerful human and entertaining stories
to cinemas.
Talking about the collaboration, actordirector Revathy said, "When Suuraj
Sinngh came to me with a story, I immediately wanted to step into the shoes of a
director. The result is 'Salaam Venky'.
Working with Suuraj has been comfortable, professionally and felt like family. I
trust in him and BLive production's vision completely. We share strong creative synergies, which will reflect in
our forthcoming projects too." An elated producer Suuraj Sinngh said,
"Revathy is very creative and her work
has always inspired me. Our vision is to
bring powerful and entertaining stories to
life. BLive Productions is grateful to collaborate with a veteran who has a cinematic experience of over 35 years across
diverse cultures. We are eager to bring our
first film, 'Salaam Venky' to the audiences
and our journey has just begun!"
Suuraj Sinngh at BLive productions is
also gearing up to produce multiple films
for theatres and the OTT platform.
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HOROSCOPE WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 07
Aquarius: Jan 21 – Feb 18

Pisces: Feb 19 – Mar 20

Aries: Mar 21 – Apr 20

Taurus: Apr 21 – May 21

Career interests may be short-circuited
by gossip, rumor, and office politics.
Someone has an agenda and isn't likely to care too much about the effect on
others' lives of any underhanded dealings. If you hear about such goings-on,
Aquarius, do what you can to stop
them before they get out of hand.

Perhaps you've been planning a trip or a
return to school for a long time. However,
Pisces, a rather disturbing letter or phone
call could jeopardize your plans and leave
you teetering on the edge of disappointment. If you look at the situation carefully,
you may find that it doesn't set you back
that much. You can take care of it without
sacrificing what you want.

Seemingly bad news about your financial
situation could throw your usually evenkeeled nature off kilter. Look into the matter carefully before panicking, Aries. There
may have been a computer error or other
mistake, or perhaps someone confused you
with someone else. Take steps to rectify
the blunder.

An unpleasant situation could arise. Your
first reaction may be to protect those closest to you from the truth. You could be
tempted to lie or at least avoid mentioning
the situation. Don't give in to the temptation, Taurus. Your desire to shield loved ones
is understandable, but it could cause problems. You can't protect people from everything. Most people prefer to know the facts.

Gemini: May 22 – June 21

Cancer: June 22 – July 22

Leo: July 23 – Aug 23

Virgo: Aug 24 – Sept 22

Your mind may be going a thousand miles
an hour today. You might be inundated
with new ideas and information that could
cause mental overload. Write it all down if
you can. You'll want to refer to it later. It
might be advisable to then go out for a
walk or other exercise. This intellectual
overload could produce excess nervous
energy that you'll need to work off.

Worries over the situation of a lover or
close friend who seems depressed could
plague you today, yet you may hesitate to
contact this person and ask what's wrong
because you don't want to intrude.
Nonetheless, you should. All is not as bad
as it seems, and your concern will be
appreciated. Tonight, get some muchneeded rest.

A family member may be depressed and
not up for talking about what's wrong. His
or her mood could spread to everyone
else, so it might be a good idea to ask
what's wrong. Point out that moods are
contagious! Don't force the issue, Leo.
That would be worse. A number of calls
could interrupt your work, which you
might find irritating.

Misinformation might spread through
your extended family or neighborhood
and cause unnecessary upsets among
those involved. Don't accept at face
value any gossip or rumor you hear
today until you check it out yourself,
Virgo. It could turn out to be a tempest in
a teapot. This isn't a good time to plan or
take a trip of any kind.

Libra: Sept 23 – Oct 23

Scorpio: Oct 24 – Nov 22

Sagittarius: Nov 23 – Dec 21

Capricorn: Dec 22 – Jan 20

Misinformation regarding money could
come from someone who has a stake in your
believing whatever you're told. This could
be a banker, creditor, investment counselor,
or even a close friend or relative. Whoever it
is, Libra, don't accept what this person says
at face value. Look into the facts of the situation yourself before making any decisions
about what you need to do.

Someone close to you may not be totally
honest. This person could be avoiding
telling the truth or hiding something
from you in order to protect you. Trust
your instincts, Scorpio. If someone tells
you something important that doesn't
ring true, check it out before accepting
one person's word. This isn't a vicious
deception - only a protective one.

Weariness may have you feeling a bit
listless today, Sagittarius, and you're
likely to want to stay home in bed
rather than go anywhere. This goes
against your normal inclination, so you
could be tempted to bite the bullet and
get out in spite of your malaise. Don't
fall into this trap.

A lover or close friend may seem to have
dropped out of the picture, and this could
have you worried, confused, and wondering if this person isn't interested in continuing a relationship with you. Don't let
your insecurity get the best of you. The
person has his or her troubles and will
eventually want a strong, sympathetic
shoulder to cry on.

Pihu’s truth comes before
her father Ram Kapoor
ove is a beautiful
emotion that connects individuals
through feelings. Such is
the story of everyone’s
favourite, Ram Kapoor
(Nakuul Mehta) and Pihu
(Aarohi Kumawat), of
Sony
Entertainment
Television’s Bade Achhe
Lagte Hain 2. Though
both are unaware that
they are actually father
and daughter, the two
started on a rough note
and gradually developed a
strong bond. Now, truth
beckons as ardent fans of
the show prepare for the
inevitable: Ram getting to
know who Pihu actually
is.
Viewers have watched
how Ram has grown fond
of Pihu and wishes that
she and Priya stay back
with him forever unknown to Nandini Kapoor
(Shubhaavi Choksey). He
even requested Krish to
allow Priya and Pihu to
stay with him and doesn’t
want to let the chance go
in vain. Now as fate would
have it, Ishaan will decide
to confess the truth about
Shivina’s death after
being blackmailed by
Vedika. Priya will get hold
of Ishaan and stop him
from doing so. Ram over-
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46. Superman's gal (2 wds.)
48. Seized
49. Spiritualist meeting
50. Pause
52. Luau garland
53. Gore and Roker
56. I see!
59. Brainstorm
61. Hidden fact
63. Strike back
66. Innocent
67. Possible prince?
68. Stench
69. Crawl
70. Indefinite number
71. Kind
72. 19th letters

DOWN

ACROSS
1. Escape
6. Smoked meats
10. "____ Enchanted" (movie)
14. Drive back
15. Encourage
16. Before long
17. Painter's stand
18. Choice
20. Debit's opposite
22. Precious

23. Wind dir.
24. Blasting substance (abbr.)
25. Golf norm
27. Makes do
29. Evaluate
31. Start of a Dickens title (2 wds.)
35. Like a fridge decoration
38. Diva ____ Callas
39. Employed
40. Put into effect
43. Crusted desserts
44. Clairvoyants

hears Ishaan venting his
anger out to Priya and
telling her how he is the
reason for Pihu being separated from her real father. What will be
Nandini’s next plan who
managed to keep the truth
hidden from Ram for so
many years? Will Ram forgive Priya for hiding this
truth from him or the
truth will once again
break #RaYa?
Be sure to tune in to
Bade Achhe Lagte Hain 2,
every Monday to Friday at
8:00PM only on Sony
Entertainment
Television.

1. Build
2. Acquire knowledge
3. Unexpected victory
4. Exploit
5. Oval
6. Owns
7. Asleep
8. Brawls
9. T-bone, e.g.
10. NYC time zone
11. Pork cut
12. Diving bird
13. English princess
19. Dairy product
21. Personal preference
26. Harness part

28. Paper fastener
29. ____ Lloyd Webber
30. Climb
32. Operatic melody
33. Property claim
34. Alleviate
35. Have to
36. Adrift
37. Nerd
41. Fuel source
42. Fork features
45. Slow mover
47. Chemistry, e.g.
49. Constant
51. Blockhead
53. Zodiac ram
54. River embankment
55. Short distances
56. Barking sounds
57. Submarine sandwich
58. Potent particle
60. On the peak
62. Autos
64. Grow old
65. Shakespeare's "before"
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Green, Carey star as Australia Tiafoe ends Nadal’s 22-match
Slam streak in US Open 4th Rd
seal thrilling victory
New York, Sept 06 (AP):

Cairns, Sep 06:

across the ground. In the
end, it was a rather anticlimactic wide from
Lockie Ferguson which
ended the game.
Green's performance
followed his maiden fivewicket haul against
Zimbabwe in Townsville
last week and he finished
with the highest score of
his international career.
Both captains spoke of
the "unknown" conditions before the game at a
venue hosting international cricket for the first
time since 2004. After
New Zealand were put in,
Devon Conway, Kane
Williamson and Tom
Latham all worked hard
to get into the 40s before
falling to spin, the latter
two to Maxwell who
struck three times in his
third and final spell.
Maxwell finished with
the second-best figures of
his ODI career and the
last 10 overs for New
Zealand read 60 for 6 with
Josh Hazlewood also bagging three at the death.

Cameron Green walked
in after a top-order collapse, held his composure
amid a late wobble and
fought through severe
cramps as Australia
clinched a thrilling opening
match
to
the
Chappell-Hadlee series.
Chasing the target of
233 to win, Green and
Alex Carey added 158 for
the sixth wicket after
Trent Boult and Matt
Henry sliced through
Australia with the new
ball to leave them 44 for 5
in the 12th over which included another failure for
Aaron Finch. However,
just when everything appeared in hand for
Australia with 31 needed,
Carey pulled to mid-on
followed
by
Glenn
Maxwell and Mitchell
Starc departing while
Green ended up barely
being able to run between
the wickets.
There was one lengthy
stoppage while he was
treated by the physio,
then Adam Zampa played
a vital hand to take some
of the pressure off, only
for a final bit of late
drama to come when a
brief shower scudded

Australia's Cameron
Green celebrates reaching
his half century during the
first one-day international
(ODI) cricket.

WBBL: Melbourne Stars
rope in India batter
Jemimah Rodrigues

Melbourne, Sept 06 (PTI):
Melbourne Stars on
Tuesday announced the
signing of India batter
Jemimah Rodrigues for
the eighth season of
Women's Big Bash League
(WBBL).
The 22-year-old represented Stars' cross-town
rival
Melbourne
Renegades last season,
scoring 333 runs at a strike
rate of over 116.
"I am super excited to be
a part of the Stars family,"
Jemimah said in a statement. "I've been told that

I'm the first ever Indian to
sign for the Stars and it is
my honour to do so.
"Melbourne has always
been my favourite city in
Australia and I can't wait
to get back there," she
added.
The Mumbai-born batter is also the first Indian
woman cricketer to play
for the Stars and is the
third to sign the contract
for the WBBL 8, alongside
Indian
skipper
Harmanpreet
Kaur
(Melbourne Renegades),
and Pooja Vastrakar
(Brisbane Heat).
Jemimah was part of
the Indian squad that
bagged silver in this year's
Commonwealth Games in
Birmingham.
Having made her India
debut at the age of 17 in
2018, Jemimah has so far
represented India in 58
T20 Internationals and 21
ODIs.
Jemihah will join the
Stars squad after completing her Asia Women's Cup
commitments for India.
The event is scheduled
from October 1-16 in
Bangladesh.

Frances Tiafoe's vision
was blurry from the tears.
He was thrilled overwhelmed, even when the
last point was over and it hit
him that, yes, he had ended
Rafael Nadal's 22-match
Grand Slam winning streak
and reached the U.S. Open
quarterfinals for the first
time. I felt like the world
stopped, Tiafoe said. I couldn't hear anything for a
minute.
Then Tiafoe found himself losing it in the locker
room when he saw that
NBA superstar LeBron
James gave him a Twitter
shoutout. Bro, Tiafoe said, I
was going crazy.
What meant the most to
Tiafoe about his 6-4, 4-6, 6-4,
6-3 victory over 22-time
major champion Nadal in
the fourth round at
Flushing Meadows, though,
was looking up in his
Arthur Ashe Stadium guest
box and knowing his parents, Constant and Alphina,
were there. To see them experience me beat Rafa
Nadal they've seen me have
big wins, but to beat those
Mount Rushmore' guys? For
them, I can't imagine what
was going through their
heads, said Tiafoe, a 24-yearold American seeded 22nd
at the U.S. Open. I mean,

Stubbs makes SA’s T20 WC squad
Johannesburg, Sep 06 (PTI):
Tristian Stubbs was on
Tuesday named in the
South Africa's squad for the
T20 World Cup and that of
the preceding three-match
series in India.
White-ball
captain
Temba Bavuma will make
his return to the national
fold after demonstrating a
full recovery from a left
elbow injury suffered during the T20 series in India
in June.
Senior batter Rassie van
der Dussen has been ruled
out of the T20 World Cup
(October 16 to November 13)
due to a fracture of his left
index finger that he sustained during the second
Test against England in
Manchester. He will require
surgery and is expected to
take at least six weeks to recover.
All 15 players are capped,
with the 22-year-old Stubbs
receiving his maiden World
Cup call-up following an impressive outing in the recent T20 series against
England.
Stubbs had made his international debut in the T20
series against India in
June. Other notable selections
include
Rilee
Rossouw
and
Wayne

Parnell, with the selectors
naming three travelling reserves in Bjorn Fortuin,
Marco Jasen and Andile
Phehlukwayo.
"All 18 players are available to play in T20I series
against India from 28
September 04 October,
while a 15-strong player
squad has been named for
the proceeding three-match
50-over series," said Cricket

South Africa in a statement. CSA Convenor of
Selectors Victor Mpitsang
said: This has been a really
tough squad to select, simply because we had so many
players in excellent form
over the past few months
and performing at a level
that made the selectors sit
up and notice them.
"Someone like Tristan
Stubbs who was not in the

Raina retires from Payas-Yashaswini pair wins
all forms of cricket
gold at Asian Junior TT
New Delhi, Sep 06 (PTI):

New Delhi, Sep 06 (PTI):
Former India batter
Suresh Raina on Tuesday
announced his retirement
from all forms of cricket, a
move that makes him eligible for competing in overseas T20 leagues. The 35year-old had followed M S
Dhoni into international
retirement on August 15,
2020.
He continued playing the
IPL in 2021 but was released by Chennai Super
Kings ahead of the 2022 season. "It has been an absolute honour to represent

my country & state UP. I
would like to announce my
retirement from all formats
of cricket," Raina tweeted
while thanking the BCCI,
Uttar Pradesh Cricket
Association and CSK. Since
an active India or domestic
player can't take part in
overseas leagues, Raina
needed to take this step for
him to explore T20 leagues
around the world. He could
also be seen in Cricket
South Africa's new T20
league, to be held next year,
with all six teams owned by
IPL franchises, including
CSK.

they're going to remember
today for the rest of their
lives. His parents both emigrated to the United States
from Sierra Leone in West
Africa amid its civil war in

Indian paddlers ended
their campaign in the
Asian Junior and Cadet
Championships in Laos on
a golden note as Payas
Jain and Yashaswini
Ghorpade defeated the
Chinese duo of Han
Xinyuan and Qin Yuxuan
3-2 in a thrilling final on
Tuesday. The Indians won
11-9, 11-1, 10-12, 7-11, and 118.
Incidentally, this was
the first gold medal that
the Indian juniors have
won
in
an
Asian
Championships, and it
came close on the heels of
our first mixed gold at the
CWG through Sharath
Kamal and Sreeja Akula
in Birmingham last
month.
Besides, India also
grabbed three bronze
medals, one each in the U19 Boys Doubles, in the U19 girls singles, and in the
U-19 Boys team event.
Overall, the Indians did

well to return home with
four medals. The top-seeded Indian duo started well
to surge into a 2-0 lead before the Chinese pair came
back to take the next two
games. However, in the decider,
Payas
and
Yashaswini
combined
cleverly and attacked in a
measured way to outwit
their opponents.
Earlier, the top-seeded
Karnataka girl did well up
to the quarterfinals in the
Under-19 Girls singles but
lost to Chen Yi of China in

the semis, losing the
match in straight games of
13-11, 11-9, 11-4, 11-3.
After the first two
games, where Yashaswini
showed her fighting qualities, she lost steam in the
next two and didn't play as
well. Payas, who combined
with Delhi-mate Yashansh
Malik in the U-19 Boys
Doubles till the previous
round, failed to repeat
their performance in the
semifinals against the
Japanese duo of Yuta
Iimura and Yuhi Sakai.

frame a year ago has done
incredibly well to force his
way into the mix based on
his performances and his
selection should be an inspiration for every young
player out there."
South Africa play their
T20 World Cup opener on
October 24.
Before the ICC event in
Australia, SA will also tour
India for three T20Is and as
many
ODIs
between
September 28 and October
11.
SA Squad for T20
World Cup and T20Is versus India: Temba Bavuma
(c), Quinton de Kock, Reeza
Hendricks,
Heinrich
Klaasen, Keshav Maharaj,
Aiden Markram, David
Miller, Lungi Ngidi, Anrich
Nortje, Wayne Parnell,
Dwaine Pretorius, Kagiso
Rabada, Rilee Rossouw,
Tabraiz Shamsi, Tristan
Stubbs.
SA Squad for ODIs
against India: Temba
Bavuma (c), Quinton de
Kock, Reeza Hendricks,
Heinrich Klaasen, Keshav
Maharaj, Janneman Malan,
Aiden Markram, David
Miller, Lungi Ngidi, Anrich
Nortje, Wayne Parnell,
Andile
Phehlukwayo,
Dwaine Pretorius, Kagiso
Rabada, Tabraiz Shamsi.

BAI announces cash
rewards for CWG,
World Championship
medallists
New Delhi, Sep 06 (PTI):
The Badminton Association of
India (BAI) on Tuesday
announced cash rewards of
close to Rs 1.5 crore for the
medallists at the
Commonwealth Games and
World Championships.
The Indian contingent came
home with its best ever showing from the Birmingham
Commonwealth Games, bagging three gold, one silver and
two bronze medals while the
Indian men's shuttlers fetched
three medals at the World
Championships in 2021 and
2022 respectively.
"Our Badminton players have
been consistently winning laurels for the country and this
cash award is a small effort to
acknowledge their amazing
achievements over the last two
years, said BAI president Dr
Himanta Biswa Sarma while
announcing the prize money.
The 10-member mixed team,
which won the silver medal in
Birmingham will get a total of
Rs 30 lakh, or Rs 3 lakh each,
for their effort while the eight
members of the support staff
will get Rs 1.5 lakh each.

the 1990s. They ended up in
Maryland, where Constant
helped construct a tennis
training center for juniors,
then became a maintenance
man
there;
Alphina,

Frances said, was a nurse,
working two jobs, working
overtime through the
nights. Frances and his
twin brother, Franklin,
were born in 1998, and soon
would be spending hour
upon hour where Dad's job
was, rackets in hand.
Maybe one day, went the
dream, a college scholarship would come of it.
It wasn't anything supposed to be like this, Tiafoe
said Monday evening, hours
after by far his biggest victory. He is the youngest
American man to get this
far at the U.S. Open since
Andy Roddick in 2006, but
this was not a case of a onesided crowd backing one of
its own. Nadal is about as
popular as it gets in tennis
and heard plenty of support
as the volume raised after
the retractable roof was
shut in the fourth set.
It's something to tell the
kids, the grandkids: Yeah, I
beat Rafa,' Tiafoe said with
a big smile.
He served better than No.
2 seed Nadal. More surprisingly, he returned better,
too. And he kept his cool, remained in the moment and
never let the stakes or the
opponent get to him. Nadal,
a 36-year-old from Spain,
had won both of their previous matches, and every set
they played, too.

Hardik probably best T20
all-rounder, Bumrah most complete
bowler across formats: Ponting

Dubai, Sep 06 (PTI):
Australian batting great
and World Cup winning
captain Ricky Ponting has
included India's Hardik
Pandya
and
Jasprit
Bumrah among his first
five players for a World T20
playing eleven.
Ponting reckons Pandya
is arguably the best T20
all-rounder in the world
while Bumrah is the most
complete bowler across
the three formats. On current form, it's pretty hard
to go past Hardik Pandya
at number three. His IPL
was outstanding. "To see
him back at the bowling
crease is something that I
was always a little bit unsure would actually ever
happen he's had some really big injury setbacks,

which has obviously affected how much he's been
able to play for India," said
Ponting on the ICC
Review.
Pandya is back to bowling regularly lending
much needed balance to
the Indian team. But he's
back bowling, and at
140kph which he was
doing four or five years
ago. But his batting and
his maturity while batting
has come on in leaps and
bounds. He understands
the game better and he understands his game better
than ever before and right
now he's probably the best
allrounder in the world in
T20 cricket, and could potentially be in ODI cricket,
said the former Australian
captain.
The other three players
in Ponting's first five include Rashid Khan, Babar
Azam and Jos Buttler. On
India's pace spearhead,
Ponting added: "He is
probably the most complete bowler across Test
cricket, One Day cricket
and T20 cricket in the
world right now. Very good
with the new ball when
anyone decides to use him
that way.

Cricketing landscape is
changing fast, need to
strike balance: Williamson

India, Bangladesh to jointly
counter terrorism, fundamentalism;
to start talks on CEPA soon
New Delhi, Sep 06 (PTI):
Prime
Minister
Narendra
Modi
on
Tuesday said India and
Bangladesh should jointly
face terrorist and fundamentalist forces that
threaten to attack mutual
trust between the two
countries.
Modi made these remarks after bilateral talks
with visiting Bangladesh
Prime Minister Sheikh
Hasina, who made a
strong pitch for early conclusion of the Teesta
water sharing agreement.
“Today we also stressed
on cooperation against terrorism and fundamentalism. To keep the spirit of
1971 alive, it is also very
necessary that we face
such forces together, who

Prime Minister Narendra Modi with his Bangladeshi
counterpart Sheikh Hasina during the release of a joint
statement after their meeting, at Hyderabad House in New
Delhi, Tuesday.
want to attack our mutual
trust,” he said. The two
sides also signed seven
agreements covering diverse areas such as railways, space technology,
water sharing, connectivity. Briefing on the visit,
Foreign Secretary Vinay

Kwatra termed counterterrorism and radicalisation as an “obstacle and security threat” to IndiaBangladesh relationship.
He said the two leaders
held comprehensive talks
on how to improve cooperation on the issue.

India and Bangladesh
signed an interim water
sharing agreement on the
Kushiyara river, which
would benefit people of
southern Assam and the
Sylhet
division
of
Bangladesh. This was the
first water sharing agreement signed by the two
countries since the Ganga
water treaty in 1996.
Hasina also flagged concerns over the delay in
clinching the Teesta water
sharing agreement which
has been hanging fire
since 2011, when West
Bengal Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee objected
to it. Modi also said India
and Bangladesh will soon
start discussion on the
Comprehensive Economic
Partnership Agreement
(CEPA).

TEACHERS DAY CELEBRATIONS

Students participate in a tug of war competition as part of Teachers Day celebrations, in Srinagar, Tuesday.

Polavaram project: SC suggests Centre 16 states onboard National Queen Elizabeth II appoints Liz Truss
Single Window System
as Britain’s new Prime Minister
call for meeting of stakeholders
New Delhi, Sep 06 (PTI):
The Supreme Court
Tuesday suggested the
Centre call for a meeting
of all the stakeholders to
discuss and resolve the issues concerning the
Polavaram project in
Andhra Pradesh.
The apex court observed it would be in the
“fitness of thing” if the
Centre takes an initiative
in calling all the stakeholders so that the project
could move forward and
the concerns are addressed.
A bench headed by
Justice S K Kaul noted
that there are concerns expressed by the states of
Odisha, Telangana, and
Chhattisgarh regarding
the impact of the project
in as much as it may re-

sult in flooding of certain
areas. The bench, also
comprising Justice A S
Oka and Vikram Nath,
also noted that it has been
submitted that the project,
as envisaged, has been expanded to a much larger
extent and there are issues concerning environmental clearances as well
on account of its expansion.
The top court suggested
that a “pioneering role
must be played by the
Ministry of Jal Shakti and
a meeting be called of all
the stakeholders.”
“We put it to the counsel
and the ASG (Additional
Solicitor General who appeared for the Centre) that
it will be in the fitness of
thing if the Central government takes an initiative in calling all the stake-

holders so that the project
can move forward and yet
the concerns are addressed,” the bench observed.
It said the meeting must
be held at an appropriately high level to sort out the
issues. The apex court
said the meeting should be
regularly held and should
not await the next date of
hearing before the court.
It posted the matter for
hearing on December 7
and asked for a report
from the Centre.
During the hearing, the
bench observed that the
concerns raised in the
matter should be examined and worked out.
“These are all matters
which should be examined and worked out in a
mutually acceptable situation,” the bench said.

New Delhi, Sep 06 (PTI):
As many as 16 states, including Odisha, Tamil
Nadu and Bihar have integrated with National
Single Window System
(NSWS) so far with an aim
to promote ease of doing
business, a senior official
said on Tuesday. The government in September last
year soft-launched NSWS
for businesses. It was
aimed at providing support to investors, including pre-investment advisory, information related to
land banks, and facilitation of clearances at the
Centre and state levels.
The NSWS portal is envisioned as a one-stop shop
for investors for taking all
the regulatory approvals
and services related to investments. It allows online
filing and tracking of all
applications and clear-

ances, thereby helping investors to obtain clearances from different stakeholders without visiting
different government offices. “Currently, 24 of the
32 ministries and departments have onboarded the
system and others are in
the process. 181 out of total
368 services identified as
relevant, have been onboarded. At the same time,
16 states/ UTs out of 36
have also onboarded the
system,”
Additional
Secretary in Department
for Promotion of Industry
and
Internal
Trade
(DPIIT) Sumita Dawra told
reporters here. States and
UT which are yet to integrate with the portal include
Haryana,
Jharkhand, West Bengal,
Rajasthan,
Delhi,
Chandigarh, among others.

London, Sep 06 (PTI):

Conservative Party
leader Liz Truss was on
Tuesday appointed as
Britain’s new Prime
Minister - the third female
premier of the country amid pressure to tackle
the looming energy crisis
and soaring prices.
Truss travelled to Queen
Elizabeth II’s Balmoral
Castle
residence
in
Aberdeenshire, Scotland,
to meet the 96-year-old
monarch. Earlier, Boris
Johnson formally resigned as the head of the
UK government in an audience with the Queen.
The 47-year-old leader is
the 15th Prime Minister to
serve during Queen
Elizabeth II’s reign, the
first
being
Winston
Churchill in 1952. Until
now, the constitutional

Yatra can achieve both
No relief for B’luru from rain-related woes
CM blames ‘maladministration’ of previous Congress govts
‘Bharat Jodo’ and ‘Congress
jodo’: Shashi Tharoor
Bengaluru, Sep 06 (PTI):

Thiruvananthapuram, Sep 06 (PTI):
The Congress’ ambitious
‘Bharat Jodo Yatra’ from
Kanyakumari to Kashmir can
also achieve the objective of
“Congress jodo” and help in its
revival, senior leader Shashi
Tharoor said on Tuesday
amidst churning in the party
triggered by dissent and exits.
Tharoor, who is said to be contemplating running for the post
of Congress president, also
expressed hope that many
leaders would contest the
upcoming elections, and
stressed he has neither ruled
himself in nor out.
In an interview with PTI a
day before the launch of the
3,570 km-long ‘Bharat Jodo
Yatra’ from Kanyakumari to
Kashmir, Tharoor said,”the
message is also that the
Congress is the party that can

unite India and if the public is
sufficiently inspired by this
message, it will indeed inaugurate the revival of the party”.
Asked
about
former
Congress leader Ghulam Nabi
Azad and BJP’s’ swipe that the
party
should
undertake
“Congress jodo” instead of
“Bharat
jodo”,
the
Thiruvananthapuram MP said,
“Ghulam Nabi Sahib is a
respected elder and I do not
wish to comment on his specific remarks.”
“But I will say that the
Bharat Jodo Yatra could also
unite
Congressmen
and
women across the country
around our values and ideals as
well as around service to the
people, by raising issues that
matter to the people and showing them that we are fighting
for them,” he said.

Schools in the rain-battered Bengaluru have declared holidays and companies asked their employees to work from
home, as the city continued to reel from the aftermath of the torrential
downpour that threw life
out of gear on Monday,
with a fresh spell of rain
only adding to the woes of
the citizens.
Bikers pushing their
two-wheelers stuck on
flooded roads and pedestrians struggling to navigate through knee-deep
water was a common sight
in some places on Tuesday
in the country’s IT capital.
Karnataka
Chief
Minister
Basavaraj
Bommai cited “unprecedented rainfall and overflowing” water bodies for

Waterlogged entrance of Hindustan Aeronautics Limited
office after heavy monsoon rains, in Bengaluru, Tuesday.
the deluge but assured his
government’s commitment to restore normalcy.
He also faulted the ‘maladministration’ of the previous Congress governments for the present situation of the city and insisted only two zones bore
the brunt of rains al-

though a picture was
being painted as if entire
Bengaluru was struggling. One rain-related
death, electrocution of a
woman, was reported
from Siddapura.
“Karnataka, especially
Bengaluru has not received
unprecedented

DCGI nod to Bharat Biotech’s

Kejriwal to PM

heavy rain...for the last 90
years such rain has not
been recorded. All the
tanks are full and are
overflowing, some of
them have breached, and
there have been continuous rains, every day it is
raining,” Bommai said.
Speaking to reporters
here, Bommai said an
image was being created
as if the entire city is facing difficulties, which was
not the case.
“Basically the issue lies
in two zones, particularly
the Mahadevapura zone
for reasons such as presence of 69 tanks in that
small area and almost all
of them have either
breached or are overflowing. Secondly, all establishments are in low lying
areas, and the third is encroachments,” he listed
out.

process of the monarch
inviting the leader of the
majority party to form a
government in her name
has taken place at
Buckingham Palace in
London. But with the
Queen cutting back on her
travels, it had been decided that she would receive
Johnson and Truss at her
summer residence of
Balmoral
Castle
in
Aberdeenshire, Scotland,
marking a historic first.
“The Queen received in
Audience The Right
Honourable
Elizabeth
Truss MP today and requested her to form a new
Administration. Ms Truss
accepted Her Majesty’s
offer and kissed hands
upon her appointment as
Prime Minister and First
Lord of the Treasury, a
royal announcement confirmed.

A picture of the Queen
and Truss showed them
meeting in the drawing
room of Balmoral in front
of an ornate fireplace. The
smiling monarch, who
was wearing a tartan skirt
and holding her walking
stick, was pictured shaking hands with Truss symbolically referred to as
kissing hands.
Truss assumed the office at a time when the
country is facing a looming energy crisis and the
focus is on her plan to address the challenge.
The current Chief
Secretary to the Treasury
Simon Clarke - who is
tipped to to become levelling up secretary - says
Truss’s plan to tackle soaring prices will provide certainly to families and businesses as the weather gets
colder, BBC reported.

HC for isolation wards in jails to
avoid interim bails to prisoners
with contagious disease
New Delhi, Sep 06 (PTI):
The Delhi High Court
has directed the Inspector
General of Prisons to ensure that isolation medical wards or quarantine
zones are created in all
jails here so that there is
no compelling need to repeatedly release on interim bail accused persons
who are facing trial for serious offences.
The high court’s direction came while granting
interim bail to an accused,
who sought relief on the
ground that he was suffering from Herpes, a contagious disease, and was
having lesions and pain.
After hearing the submissions of both sides, it
is considered that since
Herpes is a contagious disease and irrespective of

the fact that the applicant
(accused) has been granted interim bail on occasions, which admittedly
he has not misused, and
his regular bail application has also been rejected, the fact that a person
suffering from a contagious disease is continued
to be allowed to stay in the
jail with no provision for
quarantine is a matter of
concern, Justice Asha
Menon said.
The court further said,
The IG Prisons (Delhi) is
directed to ensure that
such isolation medical
wards or quarantine
zones are created in all
jails so that there is no
compelling need to release
such accused who are facing trial for serious offences repeatedly on interim bail .

Delhi traffic police issues advisory ahead of

‘Prepare plan in consultation with states
intranasal Covid vaccine
Central Vista Avenue inauguration on Sep 8
to modernise 10 lakh govt schools in 5 yrs’ for restricted emergency use
New Delhi, Sep 06 (PTI):

Cairns, Sept 06 (PTI):
New Zealand captain
Kane Williamson feels the
cricketing
landscape
around the world is witnessing a rapid change with the
emergence of T20 leagues
and striking a balance between franchise cricket and
national duty has become
the need of the hour.
Williamson's comments
came at a time when cricketers around the world are
preferring playing in cashrich T20 leagues over international cricket. "It's a

tricky one because it is
changing. So much seems to
have happened so quickly,"
Williamson told reporters.
"It does seem to be a
movement in the landscape
of the game. Every case is
unique and every case has
got their individual needs at
different stages of their
lives. "There are a lot of different franchise events happening and seeing players
make decisions on their
playing careers... suggests
that there is a balance to
strike and some things to
work through," he added.

Delhi Chief Minister
Arvind
Kejriwal
on
Tuesday termed Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s
decision to modernise
14,500 schools “a drop of
water in the ocean”, and
asked him to prepare a
plan in consultation with
all states to upgrade the
country’s 10 lakh government schools over next
five years.
“At this rate, it will take
70-80 years to improve all
the 10.5 lakh schools in the
country,” Kejriwal told an
online press conference
here, a day after Modi announced the school upgradation scheme.
India cannot become the
number one country in the
world without ensuring

free quality education for
every child, Kejriwal said.
On Monday, Modi announced
that
14,500
schools across the country
would be developed and
upgraded under the ‘PMSHRI Yojana’ and they will
be equipped with modern
infrastructure, including
labs, smart classrooms, libraries, and sports facilities.
“This is a very good
thing but just modernising 14,500 schools is
like a drop of water in the
ocean,” Kejriwal said. “I
appeal to the prime minister to make all the 10.5
lakh government schools
in the country modern.”
The chief minister
pointed out that he has
often said there are a number of things that need to

be done to make India the
number one country in the
world. Unless top class free
education to every child in
the country is ensured,
India can not progress, he
said.
“A big mistake happened after India gained
independence. We should
have ensured good quality
education and schools in
every village and nook and
corner of the country. If
everyone was educated,
India would not be a poor
country,” Kejriwal said
He added he would
launch the Aam Aadmi
Party’s “Make India No. 1”
campaign from his hometown of Hisar in Haryana
on Wednesday and later
visit other states to connect people with the movement.

New Delhi, Sep 06 (PTI):
The Drugs Controller
General of India (DCGI)
on Tuesday approved
Bharat Biotech’s intranasal Covid vaccine for
restricted emergency use
in those aged above 18
years.
“Big Boost to India’s
Fight Against COVID-19!
Bharat Biotech’s ChAd36SARS-CoV-S COVID-19
(Chimpanzee Adenovirus
Vectored) recombinant
nasal vaccine approved by
@CDSCO_INDIA_INF for
primary immunization
against COVID-19 in 18+
age group for restricted
use in emergency situation,” Union Health
Minister
Mansukh
Mandaviya tweeted. He
said this step will further

strengthen “our collective
fight” against the pandemic.
India has harnessed its
science, research and development (R&D), and
human resources in the
fight against COVID-19
under Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s leadership, he said.
“With the science-driven approach & Sabka
Prayas, we will defeat
COVID-19,” Mandaviya
also said.
Hyderabad-based
Bharat
Biotech
International Limited
(BBIL) completed clinical
trials of the nasal vaccine
with about 4,000 volunteers and there is no side
effect or adverse reaction
reported so far, company
sources had said.

View of Rajpath at the Central Vista Avenue,
in New Delhi, Tuesday.
New Delhi, Sep 06 (PTI):
Traffic restrictions will be put
in place in the parts of central
Delhi on Thursday when Prime
Minister Narendra Modi will
inaugurate the Central Vista
Avenue, officials said on
Tuesday. The avenue that will

be open to the masses on
September 8 stretches from
Vijay Chowk to India Gate.
Delhi Police said elaborate
arrangements have been made
in order to facilitate the safety
of pedestrians, including children and to ensure smooth

movement of traffic in the New
Delhi district. General traffic
will be diverted from the specific roads from 6 pm to 9 pm.
According to the traffic
advisory, traffic movement will
be diverted from roads such as
— Tilak Marg (From CHexagon to Bhagwan Dass
Road Crossing), Purana Quila
Road (From C-Hexagon to
Mathura Road), Shershah Road
(from C-Hexagon to Mathura
Road).
Dr. Zakir Hussain Marg
(From
C-Hexagon
to
Subramanian Bharti Marg
Crossing), Pandara Road (from
C-Hexagon to Subramanian
Bharti
Marg
Crossing),
Shahjahan Road (from CHexagon to Q-point), Akbar
Road (from C-Hexagon to
RoundAbout Mansingh Road),
Ashoka Road (from C-Hexagon
to R/A Jaswant Singh Road), it
said.
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Chhattisgarhiya Olympic Games
will be organized in the state: CM

̈ Significant initiative
to promote local
sports talent; major
decisions taken in
state cabinet
̈ Kabaddi, Kho-Kho,
Gedi, Pitthul as well
as volleyball, hockey,
tennis, cricket competitions will be
organized under
Chhattisgarhiya
Olympic

Raipur, Sep 06:
To promote local and traditional
games
in
Chhattisgarh,
State
Government has taken a
new initiative to organize
Chhattisgarhiya Olympic
Games this year. This decision was taken at the
Cabinet Meeting chaired
by Chief Minister Bhupesh
Baghel at his official residence here on Tuesday.
Under Chhattisgarhiya
Olympic, sports competitions from Kabaddi, KhoKho to tennis and cricket
will be organized. Children

Mohan Bhagwat arrives in Raipur
for national coordination meeting
Raipur, Sep 06 (PTI)
Rashtriya Swayamsevak
Sangh (RSS) chief Mohan
Bhagwat on Tuesday evening
arrived in Chhattisgarh capital
Raipur on a seven-day visit
during which he will attend a
national coordination meeting
of the organisations inspired
by the Sangh, a functionary
said.
The three-day Akhil Bharatiya
Samanvay Baithak of officebearers of various outfits
inspired by the RSS will be
held in Raipur from
September 10. It will also be
attended by Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP) president JP
Nadda, he said.
Bhagwat reached here this

evening through the rail route.
RSS Sarkaryawah (general
secretary) Dattatreya
Hosabale and other national
office-bearers have already
arrived in Raipur, he said.
Bhagwat, Hosabale and other
national office-bearers will be
holding meetings for the next
three days beginning
Wednesday to chalk out plans
for the coordination meeting
which will be held in Jainam
Manas Bhavan in front of
Raipur airport, the functionary
said. This is for the first time
that an all-India coordination
meeting of the RSS-linked
bodies will be held in
Chhattisgarh where the
assembly elections are scheduled next year.

to elderly, everyone can
participate in these competitions. It is noteworthy
that only the domiciles of
Chhattisgarh can take part
in the Chhattisgarhiya
Olympic.
It is worth mentioning
that soon after Bhupesh

Baghel took oath as Chief
Minister of Chhattisgarh,
he took a special initiative
to promote and preserve
the Chhattisgarhiya culture and local rural traditions. CM Baghel organizes
grand celebration of various folk festivals at his residence, where he enthusiastically participates in the
traditional games. Even
during his Bhent-Mulaqat
program, he doesn't hesitate to go among the children and play games like
Bhaura, Kanche (Banti),
Gilli-Danda, Pitthul with
them.

Naxalites
surrender
Sukma, Sep 06:
Three Naxalites surrendered
before the security forces in
the insurgency-hit Sukma
district of Chhattisgarh on
Tuesday, police said. The
Naxalites, including a
woman who was the vicepresident of Jantana Sarkar,
surrendered before the
police and Central Reserve
Police Force (CRPF) during
the day, an official said.
The surrendered Naxalites
were impressed by the
state government's rehabilitation policy and the district
administration's campaign
'Puna Narkom' (a term in
local Gondi dialect which
means new dawn), he said.

Neither claimant nor desirous for PM’s
post, time for united opposition: Nitish
New Delhi, Sep 06 (PTI):
Bihar Chief Minister
Nitish Kumar on Tuesday
met several opposition leaders, including those from the
Left and Delhi chief minister Arvind Kejriwal, and
claimed that he is neither a
claimant for the prime minister's post nor desirous of it.
After meeting CPI-M general secretary Sitaram
Yechury, Kumar, who is on
his first visit to the national
capital after snapping ties
with the BJP-led NDA last
month, asserted that his
focus is to bring together all
opposition parties.
It is time for the Left parties, the Congress and all regional parties to come to-

Govt sets up 47-member panel to draft
National Cooperation Policy document
New Delhi, Sep 06 (PTI):
The government has
constituted a 47-member
committee, headed by former union cabinet minister Suresh Prabhu, to draft
a new national cooperation policy document that
will promote cooperativebased economic development model.
The Union Home and
Cooperation
Minister
Amit Shah has announced
the constitution of a
"National level committee
for drafting of the national
cooperation policy document", an official state-

ment said. Shah has earlier announced that the government would bring out a
new co-operation policy to
strengthen the cooperative
movement in the country.
"The new National
Cooperative Policy is
being formulated to realise the vision of
'Sahakar Se Samriddhi',"
the cooperation ministry
said. The National Level
Committee under the
Chairmanship of former
Union Cabinet Minister,
Suresh
Prabhakar
Prabhu, consists of 47
members from all parts of
the
country.
The

Committee comprises experts of the cooperative
sector; representatives of
national/state/district
and primary cooperative
societies; secretaries (cooperation) and registrars
of cooperative societies of
states/UTs; and officers
from central ministries /
departments.
The country at present
has around 8.5 lakh cooperative societies with a
member base of around 29
crore. These cooperatives
are engaged in varied activities like agro-processing, dairying, fisheries,
housing, weaving, credit

and marketing among others. The new document is
being formulated with a
view to fulfilling the mandate given to the new
Ministry of Cooperation,
which includes realising
the vision of 'Sahakar se
Samriddhi'; strengthening
cooperative movement in
the country and deepening
its reach up to the grassroots; and promoting cooperative-based economic development model.
"The new policy will go
a long way in strengthening the co-operative movement in the country," the
statement said.

Delhi Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal with Bihar Chief
Minister Nitish Kumar during a
meeting, in New Delhi.

gether to form a united opposition, Kumar told reporters,
amid speculation that his
party is eying the leadership
role for him in a proposed
united front against the BJP
in the run up to the 2024 Lok
Sabha polls. He is also ex-

pected to meet Samajwadi
Party's Mulayam Singh
Yadav and INLD's Om
Prakash Chautala. The JD-U
leader also met CPI general
secretary D Raja. "I have had
a long association with the
CPI-M from my younger
days. You all have not seen
me, but whenever I used to
come to Delhi, I used to come
to this office. Today we are
all together again. Our entire focus is to unite all Left
parties, the regional parties,
Congress. This will be a big
deal if all of us come together," he said. Asked about his
aspirations to become prime
minister, Kumar said, "This
is wrong. I am not a claimant
for the post, nor am I desirous of it."

Lakhimpur Kheri violence

SC issues notice to UP Govt on
Ashish Mishra’s plea seeking bail
New Delhi, Sep 06 (PTI):
The Supreme Court on
Tuesday sought a response
from the Uttar Pradesh government on a plea filed by
Ashish Mishra, son of
Union Minister Ajay
Mishra, seeking bail in a
case related to Lakhimpur
Kheri violence in which
eight persons had died.
The Lucknow bench of
the Allahabad High Court
had on July 26 rejected the
bail plea of Mishra.
His plea challenging the
high court order came up
for hearing before a bench

of Justices Indira Banerjee
and M M Sundresh. "We
are issuing notice," the
bench said and posted the
matter for hearing on
September 26. On October 3
last year, eight people were
killed in Lakhimpur Kheri
during violence that erupted when farmers were
protesting against Uttar
Pradesh Deputy Chief
Minister Keshav Prasad
Maurya's visit to the area.
Four farmers were
mowed down by an SUV, in
which Ashish Mishra was
seated, according to the UP
Police FIR.

Initiatives taken to improve city
sanitation through public participation

 Mor Shahar – Mor
Jimmedari
campaign to be run
in urban bodies
 Gaukosh to be
created for
serving cattle in
urban bodies
Bhilai, Sep 06:

The administration
took two big decisions regarding the initiatives to
make the urban bodies
clean and beautiful. Mor
Shahar – Mor Jimmedari
campaign will be run in
urban bodies. In this, citizens will cooperate to keep
the squares and localities
clean and beautiful. Apart
from this, a Gau Kosh will
be created for serving the
cattle in urban Gauthans.
Citizens will be able to
give their financial support in this fund, which
will be spent for taking
care of the cows. Collector

Pushpendra Meena gave
these instructions to the
officers in the review
meeting held on Tuesday.
Additional
Collector
Padmini Bhoi, Arvind
Ekka, DFO Shashi Kumar,
Bhilai
Corporation
Commissioner Lokesh
Chandrakar,
Durg
C o r p o r a t i o n
Commissioner Prakash
Sarve and other officers
were present in the meeting.
Collector Pushpendra
Meena said that it is the responsibility of all to keep
our city clean and beautiful. Public participation
can go a long way in fulfilling the resolve to make the
city clean and beautiful.
Cooperation can be taken

from people who want to
cooperate towards making
their surroundings beautiful. Citizens can contribute in the beautification of squares and for the
maintenance expenses.
The officers of the civic
bodies should contact and
motivate the enlightened
people. The office bearers
of the residential societies
can do this work together.
They can also identify
such places where beautification is possible and for
this they can offer and also
bear the cost. Along with
this, the administration
and the civil community
can also take a big initiative for cleanliness by running a Shramdaan campaign.

Collector said that in
order to maintain proper
traffic system and cleanliness in urban bodies, it is
necessary
that
the
arrangement of keeping
cattle in urban Gauthans
is made. A large number of
cattle roam on the streets
in the urban bodies. The
administration is doing
the work of keeping them
in Gauthans. Citizen participation will give further
impetus to this work. Any
citizen can voluntarily donate his contribution
amount to Gaukosh. Bank
account number information of Gaukosh will be
given soon. Along with
this, a complete record of
the amount of expenditure and arrival in the cow

will be maintained with
transparency. The proceeds received will be
spent for proper arrangement of cattle in Gauthan.
The Collector said that
for speedy redressal of
public problems in rural
areas, a campaign will be
launched by the administration. Under this campaign, Jandarshan will be
organized at the village
level itself. Applications
for demands and problems
will be collected from the
villagers in the panchayat
where the Jandarshan will
be held.
The applications which
can be resolved at the
Panchayat level, will be resolved there itself. If not
possible, it will be forwarded to the block level and
district level officials according to the nature of
the application. After a period of one month, the
Collector or senior officer
will reach the Gram
Panchayat and review the
status of disposal of applications.

Dujendra’s
paintings to be
exhibited in Nehru Art
Gallery from today
Bhilai, Sep
06: SAILBhilai Steel
Plant is organising a
painting exhibition
u s i n g
Charcoal
by Dujendra Deshmukh at
Nehru Art Gallery. The exhibition will be inaugurated by Chief
Guest
Triparna
Dasgupta,
President, Bhilai Mahila
Samaj on September 07,
2022 at 18:00 hrs.
Dujendra Deshmukh
from Changori, Durg
works as a charcoal
artist. In 2021, he created
a world record for making the biggest charcoal
drawing of Chhatrapati
Shivaji Maharaj and got
selected in International
book of record, Asia book
of record and India book
of record. Currently, he is
working as a Junior engineer
in
Hindalco
Industry Limited.
The exhibition will be
open for viewers during
September 07-09, 2022
from 17:30 hrs to 20:30
hrs.

Various Clubs inaugurated in
MGM Senior Secondary School

Bhilai, Sep 06: MGM
Senior Secondary School
inaugurated various clubs
for the session 2022-23.
The event commenced
with the school prayer followed by the Lightning of
lamp by the dignitaries.
Rashmi Kumar welcomed
the august gathering.
The occasion was graced
by the Chief Guest Fr
Kurian John. He expressed his views on the
initiative in motivating
and exploring a child’s capacity. He also stressed
upon the importance of
clubs in school life which
helps the child to learn
administration and be
leaders in all aspects of
life. The program was
mesmerized with the
songs by the students. A
debate was organised as a

part of inauguration by
the literary club. Topic of
the debate was “NEP- focusing on 21st century
challenges in school.”
Students had their
views for and against the
topic. The principal of the
school Dr BD Tharakan
encouraged the participants and was certain
about the efforts, accomplishments of the aims
and objectives of the various clubs. The winners of
the debate in for the motion were: 1st prize Sandra
Sunil and 2nd prize went
to Ananya Soni. The winners against the motion
were: 1st Prize Divya
Singh and 2nd Prize Y Sai
Yogendra
Reddy. The
event concluded with the
vote of thanks by Sangeeta
Saji.

Teacher’s Day celebrated at CCET Teacher’s Day celebrated with great enthusiasm & festivity in BSP
Bhilai, Sep 06:

Bhilai, Sep 06:
Staff Club of Christian
College of Engineering &
Technology, celebrated
Teachers’ Day to acknowledge the contribution of
teachers in the society.
Function started with
lighting the candles in
front of the portrait of Dr
S a r v e p a l l i
Radhakrishnan and continued with the address of
Principal Dr Dipali Soren.
In her address she explained the importance of
teachers in nation building and told that not only
a person who teaches in
the class room is a teacher
but also every individual
from whom we learn

something is a teacher.
Administrative
Coordinator Rev Fr Philip
Kuruvilla explained the
role of teachers in improving the present educational system. He also
advised the students to
give respect to the teachers who play important
role in their success.
Dr SS Bishoyi, Lincy
Mendonza and Divyani
sang the song melodiously. One of the faculty
members
Praveen
Chandrakar shared his
teaching experiences. Dr
RH Gajghat expressed his
feelings and respect for
the teachers’ fraternity
through his poem. The
students organized a

game and performed
group dance for faculty
members to show their
love and gratitude for the
teachers. Under the guidance of Robin Babu,
Sports Club organized the
Football Matches, exhibition
match
played
amongst CCET Staff followed by another matches
between Teachers and
Students.
The program was very
well organised by Shikha
Agarwal under the guidance of Principal Dr
Dipali
and
Administrative
Coordinator Fr Philip.
The program was hosted
by Amrita Banjare and
Richa Sahu.

Teacher’s Day was celebrated with great enthusiasm and festivity to mark
the birth anniversary of
Dr S Radhakrishnan in a
serene and pious environment at Bhilai Niwas MP
Hall on September 05, 2022.
The function was graced
by AK Bhatta ED (MM)
Bhilai Steel Plant as the
Chief Guest. Among the
other guests present on
the dais were Tapan
Sutradhar ED (Mines),
MM Gadre ED (P&A), S
Mukhopadhyay
ED
(Projects), Dr Ashok
Kumar Panda ED (F&A),
Dr M Ravindranath CMO
I/C (M&HS). Also present
in the function were Chief
General
Managers,
General Managers &
Senior Officers from various departments & Heads
of BSP Schools.
At the onset, the Chief
Guest and other dignitaries paid homage to Dr
S a r v a p a l l i
RadhaKrishnan. At the beginning of the program,
Executive
Director
(Personnel
and

Administration)
MM
Gadre in his remarks said
that the teacher is known
more as a guru. As a Guru,
he is constantly devoted to
the character building and
upliftment of the society.
Teachers play an important role in the formation
of society. He congratulations to all the teachers
present on Teacher’s Day.
The chief guest AK
Bhatta, in his address, appreciated the tireless work
done by the teachers for
online teaching in the last
two years. He praised the
important role of teachers
in character building and
motivating acquisition of
knowledge by the students.

Teacher’s Day celebrated with fervent zeal at DPS Bhilai
Bhilai, Sep 06:
Teacher’s Day was celebrated with fervent zeal at
DPS Bhilai, Risali Sector.
The students were delighted to see the morning assembly conducted by the
teachers.
The programme commenced on an auspicious
note with the garlanding
of the portrait of Dr S
Radhakrishnan. This was
followed by the lighting of
the ceremonial lamp accompanied by a melodious
rendition
of
Guru
Vandana. Cake cutting
was done by the Principal
who was accompanied by
the Head Boy and the
Head Girl. This marked
the beginning of the cultural programmes. The
students expressed their
gratitude to the teachers

by staging various cultural programmes of music
and dance. The students
performed a skit based on
the theme of the difficulties faced by teachers in a
classroom. The Head Girl
Anubha Paresh recited a
poem “Reverence” as a
tribute to the teachers.
The gap filler “Rubik’s
Fiesta” kept the audience
spellbound. The pro-

grammes were highly appreciated by the teachers
and students alike. The
Principal addressed the
students on this occasion
and asked them to appreciate the selfless service
rendered by the teachers
and to always respect
them. He wished the students success in all their
future endeavours. The
vote of thanks was pro-

posed by the Sr Vice Head
Girl, Arya Chaturvedi.
The teachers too presented entertaining cultural
p r o g r a m m e s .
Mesmerizing solo and
group dances by PrePrimary wing, Primary
wing and Middle wing
teachers enthralled the
audience. Melodious solo
and group songs were performed by the teachers of
various wings.
A skit based on the purpose of life was presented
by the Middle wing teachers. The staff members of

the school were felicitated
on this occasion. The
Principal in his address,
appreciated the excellent
performance of the students and the teachers.
He commended them
for the hard work and diligence that went into putting up such an inspirational and entertaining
programme. He also mentioned that such programmes should include
day-to-day problems faced
by the teachers and how
they overcome the hurdles
and march ahead.

Shraddha Montessori celebrates Teacher’s Day Teacher’s Day celebration

Bhilai, Sep 06: Teachers’
Day was celebrated at
Shraddha
Montessori
English Medium Higher
Secondary
School,
Khursipar. Former State
Minister
Badruddin
Qureshi was present as
chief
guest.
Samiti
President RC Dubey,
Secretary Radharaman

Choubey, former Principal
Baijnath Shukla, Congress
leader Samaylal Sahu and
D Kamraju were also present. Hemant Kumar
Tripathi conducted the
programme. Floral tributes
were
paid
to
Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan
at his portrait. Principal
Radha Chaturvedi wel-

comed the guests with
bouquets. Thereafter, all
the teachers were honoured with bouquets, shrifal and pen. Chief Guest
Qureshi extended greetings to all the teachers and
wished them a bright future ahead.
He spoke about the contributions of teachers for
the progress of the society
and nation. Other guests
also greeted the teachers.
School
administrator
Anup Kumar Chaturvedi
proposed the vote of
thanks. Students and
teachers attended the programme.

at Gurunanak School

Bhilai, Sep 06: Teacher’s day was
celebrated with rejoice at Guru
Nanak English Senior Secondary
School, Sector-6. The program
started with lighting of the lamp in
front of the portrait of Dr
Sarvapalli Radha Krishnan with
Guru Vandana. The lamp lighting
was done by the Chief Guest
Sakshi Soni, Chief Manger of
Punjab National Bank. On this
occasion, Chairman of School
Education Committee Sardar Tara
Singh congratulated and motivated
everyone. Teaching staff and NonTeaching Staff were awarded with
gifts. The president of Guru Singh
Sabha Sector-6 Sardar Kulwant
Singh, Vice President S Gurudev
Singh, S Manjit Singh, Treasurer S
PP Singh Ahluwalia, General

Secretary S GS Flora Singh, Joint
Secretary S Baljit Singh, S Jasbeer
Singh, Secretary of School
Education Committee S Harmeet
Singh, Treasurer S Baldev Singh,
Member S Amardeep Singh, S
Manjinder Singh were also present.
The entire program was successfully accomplished under the guidance of Principal of the School
Mona Singh.

At the outset, SV
Nandanwar
CGM
(TSD&CSR) welcomed the
dignitaries and awardees
and gave a brief about the
Education Department
of BSP Schools. Two students Aayushi Shukla of
SSS-X
and
Himani
Chakradhari of SSS-VII
expressed their thoughts
on the topic “Teachers:Leading in crisis and
reimagining the future”.
The Chief Guest honoured the teachers with
the Directors award to 24
teachers and supporting
staff from BSP Schools
and 4 teachers from private schools. Among those
honoured with the awards
were one Principal, one

Incharge Principal, Two
Senior Lecturers, four
Additional
Lecturers,
eight Lecturers, two
Senior Teachers, three
teachers, one Sports
Coordinator, two nonteaching staff and four
teachers of private schools
associated with BSP. The
students of SSS-X presented a beautiful musical rendition. The magazine
‘Smarika’ was released on
the occasion by the
Education Department.
Name of Awardees includes Madhuri Jaltare,
Ramesh Kumar, Ashok
Singh, Anita Ashok, Nishi
Shivappa, Jyoti Yadav,
Kiran Kumari Yadav,
Archana Gulati, K Vijaya

Laxmi Reddy, Sandhya
Arya, Seema Philip,
Neerakar Gaud, Jaya
Krishna Kumar, Chandra
Prakash
Sharma,
Hemendra Kumar Verma,
Shankar Lal Harjpal,
Lipika
Chakraborty,
Prakash Kumar Donode,
Ashish Kumar Gupta, Dr
Upma Shukla, Dr Arpan
Shastri, Priya C Peri, Ravi
Prakash Verma, Smita
Rushiya, Sunita Diwan,
Avinash Chandra Sheel,
Uma Singh, Rajesh Kumar
Sahu
The function was well
conducted by S Bahel.
Shikha
Dubey,
GM
Education proposed the
vote of thanks followed by
the National Anthem.

St Thomas College,
Kailash Nagar off to a flying start
Bhilai, Sep 06: The newly started St Thomas College, Kailash
Nagar, a sister institution of St
Thomas College, Ruabandha
Sector, organized an elaborate
and
engaging
Students’
Induction Programme. The first
batch of students, who have got
enrolled into different courses
offered by the college, were
given a warm welcome along
with their parents. St Thomas
College, Kailash Nagar is the
fourth college under the MGM
Group of Institutions, which has
the tradition of more than 57
years in the field of education.
The
Students’
Induction
Programme was meant to facilitate young and bright students
to get an opportunity to be
acquainted with the ambience
and ethos of the new college.
The programme solemnly started by the lighting of the lamp by
V Rev Thomas Ramban (Vice
President, St Thomas Mission,
and MGM Sr Secondary School,
Sec 6), Fr Philip Kuruvila
(Administrative Coordinator,
Christian College of Engineering
& Technology), Fr Dr Joshi
Varghese, (Administrator, St
Thomas College), Fr Aju K
Varghese,
(Treasurer,
St
Thomas Mission), Dr Dipali
Soren, (Principal, Christian
College of Engineering and
Technology -CCET), BVK Reddy
(Principal, Mar Baselios Vidya
Bhavan), Dr Mariam Jacob (officiating Principal, St Thomas
College, Kailash Nagar) and Sr
Grace. One of the objectives of
this programme was also to
encourage students to come out
of their cocooned selves and to
explore how St Thomas College
looks forward to imparting high-

quality education to students
hailing from different strata of
the society.
Dr Mariam Jacob welcomed
the gathering which was followed by a succinct speech
delivered by V Rev Thomas
Ramban. Fr Philip Kuruvila, in
his brief address, highlighted
the necessity of imparting good
quality education, considering
the nitty-gritty of present academic scenario across India. Fr
Dr Joshi Varghese inspired the
students to set goals and stay
focused on their dreams. He
also highlighted the importance
of perseverance and smartwork skills to succeed in life. A
brief history of MGM Group of
institutions and the Vision and
mission of St Thomas College,
Kailash Nagar, was presented to
the students and their parents.
It was followed by the selfintroductions of faculty members who expressed their objectives about teaching and related
activities. Siji Reno Raj spoke a
few words on the significance of
Teacher’s Day. The programme
concluded with Vote of Thanks
delivered by Abhisek Ghosal,
one of the faculty members of
the St Thomas College, Kailash
Nagar.
St Thomas College, Kailash
Nagar currently offers B Com,
BCA, BBA, and B Sc. The college
plans to launch PG and research
programmes in the coming

years. The aim of the institution
is to be recognized as a premier
educational institution in the
region, that provides quality
academic environment would
certainly help students to develop and excel in academic as well
as non-academic skills. The
salubrious environment coupled with attractive infrastructure of the College is sure to
stimulate the passion for excellence not only in students, but
also in staff. The College is Wi-Fi
enabled and has well -equipped
seminar and multipurpose halls.
The College takes pride in providing a clean, safe and green
campus with all the state-ofthe-art facilities. It provides separate hostel facility for girls and
boys in its vast campus.
Students can also take advantage of the health centre, central library, canteen, well
equipped gym, ATM and student
store. The college also provides
exclusive
well-maintained
grounds for Tennis, Badminton,
Volley Ball, Foot Ball, Hockey
and Cricket and an Indoor
Games Complex for ardent
sports enthusiasts. The college
has been approved by the
Department
of
Higher
Education, CG Govt and is affiliated to Hemchand Yadav
Vishwavidhyalaya, Durg. More
details about the college can be
obtained
from
https://www.stcbhilai.in/.
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Cabinet approves formation of SC
and OBC advisory council
Also grants
approval for recruitment of 12,489
posts of teachers in
Bastar, Surguja
To promote small
hydro power projects, extension in
Deptt policy-2012
approved
Raipur, Sep 06: A historic
decision was taken in the
Cabinet Meeting and it
was decided to constitute
separate departments for
the welfare and development of Scheduled Castes,
Scheduled Tribes and
Other Backward Classes.
This will enable the implementation of welfare
schemes and programs for
these sections in a more
systematic
manner.
Recruitment will be done
on 12,489 posts of teachers
in Bastar and Surguja divisions. Cabinet has approved the amendment
draft for Interest Subsidy
Rules
for
Farmers’
Cooperative Loans 2021.
To promote the establishment of small hydro
power projects, the proposal for extension in the
Departmental Policy-2012
was approved. Cabinet has
decided to build Krishi
Bhawan in Nava Raipur
and it will be constructed
on nearly 3.14 acres land.
Chief Minister Bhupesh
Baghel
chaired
the
Cabinet Meeting today at
his official residence and
in wh ich many important
decisions were taken in
the meeting. The people
appointed on Grade III and
IV district-level and division-level posts in Korba
and
Gaurela-PendraMarwahi districts of
Bilaspur Division, districts of Bastar and
Surguja divisions and notified scheduled areas will
not be transferred, deput-

ed, merged, or annexed
outside the district and the
Division.
Cabinet has approved
the amendment draft for
Interest Subsidy Rules for
Farmers’
Cooperative
Loans 2021. As per the
amendment, small and
marginal farmers will be
provided zero-interest
short-term loan of up to
Rs 3 lakh for horticulture
works, fisheries and cow
rearing.
In the interest of farmers of the state and to conduct all the activities related to Agriculture and allied departments such as
Horticulture,
Fishery,
Animal Husbandry etc at
one place, Cabinet has decided to build Krishi
Bhawan in Nava Raipur.
Nearly 3.14 acres of land
has been identified in
Sector 19 of Nava Raipur
Atal Nagar for construction of agricultural building (Krishi Bhawan) and
Cabinet has decided to
allot the land on Re 1 token
for this purpose.
Chhattisgarh
State
Hydroelectric
Project

(Pump Storage Based)
Establishment Policy 2022
was approved to encourage investment for setting
up the pump storage based
hydro power projects in
the state.
To promote the establishment of small hydro
power projects, the proposal for extension in the
Departmental Policy-2012
was approved. At present,
Cabinet has decided to extend by 10 years the duration of the notification issued for the establishment
of small hydro power project of 25 MW capacity,
which has expired in
February 2022.
Cabinet has decided to
relax the one-year validity
period for the selection list
issued for appointment of
43
Assistant
Cartographers in Public
Works Department.
Cabinet has decided to
build paved roads in the
service bank of irrigation
canals with the funds of
construction departments
other than Water Resource
Department, so that the
funds under Irrigation

Department could be utilized to expand the irrigation capacity of the state.
Post-facto approval was
given to produce a short
film based on the culture
of Chhattisgarh and a documentary on the 75 years
of independence and the
formation of a New India
in the next 25 years, under
‘Azadi
Ka
Amrit
Mahotsav’.
Cabinet has decided to
extend the guarantee period for the department to
get a loan for arrangement
of state’s share under
Pradhan Mantri Awas
Yojana (Urban) from
March 2022 till December
2024 (mission period).
Cabinet has given the inprinciple approval for the
financial structure recommended by the State-Level
High Power Steering
Committee for the implementation of Mission
AMRIT 2.0 scheme. Under
the Mission Amrit 2.0, 169
urban bodies of the state
have been included where
the works related to watersupply and augmentation
scheme will be done on

priority.
Cabinet has approved
the proposal to appoint a
Central Public Sector
Undertaking as Project
Management Consultant
through limited tender for
construction
of
Government
Medical
Colleges and Hospitals on
turnkey basis.
The departmental proposal for setting up solar
power plant of capacity
810 MW (DC) / 675 MW
(AC) to energize the agricultural feeders with solar
power, under ComponentC of Pradhan Mantri
Kisan Urja Suraksha
Avam
Utthan
Maha
Abhiyan (PM Kusum)
scheme, was approved.
Solarization of agricultural pumps will provide
the farmers solar energy
supply in addition to the
electricity supply they are
presently provided for the
operation of agricultural
pumps. In this way, farmers will be able to operate
agro-pumps on solar energy when it is available, and
in case of unavailability of
solar energy, electricity
supply for operation of
these pumps will be continued.
Recruitment will be
done on 12,489 posts of
teachers in Bastar and
Surguja divisions. This includes as many as 6,285
posts of assistant teachers, 5,772 posts of teachers
and 432 posts of lecturers.
Cabinet has decided to
give 2 bonus marks for
each year of service and a
maximum of 10 bonus
marks to the guest teachers working in the schools
of Education Department.
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Six arrested in connection
with Mana murder incident

Youth murdered
after his abduction,
dumped on road
Central Chronicle News
Raipur, Sep 06: Police
have arrested six persons
in connection with broad
daylight incident of murder occured on Monday
in Mana area of Raipur.
In fact, Vijendra alias
Lalla Markandey, resident of Mana was murdered. Six suspects arrested in connection with
the murder incident are
Netai Mandal, Agast
Vibhar, Abhishek Soni,
Sanjay Tandi, Rohit alias
Sagar and Nanak Taneja.
All of them have been
subjected to interrogation.
SP (Rural) Kirtan
Rathore said that on
Sunday night, Vijender
had a dispute with one
Ravi Sahu who runs RS
Dhaba and is a history
sheeter of the Kotwali
area. Vijendra had a dispute with Ravi and others at RS Dhaba.
According to a report
Vijender was murdered
only at the behest of Ravi
Sahu. At present, no case
has been registered

against Ravi Sahu by the
police, nor has his name
appeared in the official
statement. Local public
are demanding action
against Ravi Sahu and
shut down his dhaba.
Like a film scene, some
youth came to the Mana
area by car and kidnapped Vijendra alias
Lalla and then took him
some distance away.
Subsequently they beat
him black and blue and
threw him near a temple.
The incident took place
on Monday morning
near
Mana
Basti.
Vijender Markandey had
gone to RS Dhaba on
Sunday night to join a
party with friends. It is
alleged that liquor is sold
illegally in the dhaba.
Vijendra had a dispute
with the workers of RS
Dhaba regarding the rate
of liquor.
To avenge the late
night dispute, 6 youths
started
looking
for
Vijendra in different cars
in
the
morning.
Vijender’s father Vishal
Markande works as a laborer. He told the media
that the boys had come in
3 cars. Vijendra was sitting in the morning near
an old neem tree in Mana
Basti. Suddenly speeding

car stopped and some
boys after coming out of
the
car
kidnapped
Vijendra and took him
away.
Inside the car, the miscreants inflicted several
knife blows on Vijendra
and threw him in a
bloody condition near
the temple of Basti and
fled. The people in Mana
Basti rushed him to the
hospital in a critical condition but by the time he
was brought to hospital
he succumbed to injuries.
After hearing the news
of Vijendra’s death till
noon, the people of Mana
Basti came out on the
road. Mana Basti is on
Raipur-JagdalpurHighway. Women sat on a
dharna and burnt old
tires in protest against
Vijendra’s
murder.
People started saying
that there is a gathering
of anti-social elements
every day in the dhaba of
Ravi Sahu. The mob
started demanding arrest
of the murders of
Vijendra and closure of
Ravi’s dhaba.
Officers tried to persuade protestors to end
their agitation and clear
the road but protesters
continue
to
stage
demonstration
and
dharna. The national
highway
remaned
jammed for about 4 to 5
hours. By evening, one
police arrested all the 6
youths who were allegedly involved in the
murder of Vijendra and
assured the people of
proper action. However
tension is still prevailing
in Mana Basti and police
personnel are maintaining vigil in the area.

CSCAC and OBCAC will be formed in Ch’garh
CM Baghel’s big
decision for the
benefit of the SCs
and OBCs
Raipur, Sep 06: In yet another significant initiative
for the benefit of the
Scheduled Castes, Chief
Minister Bhupesh Baghel
has decided to constitute
the Scheduled Castes
Advisory Council (SCAC).
The move aims toward the
upliftment of people belonging to the Scheduled
Caste (SC) category in
Chhattisgarh, bringing
positive changes in their
lives, and making them socially and financially empowered. CM Bhupesh
Baghel has also taken a big
decision for the protection
of the rights of the backward
classes
in
Chhattisgarh by forming
an advisory council for
OBCs and it will be known

Rohit Singh R/o Durg and
when the team conducted
inspection of the plastic
bag with them, they found
banned cough syrup inside
it. They were asked to produced valid documents in
support of it and to which

they could not and they
tried to mislead the team.
Both were arrested and 122
bottles of cough syrup was
also seized from their possession.
When inquired as to
from where they got, duo

informed thatDeepak Seth
of Purani Basi has given
this Codin syrup and
based upon which the police raided Deepak Seth’s
house and banned cough
syrups were also found at
his residence and he disclosed that he has brought
it from Odisha.
The police seized total
235 bottles of banned
cough syrup from all three
accused and this included
3 bottles of Codin syrup; 3
mobile phone, 1 bullet and
entire lot worth Rs 1.15
lakh. A case under section
21 (C) of Narcotics Act has
been filed against all three
at Tikrapara thana and all
three taken into arrest.

Man arrested with 42 kg Director Sports Sinha inaugurates
‘Ganja’ worth Rs 6.30 lakh Ch’garh Shooting championship

Raipur, Sep 06: Telibandha
police has nabbed drug
smuggler with 42 kg ‘Ganja’
worth Rs 6.30 lakh. TI
Telibandha
Bhavesh
Gautam informed that as
per tip from an informer,
the stopped a Swift Dezire
vehicle near Telibandha
and when searching was
done, a total of42 kg ‘Ganja’
was recovered. The police
has taken the car driver into
arrest and is interrogating
with him.
The name of accused
driver is Rakesh Nagpure.
He informed that he is resident of Khohaka of Bhilai
and was taking this ‘Ganja’

from Odisha to Bhilai for
selling. He informed that
smuggling of ‘Ganja’ from
UP is also done by him.
Including the cost of the
Swift Dzire vehicle, entire
amount comes to 13.30 lakh.
The Police has booked him
under NDPS Act and sent
him to jail.
Woman arrested with
1.40 kg ‘Ganja’
Bilasupr: A woman on a
Scooty was nabbed with
1.400 kg ‘Ganja’ and an electronic weighing machine by
the Sakri police in Bilaspur
on Tuesday. The police has
arrested her and taken her
on judicial remand.



Shooting Academy
to come up soon

Raipur, Sept 06: Director
Sports & Youth Welfare
Shweta Sinha on Tuesday
inaugurated the week-long
Chhattisgarh
State
Shooting championship
being organized under the
aegis of Chhattisgarh
Pradesh Rifle Association
(CPRA) in association
with Jindal Steel & Power
Limited
at
Mana
Battalion-based Shooting
Range.
Speaking on the occasion, the chief guest
Shweta Sinha also an-

nounced to start the proposed new Shooting
Academy which would
boost the game in future.
Bureau
of
Civil
Aviations
Security
Regional Director VS
Meena, JSPL President
Pradeep Tandon, National
Rifle Association representative Manish Giri and
others were present on the
occasion.
CPRA Secretary Rakesh
Gupta informed that the
successful players would
be
representing
Chhattisgarh in the Zonal
and Pre National All India
GB Mavlankar tournament.

making recommendations
on the subject matters related to Scheduled Tribes
in Chhattisgarh. On the
same lines, the process of
the
constitution
of
Scheduled Caste Advisory
Council in Chhattisgarh
has been started as per the
instructions of Chief
Minister Bhupesh Baghel.
The problems and needs of
a particular class will be
addressed by this council.
Besides, decisions related
to
the
welfare
of
Scheduled Castes will be
taken.
The 20-membered council will be headed by
Chhattisgarh
Chief
Minister while the minister in charge will be the
vice-president. The council will have at least 5 elected members of the
Scheduled Castes in the
State
Legislative
Assembly and the remaining members will be nominated by the state govern-

‘School of Schools’- eight in
succession for DPS Raipur

Raipur,
Sep
06:
Exhibiting veracity and assurance, contestants representing Delhi Public
School, Raipur clinched
the ‘School of School
Awards’ consecutively for
the 8th time at SHINE –
Cosmo
Mega
Youth
Festival, 2022 organized by
the Rotary Club of Raipur.
In their race to win with
conviction against 50 participating schools of
Raipur, the depsites displayed unparalleled adeptness to bag worthy positions in Yoga, Chess, Group
song, Group dance, debate
Mathematical Aptitude

competitions in the senior
and middle school categories. The students in the
middle school category
notched 1st position in
‘Group
Dance’,
‘Mathematical Aptitude’
and ‘Chess’ while those in
‘Play the Music’ and
‘Group Discussion’ were
adjudged second. The seniors were able to make
their mark in Chess and
m a t h e m a t i c a l
aptitude.They
carried
away as many as 8 prizes
which helped them earn
the title and the prestigious
award. All the winners
were applauded during the

Songs, bhajans leave
audience mesmerized

Three nabbed with 235 bottles of banned cough syrup
Raipur, Sep 06: It was
based upon instructions by
the SSP and senior police
officers to take action
against illicit sale of liquor
and drugs and banned
cough syrups, the Cyber
Crime and Cyber unit
team to tip from an informer that two persons in
a bullet are keeping
banned cough syrup and
in look out for customers
to sell it. So the combined
team of Anti-crime and
Cyber unit and Tikrapara
thana police identified the
two-wheeler rider and
stopped them.
When inquired both declared their name as
Yogesh Dewangan and

as OBCAC
With the formation of
this council, better monitoring of the implementation of schemes and programmes being run for the
welfare of scheduled
castes will be done besides
getting meaningful consultation for the same. The
recommendations of the
council will help the government and administration in taking necessary
decisions for the betterment of the Scheduled
Castes. The elected representative members of this
class in the council will
participate in resolving
the problems of the people
belonging to this category.
This will make it easier to
implement welfare programmes
for
the
Scheduled Castes.
It is worth mentioning
here that Chhattisgarh
Scheduled
Tribes
Advisory Council has already been constituted for



By three singers

Raipur, Sep 06: Three
bhajans singers gave a
wonderful performance
of songs and ‘Bhajans’ in
the ‘Bhajan evening’ programme held at Housing
Board Colony, Raipur on
Monday.
In this Dr Devendra
Kumar Suryavanshi of

‘teaching sung singing’
fame and Jaynat Paul of
‘Policing sung singing’
and V Vineet Rao of
‘Bachpan- gane me
Pachpan’ fame, enthralled the audience
with variety of songs and
Bhajans on occasion of
programme by Shri
Ganeshotsav
Samiti
Housing Board Colony
on Monday.

morning assembly of
Teacher’s Day Celebration.
Proud of this proficient
privilege, the Principal,
Mr. Raghunath Mukherjee
welcomed the recipients of
‘School of Schools Award’
with both hands congratulating each one of them for
retaining the title which
the school will remember
for many years in future.
Pro Vice Chairman, Mr.
Baldeo Singh Bhatia and
senior members of the
management committee,
Mr. Vijay Shah and Mr.
Pukhraj Jain too complimented the commendable
efforts of the children.

Professors of CU
to deliver lectures
at Int’nl workshop
Bilaspur, Sep 06:
Professor Amit Saxena
and Dr Dhananjay
Gopal
of
Guru
Ghasidas University
have been invited to deliver lectures at an
Inter national
Workshop to be held in
Thammasat University,
Thailand from Sept 1-5.
This prestigious workshop will be on ‘New
Trends in Theoretical
Data Analysis and
C o m p u t a t i o n
Techniques’.
It is noteworthy that
scientists and mathematicians from various
countries are going to
participate in this
workshop.

ment. In-charge Secretary,
Government
of
Chhattisgarh, Tribal and
Scheduled
Caste
Development Department
will act as the secretary of
this council.
Monumental decision
by CM for protecting
rights of OBCs
Raipur: By the formation of an advisory council for backward classes in
the state, the people belonging to these classes
will get some help in recommending and implementing programs. It will
also ensure the active participation of people in this
category in resolving
problems related to the
Other Backward Classes
(OBCs). This will speed up
the process of solving
problems related to OBCs
and also help in improving their living standards.
The organization of this
council will allow better
monitoring
of
the

schemes and programs
implemented for the benefit of the Other Backward
Classes. It will also help in
creating new schemes and
programs for the welfare
of the Other Backward
Classes. The chosen representative members in this
council will act as partners in improving the
state of society and in resolving problems. This
will enable the smooth operation of welfare programs for the OBCs.
The Chief Minister of
Chhattisgarh will be the
president of this council
and the minister in charge
will be the vice president.
The council will have a
total of 40 members, of
which there will be at
least 10 elected members
from Other Backward
Classes in the State
Vidhan Sabha and the remaining members will be
elected by the State
Government.

Students taught by teachers run
the country: Dubey
Raipur, Sep 06: Today, in SRU
Campus Teachers’ Day was celebrated in which the Chief Guest of
the day was Padam Shri Dr.
Surendra Dubey and as a special
guest Nilesh T Shah, Vice
President of the Jindal Steel and
Power Ltd and National Teacher
Awardees MR Sawant appreciated the cultural activities such as
singing, dancing and yoga performance performed by the students of the University.
By sharing his views, National
Teacher Awardees M.R. Sawant
said that learning is very important from everywhere there is a
chance to learn and always excited to learn something new.
Students should try to convert
bookish knowledge into practical
aspects. In any field, wherever
they get job, try to learn something diligently and move forward
to become successful and every
day imagine about the way to
achieve the dreams.
The chief guest of the day,
Padam Shri Dr. Surendra Dubey
asserted that teachers are the

builders of society and education
were respected in every era. He
encouraged the students and the
teachers of the University by their
experience and said that the
teacher spends his whole life to
provide basic knowledge to their
students and these students run
the country in the future and the
teacher always teach the same
class. On the occasion of Teachers
day, the chairman of Lok Kalvan
Trust and the Chancellor of the
University Shri Ravishankarji
Maharaj send best wishes to the
Pro-Chancellor Harsh Gautam of
the University, the Vice
Chancellor of the University Prof.
S.K Singh, chief guest and the

special guest of the day along
with them the Registrar, professor and students of the Teachers
Day and said that we are fortunate to celebrate the birthday of
the great personality Dr.
Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan. On this
day we how to all the gurus and
take inspiration from them and
carry forward their thoughts
through deeds.
The Vice Chairman of Lok
Kalyan Trust Dr. JK. Upadhyay, the
Pro-chancellor of the University,
Harsh Gautam, and the Vice
Chancellor Prof. S.K Singh also
congratulate to academic and non
academic staff of the University
for the Teachers Day.

Teacher’s day celebrated with elation and enthusiasm


In KPS Sarona

Raipur, Sep 06: Teachers
are the architects of the
nation. Teachers’ Day in
India is celebrated every
year on 5th September to
mark the birth anniversary of Dr. Sarvepalli
Radhakrishnan, the former President of India,
scholar, philosopher and
Bharat Ratna recipient. On
Teachers’ Day, students all
over the country extend respect and honor to their
teachers. Teachers’ Day is
a reminder of the role of
the teachers who play a decisive role in nation-building by guiding and educating the brightest minds of
our country.
Krishna Public School
(KPS) Sarona celebrated
Teachers’ Day with abundance of elation and enthusiasm in the school auditorium magnificently
decorated by the senior

class students to welcome
and honor their teachers.
Worthy teachers from all
the
branches
i.e.
Amleshwar and Hirapur
were also present to witness the grand celebration.
The programme commenced with the lamp
lighting before the portrait
of Maa Saraswati the goddess of knowledge & wisdom and Dr Sarvepalli

Radhakrishnan the great
educator,laureate and second
President
of
Independent India by Dr
Archna
Misha,
Principal,KPS
Sarona
along with Archana
Tripaathi
Academic
Director KPS Sarona followed
by
Saraswati
Vandana and welcome
song by the students.
Ansh Panaich, the Head

Boy and Akshita Sungh
Parihaar, the Head Girl of
KPS Sarona extended a floral welcome to Honourable
Principal Dr Archana
Mishra and Academic
Director madam Aparna
Tripathi by presenting
bouquet. In her address,
Mrs Mishra emphasized
the role of a teacher and
eulogized them as the
torch bearer of the nation.

A teacher is one who
works tirelessly for the holistic development of the
students who later become
responsible citizens of the
country.
Mrs. Tripathi in her
speech highlighted about
the role of Gurus in everyone’s life. A colourful cultural program comprising
song and dance of both
classical & western was
presented by the students.
‘Games for teachers’ session was the special attraction of the entire programme.All the teachers
were felicitated by the
Principal
and
the
Academic Director of KPS
Sarona
The Students Council coordinated
the
programme.Ansh Panaich the
Head boy of the Institution
proposed a vote of thanks
to all the presents.The momentous day registered its
end with a happy note and
enthusiasm.

Second semester Teacher’s Day celebrations held at APS
main exam time
table of CU declared
Bilaspur, Sep 06:
The main and ATKT examinations of the UG /
PG courses of the session 2021-22 being run in
different schools of Guru
Ghasidas
(Central)
University will be held
from
12.09.2022
to
26.09.2022 in offline mode.
The exam timings will be
from 2.00 p.m. to 5.00 p.m.
The date of practical /
oral examination will be
decided by the respective
heads of departments and
the students of the concerned subject will be informed about the date of
the practical examina-

tion.
Students can download
their admit cards from
Samarth portal one week
before the commencement of the examination.
All the Heads of
Departments are requested to download the attestation forms of the candidates 05 days before the
commencement of the examination and submit
them to the concerned
Centre Superintendent.
The above office memorandum has been issued
by the Examination
Section. For more information, view the university website

Bemetara, Sep 06: A grand
function and rainbow cultural
program named “Arpan” was
organized with full enthusiasm
and reverence for their teachers with regards, gratitude and
exchange of emotions with students and teachers on the auspicious occasion of the
Teachers’ Day at Allons Public
School (APS) Bemetara. This
day is celebrated on 5th
September each year on the
occasion of the birth of Dr.
Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan, the
second
President
of
Independent India and a great
teacher.
The program was started by
garlanding the statues of
Sarvepalli Dr. Radhakrishnan
and Maa Sarasvati Devi with
lighting the lamp by Kamaljeet
Arora, Chairman, Dr. Satyajit
Hota, Principal, Sunil Sharma,
Administrator, Head boy & the

head girl. The students sang
the welcome song and performed the cultural programs
and a Nukkad Natak on the
teachers- students relationship
was performed by the students
with the teacher. An innovative
mime act was performed by
the students of class VIII. It
became a centre of attraction
for the audience. All of the
activities entertained the audience.
The teachers performed all
the activities of the morning

assembly on this day. The
teachers belonging to different
religions gave the sermons to
bring national integration on
this occasion. The students
played the role of teachers on
this day and they respected the
teachers. Kamaljeet Arora,
Chairman presented the silver
school emblems to teachers on
this occasion to honour them.
The Arpan E-Magazine was an
inaugurated by Kamaljeet
Arora, Chairman & Dr. Satyajit
Hota, Principal.

CRGB celebrates 10th Foundation Day Chhagan Lal Sahu receives State Teacher’s Award
Raipur, Sep 05: A program
was organised to mark the
10th foundation day of
Chhattisgarh
Rajya
Gramin Bank (CRGB), a pioneer in banking service in
the state of Chhattisgarh at
Hotel Sayaji, Raipur. Chief
Guest of the function was
Suparna Tandon, CGM,
NABARD and was presided
by Chairman, Chhattisgarh
Rajya Gramin Bank, IK
Gohi. Special guest of the
occasion was
Shaily
Jamuar, DGM, NABARD.
Chief Guest of the program, NABARD CGM
Suparna Tandon congratulated and extebnded best
wishes to the staff members on the 10th Foundation
Day and said that the services and performance of
CRGB has been excellent.
Considerable progress has
been made by the bank in
risk control along with
business growth if compared with rural banks
across the country where
the consolidated NPA of all

rural banks is 9% while
that of CRGB is around 3%.
The Bank is focusing on
advanced technology as
well as human resource and
the compliance level has
also been improved. CRGB
has an important role in the
implementation of government schemes like Atal
Pension Yojana, Pradhan
Mantri Bima Yojana. CRGB
Chairman Mr. IK Gohil congratulating everyone on the
bank’s foundation day said
that the business has in-

creased from Rs. 8 thousand
crores to Rs. 20 thousand
crores in 9 years by the
bank.
We are continuously upgrading our technology to
provide better customer
service. He called upon the
staff to make systematic
and meaningful efforts to
achieve their goals. On this
occasion the staffs of the
bank were felicitated for
their outstanding contributions. In the program, AK
Behera, General Manager,

Chhattisgarh
Rajya
Gramin Bank, congratulated on foundation day and
provided guidance to the
staff to meet the challenges
of the bank ahead.
NABARD GM Shaili
Jamuar, the special guest
present in the program,
congratulated all the officers and employees of
Chhattisgarh
Rajya
Gramin Bank on their 10th
foundation day. The program was conducted by
Senior Manager, Prabhu
Bedi. The vote of thanks
was given by AK Nirala,
General
Manager,
Chhattisgarh
Rajya
Gramin Bank. In the program, Assistant General
Managers of Chhattisgarh
Rajya Gramin Bank, GN
Murthy
and
Satish
Kashyap, all the Regional
Managers of Chhattisgarh
Rajya Gramin Bank and a
large
number
of
Chhattisgarh
Rajya
Gramin Bank’s staff were
present.

Kareli badi, Sep 06:
Chhagan Lal Sahu of
Government
Primary
School – Hasda-1 was honoured with the State
Teacher’s Award at the
hands of the Governor
Ansuiya
Uikey
in
Rajbhavan and in the presence of the Chief Minister
Bhupesh Baghel, and
School Education Minister
Premsai Tekam, on occasion of Teacher’s Day here
on Monday. In this ceremony few residents of Tarri
Nawapara were also present. It is notable here that
CL Sahu has been doing
good work in the field of
education continuously for
many years.
Teacher CL Sahu was honoured for his remarkable
works in bringing better
change in the physical environment of the school
with public cooperation,
gardening and fountain in
it and creating an attractive print-rich environment for academic interest
in children. Apart from

this he also worked for
community participation,
providing computers for
the all-round development
of children, setting up
swings and banking system. For the understanding of children’s bank
scheme, running water
system for clean drinking
water, preparing handwash platform and arranging water cooler with public cooperation so that children studying in govern-

ment schools can be provided facilities at par with
private schools.
It is said that CL Sahu is
directly connected with the
parents and the public
from the land, so that they
meet the villagers on any
problem. Recently with the
help of the public in the
school, tie-belt benches and
shoe stockings were
arranged for the children
and the installation of the
idol of Goddess Saraswati

was also done with public
cooperation.
CL Sahu does better implementation of important
schemes of the government and school education
department, whether it is
kitchen garden under Bari
scheme or operation of mohalla classes at the time of
Covid-19, learning programs and discharge of responsibilities and duties in
vaccination. For which the
District Collector honoured him on Republic Day
as well. On receiving of
this award there is joy in
the whole village and region. On this achievement,
District Education Officer,
Development
Block
Education Officer Mr. M.K
Dhruv, Development Block
Resource Coordinator OP
Chandrakar, Assistant
Education Officer K. R.
Sahu congratulated him
and also by the villagers
and by the cluster coordinator Govind Yadav and by
all the teachers of the cluster and development block.
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Expansion of railway Divisional Comm conducts surprise inspection
track upto Paniyaboj soon

BRIEF

 In SAGEMS in Birkoni
and Bagbahra

 Movement of trains as
high-speed upto
Dongargarh possible
 Blasting work for
tunnel near DarrekasaSahlekasa soon
 Present day speed
upto Dongargarh is
80-100 kms/hr
Rajnandgaon, Sep 06:

The work of lying of
third railway line between Bilaspur to Nagpur
by South East Central
Railway (SECR) is going
on in full swing. After expansion of third railway
line upto Dongargarh, the
speed of train movement
has increased. It is learnt

that the third railway line
is to be extended upto
Paniyboj. Technical officers of Railway said that
this work is being taken
on war-footing.
It is notable here that as
per instructions from the
Railway Ministry, in
order to ensure movement of fast train between Bilaspur and
Nagpur, the work of lying
of third railway line was
started. On its completion
upto Dongargarh and
after completion of the
testing procedure, now
trainsa are running in the
speed of 80-100 kms per
hour upto Dongargarh
railway
station.
Meanwhile the expansion
of railway line upto
Gondia has also being un-

dertaken and would be
completed soon. Blasting
has to be done between
Darrekasa and Salhekasa
for construction of a tunnel and for this preparations have been started.
The work of lying of
tracks upto Bortalav is in
full swing. The technical
officers of Railway informed that along with
construction of lying of
third railway line, the
work of testing is also
being completed. The
electrification work is
also being done simultaneously and in the coming days, the movement of
trains in high-speed upto
Gondia would be possible.
Modernisation
of
railway stations:
The railway stations

coming under SECR are
being modernised. A the
Rajnandgoan railway station, for providing better
facilities to passengers,
apart from expansion of
the existing platforms,
the work on erection of
Escalators,
foot-overbridge, lift, Pink Rooms
for women and battery
car for the differently able
and senior citizens is
being provided. Signals
are also being upgraded.
Construction work in
full swing: Pathak
Engineer of Railway
Adarsh Pathak informed
that the work of lying of
third railway track is
going on in full swing.
Apart from this modern
look to the railway stations too is being done.

Mahasamund, Sep 06:
Commissioner Raipur division Yashwant Kumar
conducted surprise inspection of Gram Birkoni and
Bagbahra’s MK Bahra’s
‘gouthans’ and checked the
development works. On occasion of Teacher’s Day, he
met the students preparing
for competitive exams in
Navkiran Academy. He
asked the students to study
about the text being taught
by the teachers in a better
manner from competitive
exam point of view and
create a bright future for
self. He also met the teachers and students of Swami
Atmanand Govt. English
Medium
School
(SAGEMS) in Bagbahra.
Commissioner Yashwant
Kumar hailed better implementation of govern-

Teachers felicitated on teacher’s day Ex-students of SSMHSS
 At Nehru Smriti
presented with certificates
Vidyalaya

Birkoni, Sep 06:
Teacher’s day programme was organised at
Nehri Smriti Vidyalaya
(NSV) near Barbaspur
road in Gram Bikoni here
on Monday. First the head
master Tupsingh Nishad
garlanded the photo of
Goddess Saraswati and
ex-President of India Dr S
Radhakrishnan and inaugurated the programme.
Here the students first
welcomed the teachers
with flowers and the students of the School re-

called the works of former
President
and
Educationist
Dr
S a r v e p a l l i
Radhakrishnan. At the
same time the students
also sought blessings of
their teachers and wished
them happy teachers day
by presenting them with
token gifts and flowers.
Head Master Tupsingh
Nishad in his address
said that teacher is the
first ‘Guru’, second is
mother and third is the father, without which it is
not possible to attain

knowledge and wisdom
and so one should respect
his
teachers.
Remembering his educational works he said that
a teacher should dedicate
the beam of knowledge to
his students. A true
teacher is the best pathbearer and he always
thinks about the betterment of his students and
the society. In the Indian
society, teacher has been
given the status equivalent to that of the God, he
added.
On this occasion all the
teachers of the school, including Saraswati Yadu,
Rama Yadav, Poornima
Chandrakar, Tejeshwari,
Bharti Yadav, Godavari
Nishad,
Bharti
Chakradhari, Vinamrata
Sen, Khemin Sahu, and
students in large number
were present.

 In Ratnachal District

Kareli badi (Rajim), Sep 06:
Recently, an important
meeting of Ratnachal Jilla
Sahitya Parishad (RJSP)
Gariaband was held and
in this Jitendra Sukumar
Sahir, the teacher and poet
of Government Higher
Secondary School, Kareli
Badi, was unanimously
nominated
as
the
President. It is noteworthy that Sahir has been active in literary activities
for last 22 years and he is
organizing literary classes

Konta, Sep 06: District
Sukma is the only district
in the state which has benefited women self-help
groups (WSHGs) from
quail rearing scheme in
Gauthans under the
Backyard
Poultry
Farming Scheme, under
the ambitious Narva,
Garuva, Ghurva and Bari
scheme
of
the
Government
of
Chhattisgarh. Every effort is being made to make
them financially strong
and self-dependent by linking them with departmen-

RSS workers take our rally, stage protest
In support of their various demands

Jagdalpur, Sep 06: In the
primary and secondary
schools of Bastar division,
the cook workers who
cook the mid-day meal and
are paid part-time honorarium and to regularize
the cook workers employed since 1995 and with
demand to give honorarium of 12 months in place
of honorarium of ten
months per year, and including giving 13 days casual leave every year and

other demands, the members of Rasoyia Shramik
Sangh (RSS) took out a division-level rally on
Monday and staged massive protest.
The members of Union
of cooks staged demonstration organized in
Krishi Upaj Mandi premises and members informed that from the time
they are present right
from opening of the school
to its closure and also take

Vivekanand. In this NSS workers of the School presented
state song and head of team
Kewal Sahu, Niket Jharia welcomed the guests with srifal
and flower bouquet. After this,
the Chief Guest and Principal
of School highlighted on the
works being done by the NSS
workers under the NSS
Scheme. After the address the
ex-Students of School were
presented with certificates and
library was also inaugurated.
In this programme, officer
Vir Singh Yadav and was assisted by Saurabh Phule, informs
chief of Jai Hind Vinod
Tamrakar in a press release.

ment’s flagship schemes in
better manner in the district. On this occasion
Collector Nileshkumar
Kshirsagar, CEO District
Panchayat S Alok and
other concerned officers
were present.
Commissioner
Yashwant Kumar also conducted inspection of the
products manufactured by
‘didis’ of National Rural
Livelihood
Mission
(NRLM) and held discussions with the women

up cleanliness along with
preparing food. The central and state governments
say that this is a shortterm job. An amount of Rs
1000 is being paid by the
Center and Rs 200 by the
state government since
2009 to the cooks preparing mid-day meals in government schools. In total,
Rs 40 per day honorarium
is available, that too for ten
months in a year. Women
neither get maternity
leave nor any other leave.
The office bearers of RSS
said that to wake up the
sleeping government, they
are taking out rallies by
protesting again and
again, but it is falling on
deaf ears. Under compulsion, we will have to resort
to strike further, they
warned.

tal schemes. In this context, under the guidance of
Collector District Sukma
Harish S and Devnarayan
Kashyap, CEO, District
Panchayat Sukma, Block
Chhindgarh, local Pushpa
Women Self-Help Group in
village
Chikaras
(Chipurpal) Gauthan of
District-Sukma have taken
up backyard poultry by
Livestock Development
Department,
District
Sukma. Under the rearing
scheme year 2022-23, 20
units of quail chicks were
distributed along with

grain by transporting
them from the government poultry farm fort a
month ago.
Dr. S. Zaheeruddin Dy.
Director
Veterinary
Department informed that
quail rearing will be done
by the women’s group in
the identified Gauthans of
the district and the
amount received from the
sale of quail chicks will be
deposited in the bank account of the group and in
future from that deposited
money and By purchasing
quail chicks from the gov-

Rajnandgaon, Sep 06:
The dilapidated buildings
in the Rajnandgoan city
are giving open invitation
for accidents and there is
just mere formality done
when it comes to taking
action. If official sources
are to be believed, then at
present 10-12 houses are
still in dilapidated and delicate condition and it has
been certified by Rajgami
Sampada and PWD department. It is for long
that repair and necessary
maintenance in these dilapidated buildings has
not been done. From
Lakhouli also people have
been moved out as the
building is in bad condition.
As per information in
this regard, few buildings
in the city are still in dilapidated condition and failing to get any repair and

ernment poultry farm,
continuous benefit will be
taken. Each group will get
about Rs. 60,000/- in the
form of income from quail
rearing. Backyard poultry
farming
scheme
in
Gauthans by connecting
women of self-help groups
with livelihood activities.
By making quail farming
as a means of livelihood
by making quail farming
as a means of livelihood
collectively with low cost
and little effort, it will
prove to be worthwhile in
improving its livelihood
and economic condition
by selling it in the nearby
haat-markets and villages
itself, by the beneficiary
group. Expressing gratitude to the Chhattisgarh
Government,
District
Administration
and
Livestock Development
Department, Sukma, it
was happily agreed to take
the benefit of the above
scheme collectively continuously.

Villagers demand stoppage
of Kirandul Railkhand passenger train

 Stage
demonstration and
block the track
Jagdalpur, Sep 06:

The villagers protested
by putting up banners on
the railway track, demanding the stoppage of
Kirandul Railkhand passenger train and blocked
the railway track here on
Monday.
It is notable here that
there
is
KirandulKottavalasa railway line in
village Kavadgaon under
Kodenar police station
area. The protesting villagers stood on the spot demanding the stoppage of
the passenger train at
Kavadgaon junction.

from WSHGs and NGOs
present in the ‘Gouthan’
on how to make women of
the region more empowered and self-reliant
through entrepreneurship.
He also took information
about the activities being
conducted
in
the
‘Gouthan’. He held talks
with women about poultry
farming, goat rearing, fish
farming, mushroom production with the women
present and motivated
them to continue this

work, as all these products
have good demand in the
market. Women informed
that they are also preparing vermi-compost and are
doing is packing and selling. In addition to this
women are also doing activities like ‘godana art’ in
clothes, bamboo work,
making incense sticks,
pickles, ‘badi’, ‘papad’,
‘soap’, ‘nirma powder’,
‘kari laddu’, ‘Mahua laddu’
and other means of livelihood.

‘Currency’ fraud


No action being taken
on dilapidated buildings!

Quail rearing became a means
of livelihood for WSHGs in Gauthans

JS Sahir becomes new
president of Sahitya Parishad
in his school including literary forum and seminars. A total of 50 children
are writing poetry under
his guidance.
On
this
occasion,
District
President
Jitendra Sukumar Sahir
said that literature is the
mirror of the society and
litterateurs play the main
role by being part of the
society. The main objective of our Ratnachal Zilla
Sahitya Parishad is to encourage all the litterateurs to work hard for
writing unitedly.
It is noteworthy that a
total of 4 books of Sahir
have been published and
he has been awarded
many awards from other
states apart from the state.
There has been a air of
happiness in the area on
his
becoming
the
P r e s i d e n t .
Congratulation keep pouring to him from his fans as
well.

Dongargarh,
Sep
06:
Certificate distribution to exstudents of the School and
library inauguration programme was held at Saraswati
Shishu Mandir HS School
(SSMHSS) in Dongargarh by
NSS. In this district organiser
of Rajnandgaon district Dr
Suresh Patel from Government
Digvijay College, Rajnandgaon
was the chief guest and it was
chaired by Principal of School
Prakash Yadav.
The programme began with
prayers and lighting of traditional lamp, offering of flowers
to photo of Goddess Saraswati,
Om,
Bharat
Mata
and

Rescue operation underway after a portion of a
dilapidated house collapsed, in Prayagraj,
Tuesday.

 Around 10-12
buildings in city in
bad shape
 May pose
threat to some
accident one day

maintenance, it has become fully dilapidated.
There are many buildings
from the Old Hospital
building to Golebazar
which are in bad shape
and condition. The complex near the GE Road
near DCCB is also in
worse condition. There are
also many dilapidated
buildings from Ganj
Chowk to Lakhouli Chow
as well.
It is learnt that there are
around 10-12 buildings
which are in dilapidated
condition and still no re-

pair work or maintenance
has been carried out.
The condition is such
that in these buildings
there are still offices functional and people are also
residing. Just a few days
back, the lintel of a complex near Jaistambh
Chowk had fallen and in
this people got narrowly
escaped. But still no action
has been taken by the
Municipal authorities
against the dilapidated
buildings.
Notice is being served:
Ramteke
EE
Rajnandgoan
Municipal Corporation
(RMC) Ramteke said that
all possible efforts are
being made to shift the
people living in dilapidated building to new area
and notice is being served
to those living in such
buildings as well.

Noida: With the arrest
of one person from
Madhya Pradesh, the
Cyber Crime wing of
Uttar Pradesh Police
on Tuesday claimed to
have busted a panIndia “currency trading” fraud involving
fake demat accounts.
Around 500 such accounts were opened
and people duped to
the tune of Rs 15 crore
by a gang, whose key
member has been arrested from Dewas in
Madhya Pradesh, police said. A team from
the Cyber Crime police station in Noida
led by Inspector Reeta
Yadav was investigating a complaint of a
Ghaziabad resident,
who claimed that he
was duped of Rs 15
lakh on the pretext of
investment in currency trading.

Air show


Tamrakar, Chaturvedi
felcitated at the hands of Guv

Bhubaneswar: The
IAF aerobatics display
team will hold air
shows in Odisha next
week, an official said
on Tuesday. The
Suryakiran aerobatic
team has scheduled
aerobatics displays in
Bhubaneswar on
September 16 and in
Puri on September 18,
the official said. The
Suryakiran (sunrays)
is set to conduct the
air show near the Raj
Bhavan in Puri. Its
plan to hold the exhibition over a stretch of
Kathajodi river bed in
Bhubaneswar has not
yet been approved by
the civil aviation ministry, an airport official said.

Fire break


Asst. Teacher Bhagchand Chaturvedi being felicitated
by the Governor Anusiya Uikey at Rajbhavan.
Rajim, Sep 06: On occasion of
Teacher’s Day, the Governor of
the State Anusuiya Uikey felicitated the teachers of the state
with state teacher’s award at
Rajbhavan hall here on
Monday. It was chaired by CM
Bhupesh Baghel and School
Education Minister Dr Premsai
Singh Tekam was the special
guest. In this felicitation programme,
teacher
Kamal
Kishore
Tamrakar
from
Government Middle School
Usarijor block Mainpur of
Gariyaband
district
and
Bhagchand Chaturvedi teacher
Govt Primary School Bhendari
(Loharsi) was felicitated with
shawl, srifal and certificate of
appreciation at the hands of
the Governor.
Asst. Teacher Bhagchand
Chaturvedi has been working
in Govt Primary School in
Bhendari since 1999 and are
teaching the students through
variety of methods to make it
more interesting. It is by promoting
the
School
Management samiti of his
School, with help of villagers
he opened Smart Class and is
teaching students using com-

puters, LED TV, printers
through ‘Diksha App’. He also
actively participates in midday meal programme, sanitation and other school activities.
He also organised ‘Mohalla
classes’ during the Covid time
and help lot of students learn
and study. It is notable here
that for exceptional works in
this field, he was presented
with ‘Mukhyamantri Gaurav
Alankaran samman’ Shiksha
Doot in 2018.
Kamal Kishore Tamrakar
started his teaching journey
from Govt Middle School,
Usarijor of District Gariyaband
since 1998 and had remarkable
work for school children using
variety of new methods
through questionnaire, ‘kabadse-Jugad’, mother’s upgradation programme and motivating mothers and housewives to
teach children around them.
He is also recipient of many
awards
including
Mukhyamantri
Gaurav
Alankaran Samman, Moulana
Azad Shiksha Ratna Award,
Chhattisgarh Ratna Samman,
Navachar
Pradarshini,
Shikshak Samman and others.

Lucknow: A day after
an inferno engulfed a
hotel killing four persons in the city’s commercial hub
Hazratganj, a fire
broke out at a coaching institute in the
same area on Tuesday
when classes were
going on, officials said.
However, no casualty
was reported in the incident, they said,
adding that the institute was sealed by district administration
for lack of safety
norms. Lucknow
Police Commissioner
S B Shirodkar said the
fire broke out due to a
short circuit in the
electrical room of the
coaching institute.

Personal enmity


New Delhi: A 26-yearold man was allegedly
shot at over personal
enmity in southwest
Delhi’s Cantonment
area on Tuesday, police
said. The victim —
Narender, resident of
Bindapur, admitted in
Deen Dayal Upadhyay
Hospital is unfit for
statement, they said.
Deputy Commissioner
of Police (Southwest)
Manoj C said, “An intimation was received regarding patient
Narender been admitted to DDU Hospital
with an alleged history
of gunshot injury”. A
case of attempt to murder under section 307 of
the Indian Penal Code
has been registered and
during investigation it
was found that Kamal,
resident of a slum cluster in Delhi Cantt had
fired upon the injured,
the officer said.

PROTEST RALLY

2015 Behbal Kalan police firing case

Akali Dal chief Badal questioned
by Punjab police SIT
Chandigarh, Sep 6 (PTI)
Shiromani Akali Dal
chief Sukhbir Singh Badal
was on Tuesday questioned by a Special
Investigation Team of the
Punjab Police in the 2015
Behbal Kalan police firing
case.
Badal, who was quizzed
for more than two and half
hours by the SIT team,
later slammed the AAP
government in Punjab, accusing it of playing politics
over the sacrilege related
incidents for petty gains instead of nabbing and punishing the culprits.
The SIT, led by Inspector
General
of
Police
Naunihal Singh, had summoned the Shiromani
Akali Dal chiefl, who was
the deputy chief minister
and also held the Home
portfolio when the Behbal
Kalan police firing incident in which two people

were killed occurred.
Badal reached the
Punjab Police Officers’
Institute here at around 11
AM for questioning.
Senior Akali leaders including Balwinder Singh
Bhundar, Bikram Singh
Majithia, Daljit Singh
Cheema
and
MLA
Sukhwinder Sukhi and a
large number of party
workers were present outside the premises, where
police had put barricades.
The case relates to the
theft of a ‘bir’ (copy) of the
Guru Granth Sahib, putting up handwritten sacrilegious posters, and torn
pages of the holy book
being found scattered at
Bargari in Faridkot.
These incidents had triggered protests, and two
people - Gurjeet Singh and
Krishan Bhagwan Singh were killed in Behbal
Kalan and a few injured at
Kotkapura in Faridkot in

alleged police firing.
Speaking to reporters
later on Tuesday, Badal alleged that the Aam Aadmi
Party (AAP) government
was doing politics to divert
people’s attention from its
“failures”.
He alleged that the previous Congress government
and now the AAP government did not have any intention to arrest the culprits of the sacrilege and
police firing incidents.
They just wanted to play
politics over this issue, he
stated.
Badal said that he told
the SIT officers that he and
other leaders of his party
were ready to cooperate
whenever and wherever
they would be called.
There should be no politics over this issue, the entire Punjab wants the culprits to be arrested. But instead of nabbing them, political games were being

Scam in recruitment of PSI:
Audio-clip lands MLA in trouble
Bengaluru, Sep 6 (PTI)
Karnataka
Chief
Minister
Basavaraj
Bommai on Tuesday said
agencies probing into the
PSI (police sub-inspector)
recruitment scam may also
investigate into the audioclips purportedly showing a
BJP MLA receiving Rs 15
lakh to help an aspirant get
the job of a police sub-inspector. In the purported
conversation, a person
named Parasappa, who
claims to be the father of a
PSI candidate, requests the
Kanakagiri BJP legislator
Basavaraj
Durugappa
Dadesugur to return Rs 15
lakh that was given to him
to get the job for his son, as
it has been one-and-a-half
years. In the audio-clipping,

a voice, said to be that of
Dadesugur replies he was
in Bengaluru, and has
given the money to the
“government,”and that it
would take some time to get
it back. “Whoever or whatever it is, the investigation
is on (regarding PSI recruitment scam), we have already
filed
the
chargesheets. If anything
new comes, it will also be
investigated into,” Bommai
said in response to a question on the audio of the
MLA’s involvement in the
scam. The CID is investigating into the scam, which involves the alleged fraud in
recruiting 543 PSIs in the
State. Reacting to the audioclip, Dadesugur said that
he, being a public figure,
was approached with a re-

quest to resolve some litigation between two parties,
and that he had told them
that he would resolve the
issue.
Asked about him in the
audio speaking about
money being given to the
government and assuring
to return it, he said, “I have
only said I will resolve the
issue, and have nothing to
do with money or anything...” On whether it was
his voice in the conversation, the MLA said, “I had
spoken regarding resolving
issues between two parties,
other than that I am not
aware of anything on the
money, and questions regarding it should be asked
to the parties who have
recorded and released the
audio...”

played, he alleged.
To a query, Badal said,
The government already
knows the answers to the
queries the SIT has asked
me. The answers are with
them. Despite this they are
indulging in this exercise
to defame the SAD and its
leaders.
Former minister and
Akali leader Bikram
Majithia said that the SAD
wants the truth to come
out. He asked whether the
then home minister or the
then chief minister was
present on the spot when
the Behbal Kalan firing incident took place in 2015.
The answer is no. Then
why do you call the then
home minister (for questioning). If you want to set
this precedent, then tell me
when Chief Minister
Bhagwant Mann will be
called in the Sidhu
Moosewala murder case,
he further asked.

Village Resource Persons who conduct social audits at the Gram Panchayat level
participate in a protest rally against the West Bengal Government, in Kolkata,
Tuesday.

Police guns down one during loot of pvt finance co office
Dhanbad, Sept 6 (PTI)
An armed robber was
shot dead on Tuesday in
the office of a private financial company here
during an exchange of fire
with the police, who had
rushed in to foil the loot attempt, the police said.

Two members of the
gang were apprehended by
the police while two others
managed to flee from the
spot, the police said.
The bank robbers had
forcefully
entered
a
Muthoot Finance office
near Matkuriya here soon
after it opened its doors

around 10.30 am. Police
personnel under Bank
More police station incharge, P K Singh rushed
to the finance compnay office on getting information
and was fired upon by
them. The police retaliated
killing one of them on the
spot.

Liquor ‘scam’: BJP MLAs stage protest near Sisodia’s residence
New Delhi, Sep 6 (PTI)
Delhi BJP MLAs, led by
Leader of Opposition in the
Assembly Ramvir Singh
Bidhuri, staged a protest
near
Deputy
Chief
Minister Manish Sisodia’s
residence here on Tuesday,
demanding his dismissal
over the alleged liquor
scam.
The protesters, including
Delhi BJP leaders and
workers, raised slogans
against Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal and
Sisodia, demanding that
they should step down.
The protesters were
stopped by police as they
tried to march towards
Sisodia’s Mathura Road residence. “We have been raising the issue of scam in the
excise policy of the
Kejriwal government for
months but neither the
chief minister nor Sisodia
has answered our ques-

BJP workers stage a protest demanding the resignation of Delhi Deputy CM Manish
Sisodia over the alleged liquor policy scam, outside his residence in New Delhi, Tuesday.
tions. The BJP workers will
not rest till Sisodia is removed from the government,” Bidhuri said. The

Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) MLAs will also meet
President
Droupadi
Murmu and demand the

dismissal of the Aam
Aadmi Party (AAP) government in Delhi for indulging
in corruption, he said.

Goa cops reach Noida over probe Supporters celebrate Sachin Pilot’s DCW issues notice to Delhi Police over
in Sonali Phogat death case
attempt to murder of lady over dowry
birthday in show of strength
Noida, Sep 6 (PTI)
A team of Goa Police has
reached Noida, adjoining
Delhi in Uttar Pradesh, as
part of its investigation
into the death of social
media influencer and BJP
politician Sonali Phogat, officials said Tuesday.
According to officials,
Phogat owned an apartment in the Aravalli housing society in Noida’s
Sector 52 and the visiting
police team was here for a
verification of the property.
“The visiting team of the
Goa Police reached here on
Monday and continued its
probe on Tuesday also. The
visitors informed the local
police post and the local

Sector 24 police station in
Noida
as
per
procedures,”Assistant
Commissioner of Police,
Noida, Rajneesh Verma
told PTI. Officials privy to
the developments said the
Goa police team talked to
the tenants living in
Phogat’s apartment and
also confirmed details of
their financial exchanges
with her. The visiting police
team is also verifying documents related to Phogat’s
properties in Noida, the officials added. Prior to
Noida, a Goa police team
also visited Gurugram, adjoining Delhi, in Haryana
last week as part of its investigation into the sensational death case.

Youth, women to be given
priority in ticket distribution
for Gujarat polls: Congress
Ahmedabad, Sep 6 (PTI)
The Congress will give
priority to youth and
women in ticket distribution for the Gujarat
Assembly elections due
later this year, state party’s
screening
committee
chairman
Ramesh
Chennithala said on
Tuesday. He said the
Congress will also give a
chance to “new faces” in
the state polls. Last month,
the All India Congress
Committee constituted a
three-member screening
committee to shortlist
party candidates for the
Gujarat polls due in
December this year.
Chennithala has been
appointed as the commit-

tee’s
chairman
and
Maharashtra Congress
leader Shivajirao Moghe
and former Delhi MLA Jai
Kishan are its members.
Gujarat Congress incharge Raghu Sharma,
state party president
Jagdish Thakor and
Leader of Opposition
Sukhram Rathva are ex-officio members of the
screening committee.
On Monday evening, the
screening committee members held a joint meeting
with
the
Congress’s
Pradesh
Election
Committee, comprising 39
members
including
Sharma and Thakor, after
Rahul Gandhi’s address to
the booth-level workers in
Ahmedabad.

Jaipur, Sep 6 (PTI)
Supporters of former
Rajasthan deputy chief
minister Sachin Pilot on
Tuesday thronged his
Civil Lines residence here
to celebrate his birthday.
The event is being seen
as a show of strength
amid a continuing tussle
between
Pilot
and
Rajasthan Chief Minister
Ashok Gehlot for supremacy in the party’s
state unit.
Pilot is scheduled to be
in Kanyakumari for the
party’s Bharat Jodo Yatra’
on his birthday on
September 7. Party leaders, MLAs and workers
met him at his residence

Congress leader and former Rajasthan deputy chief
minister Sachin Pilot during
his 45th birthday celebrations, outside his residence
in Jaipur, Tuesday.
and extended greetings.

The rush of Pilot’s supporters and their cars led
to a traffic bottleneck in
the Civil Lines area.
Clad in traditional outfits, people from the state’s
tribal belt and other regions, including his
Assembly constituency
Tonk, came with sweets
and garlands to greet
Pilot. Many of them were
seen dancing to the beat of
drums.
A
supporter
even
brought a huge cutout of
the Congress leader.
Banners, hoarding and
posters congratulating
Pilot on his birthday on
September 7 were seen
throughout the Civil Lines
area.

Linking Aadhaar with ration cards
results in 50 lakh gap in beneficiary
number: Assam CM
Kokrajhar (Assam), Sep 6 (PTI)
Assam Chief Minister
Himanta
Biswa
on
Tuesday said the government has found a gap of
around 50 lakh beneficiaries after linking Aadhaar
cards with ration cards
across the state.
The central government
is likely to sign a peace accord with the Adivasi militant groups of Assam
within this month, he said.
“After the linking exercise, we have found that
around 50 lakh beneficiaries have not come (for the
service). Some people

might have died and some
might have moved to other
places due to marriages.
Unfortunately, there were
some fake ones also,”
Sarma said. Addressing a
press conference after the
cabinet meeting here, he
said the government is
going to save a good
amount of money for
these unaccounted beneficiaries and accordingly
add genuine people to the
list. “We will bring a set of
new 50 lakh people under
the ambit of the National
Food Security Act (NFSA).
Today’s cabinet discussed
all these points,” he added.

Sarma also informed reporters that around 62,000
people were found to be ineligible for its flagship
‘Arunodoi’ scheme, while
around 2,000 have voluntarily given up the benefits
of the programme.
The state government
provides monthly monetary assistance of Rs 1,250
to the beneficiaries under
the scheme which currently covers nearly 20 lakh
families.
“The Arunodoi month is
getting over on September
20. We will know the exact
number of exclusions
then only.

New Delhi, Sep 6 (PTI)
The Delhi Commission
for Women (DCW) on
Tuesday issued notice to
police after a woman was
allegedly burnt at her matrimonial house, officials
said. The Commission
said it received a complaint regarding the attempt to murder of a lady
by her husband. The complainant submitted that
she lives with her husband
and in-laws at her matrimonial
house
in
Mandawali.
According to DCW, she
informed that her husband fights with her and
often beats her. On
September 2, her husband

fought with her and also
demanded a dowry of Rs. 5
Lakh from her.
She alleged that when
she resisted, her husband
and father-in-law put her
on fire, the commission
said. The lady is presently
admitted in a hospital in
Delhi and her condition is
stated to be critical. She
has sustained severe
burnt injuries and is fighting for her life, the panel
said.
Terming it as a ‘serious
matter’, the commission
has sought a copy of an
FIR and details of the accused arrested. It has also
sought a detailed action
taken report (ATR) latest
by September 9.

Arunachal Assembly adopts resolution to
name Hollongi facility as Donyi Polo Airport
Itanagar, Sep 6 (PTI)
The Arunachal Pradesh
Assembly on Tuesday
adopted a resolution for
naming the Hollongi greenfield airport near here as
Donyi
Polo
Airport,
Itanagar.
The approval to name the
facility as Donyi Polo
Airport, Itanagar, was given
by the state government
during a cabinet meeting on
August 4.
Moving the resolution,
State
Civil
Aviation
Minister Nakap Nalo informed the House that the
decision was taken to reflect
the reverence of the indigenous people for the Sun (
Donyi’) and the Moon (
Polo’) symbolising an ageold tradition and rich cultural heritage of the tribal

state.
The House unanimously
adopted the resolution to
take up the naming of the
airport with the Union government.
Developed
by
the
Airports Authority of India
(AAI) at an estimated cost of
Rs 645 crore, the facility, located at Hollongi near here,
is designed to be a greenfield airport with eight
check-in counters and will
be able to accommodate 200
passengers during peak
hours of the day. Hollongi is
about 15 km from the state
capital Itanagar. At present,
there is no airport in the
vicinity of the state capital,
the closest one being the
Lilabari Airport in Assam’s
North Lakhimpur district,
at a distance of 80 km from
here.
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Rajnath Singh meets Mongolia’s top
leadership to boost bilateral ties
Ulaanbaatar, Sep 06 (PTI):
Rajnath Singh, the first
Indian defence minister to
visit Mongolia, met the top
leadership of the country
here on Tuesday, including
President
Ukhnaagiin
Khurelsukh, and discussed
ways to further deepen the
multifaceted strategic partnership between the two
countries.
Defence Minister Singh
is on a five-day visit to
Mongolia and Japan beginning Monday with an aim
to expand India’s strategic
and defence ties with the
two countries in the backdrop of evolving regional
security matrix and geo-political turmoil.
Singh’s visit to Mongolia
from September 5 to 7 is the
first-ever tour to the East
Asian country by an Indian
defence minister. Excellent
meeting with the President
of Mongolia, H.E. U.
Khurelsukh
in
Ulaanbaatar. Recalled my
last meeting with him in
2018, when he was the

Prime Minister of the country. We are fully committed
to further deepening our
multifaceted
Strategic
Partnership with Mongolia,
he said in a tweet.
Glad to interact with the
Speaker of Mongolian
Parliament,
Mr.
Z a n d a n s h a t a r.
Complimented him on his
consistent support to promote and expand our
shared
heritage
of
Buddhism, he said in another tweet. Earlier, Singh
and his Mongolian counterpart Saikhanbayar Gursed
held in-depth deliberations
on adding further momentum to India-Mongolia defence cooperation. During
1st ever visit to Mongolia by
@DefenceMinIndia, Hon.
Sh @rajnathsingh was accorded Guard of Honour &
held extensive discussions
with Mongolian Defence
Minister
Gen.
Saikhanbayar, to intensify
defence coop & consolidate
strategic partnership, the
Indian
embassy
in
Ulaanbaatar tweeted.

Union Defence Minister Rajnath Singh with Mongolian
President and Commander-in-Chief of Armed Forces
Ukhnaagiin Khurelsukh during a meeting, in Ulaanbaatar,
Mongolia.
From Mongolia, the defence minister will travel to
Japan for a two-day visit
from September 8 to 9. The
‘2+2’ dialogue is set to take
place on September 8. The
dialogue is taking place
over five months after
Japanese Prime Minister
Fumio Kishida visited

India for the annual IndiaJapan summit.
Announcing
Singh’s
visit to Mongolia on
Sunday, the defence ministry said it will further
consolidate the defence cooperation and strategic
partnership between the
two countries.

Sri Lanka opposition asks govt
to table IMF deal in Parliament
Colombo, Sep 06 (PTI):
Sri Lanka’s main opposition on Tuesday asked
the government to table
the agreement reached
with the International
Monetary Fund in
Parliament if they need
its support for IMF-recommended economic reforms. On September 1,
the IMF reached a stafflevel agreement to support Sri Lanka’s economic policies with a 48month
arrangement

under the Extended Fund
Facility (EFF) of about
USD 2.9 billion. Sri Lanka
is going through its worst
economic crisis since its
independence in 1948
which was triggered by a
severe paucity of foreign
exchange
reserves.
Opposition and the Samagi
Jana Balawegaya (SJB)
leader Sajith Premadasa
told
Parliament
on
Tuesday that, given that
Parliament has authority
on public finance, the recently announced staff-

level agreement with the
IMF
be
tabled
in
Parliament, Economy Next
reported. SJB member of
Parliament and Chairman
of the parliamentary
Committee on Public
Finance Harsha de Silva
echoing Premadasa’s call
said if the government
needs the opposition’s support in seeing IMF-recommended economic reforms
through, the Parliament
must be made aware of the
contents of the agreement,
the report added.

Typhoon batters SK with 3 feet of rain, damaging winds
Seoul, Sep 06 (AP):
The most powerful typhoon to hit South Korea
in years battered its southern region Tuesday, dumping a meter (3 feet) of rain,
destroying roads and
felling power lines, leaving
66,000 homes without electricity as thousands of
people fled to safer ground.
Typhoon Hinnamnor
grazed the resort island of
Jeju and hit the mainland
near the port city of Busan
before blowing into the sea

between the Korean
Peninsula and Japan with
winds of up to 133 kilometers (82 miles) per hour. It
was moving northeast on a
track to affect eastern
China later in the week.
South Korean officials
put the nation on alert
about potential damages
from flooding, landslides
and tidal waves unleashed by Hinnamnor
just weeks after heavy
rains in the region
around the capital Seoul
caused flooding that
killed at least 14 people.
Prime Minister Han
Duk-soo called for evacuations in areas vulnerable
to
flooding,
saying
Hinnamnor could end up
being a historically
strong typhoon that we
never experienced before.
The storm dumped
more than 105 centimeters (41 inches) of rain in
central Jeju since Sunday,
where winds peaked at
155 kph (96 mph).

Southern and eastern mainland regions were also
lashed with heavy rain,
which knocked off signboards and roofing, toppled
trees and electricity poles
and turned roads into chocolate-colored rivers.

Putin attends joint military
drills with China, others
Moscow, Sep 06 (AP):
Russian
President
Vladimir
Putin
on
Tuesday attended sweeping war games in his country’s far east involving
troops from China and
other nations, in a show of
military muscle amid the
tensions with the West
over Moscow’s action in
Ukraine.
The weeklong exercise
that began Thursday is intended to showcase growing defense ties between
Russia and China and also
demonstrate that Moscow
has enough troops and
equipment to conduct the
massive drills even while
its forces are engaged in
fighting in Ukraine.
The Russian Defense
Ministry said that the
Vostok 2022 (East 2022) exercise that runs until
Wednesday at seven firing

ranges in Russia’s Far
East and the Sea of Japan
involves more than 50,000
troops and over 5,000
weapons units, including
140 aircraft and 60 warships. It engages troops
from several ex-Soviet nations, China, India, Laos,
Mongolia, Nicaragua and
Syria.
Beijing sent more than
2,000 troops along with
more than 300 military vehicles, 21 combat aircraft
and three warships to take
part in the drills, according to Chinese news re-

ports. As part of the maneuvers, the Russian and
Chinese navies in the Sea
of Japan practiced joint
action to protect sea communications and support
for ground forces in
coastal areas.
The exercise marked the
first time that China has
sent forces from three
branches of its military to
take part in a single
Russian drill, a sign of increasing close ties between
Moscow
and
Beijing, which have grown
stronger since Putin sent
his troops into Ukraine on
Feb. 24. China has pointedly refused to criticise
Russia’s actions, blaming
the U.S. and NATO for provoking Moscow, and has
blasted the punishing
Western sanctions against
Russia. The Kremlin, in
turn, has strongly backed
Beijing amid the latest ten-

sions with the U.S. that followed a recent visit to
Taiwan by U.S. House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi.
The exercise continues a
series of joint war games
by Russia and China in recent years, including naval
drills and patrols by longrange bombers over the
Sea of Japan and the East
China Sea. Last year,
Russian troops for the first
time deployed to Chinese
territory for joint maneuvers. Putin and Chinese
President Xi Jinping have
developed strong personal
ties to bolster a strategic
partnership between the
former Communist rivals
as they both are locked in
rivalry with the U.S. Even
though Moscow and
Beijing in the past ruled
out a military alliance,
Putin has said that such a
prospect can’t be excluded.
(AP)

Minor girl raped, killed in Pakistan’s Punjab province
Lahore, Sep 06 (PTI):
A 10-year-old girl was
killed after she was allegedly gang raped by the
owner of a swimming pool
and his accomplice in
Pakistan’s Lahore city, officials said. A large number of people, including
the family members of
the victim, held a demonstration outside the
Punjab Assembly here
on Tuesday to press the
authorities concerned to
take strict action against
the alleged killers.
Members of civil society and NGOs also took
part in the protest and
demanded public hanging of the culprits.
Senior police officers
reached the venue and
assured the protesters
that strict action will be
taken against the culprits. Police said they
have arrested both suspects allegedly involved
in the gruesome crime
which occurred last
week. The victim, who
belonged to a Pashtun
family of the tribal area
of Mohmand district in

Surran Valley had gone to
the swimming pool in the
Manawan locality of central Lahore along with her
brother. According to the
FIR, Taj Muhammad, a
resident
of
Mian
Sharifpura alleged that his
son Sajjad and daughter
went to the swimming

pool owned by Ali Raza in
Manawan last week. He
said that Sajjad returned
home alone and told him
that his sister had gone
missing. He said as he and
other family members
reached the swimming
pool, he was told by Raza
that his daughter had

drowned. Taj Muhammad
alleged that Raza along
with his accomplice had
killed the girl after raping
her. Shahbaz Ahmad, the
police officer probing the
case, told PTI on Tuesday
that both suspects — Raza
and Aslam — have been
arrested.
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Strategy to prevent digital fraud
T

he unprecedented growth in digital payments in India is driven by the easy and convenient mode of the digital payment
ecosystem. The rising incidents of identity theft, phishing, vishing,
One Time Password (OTP) fraud, fake Unified Payment Interface
(UPI) links etc., have posed serious threats of eroding consumers’
confidence in the digital payment ecosystem. Combining technological solutions with consumer awareness can provide an effective
safety shield against such internet banking frauds and digital payment frauds. While cash transactions are time-consuming and
require customers to physically visit a bank branch during a fixed
window of working hours, a digital payment system offers the flexibility of instantaneous payment at any time and from anywhere for
the online purchase of a product or service or transfer of money to
a beneficiary. Digital payment apps have made lives easier by facilitating faster transactions with a mobile phone as customers are
not required to remember long multi-digits or account numbers.
Instead, transactions can be completed by simply using an easy-toremember and email-like Virtual Payment Address and using the
UPI system. More than Rs 8,840 crore digital payment transactions
performed during 2021-22 and nearly Rs 3,300 crore till July 24 in
2022-23 and Rs 28.4 crore digital transactions on an average a day
have made India the global leader in the digital payment ecosystem. The spectacular growth also explains why India has also
become a prime target of digital fraudsters. The Reserve Bank of
India (RBI) released a comprehensive booklet titled BE(A)WARE-Be
Aware and Beware- to create awareness among the public about
the modus operandi adopted by fraudsters and the precautions to
be taken while carrying out financial transactions. It explains how
such fraud can be prevented by keeping one’s personal information,
particularly financial information, confidential at all times, be-ware
of unknown calls/emails/messages, practising due diligence while
performing financial transactions and changing the secure credentials/passwords from time to time. The booklet explains the modus
operandi of fraudsters of duping unsuspecting and gullible customers by sending phishing links, making vishing calls, pretending
to be buyers on online platforms and lists the precautions against
such frauds. The RBI booklet cites the instances like imposters calling or approaching the customers through telephone calls / social
media posing as bankers/ company executives/insurance
agents/government officials, etc., and sharing a few customer
details such as the customer’s name or date of birth to gain customer’s confidence or pressurize/trick customers into sharing
these confidential details by citing an urgency/ emergency such asneed to block an unauthorised transaction, payment required to
stop some penalty, an attractive discount, etc. Once these credentials are shared, the fraudsters use those to defraud the customers.
Another modus operandi adopted by fraudsters is to circulate “certain app links, masked to appear similar to the existing apps of
authorised entities” and then trick the customer to click on such
links which results in downloading of unknown/unverified apps on
the customer’s mobile/laptop /desktop, etc. so that they can gain
access to confidential details stored on such digital devices. While
banks keep sending messages cautioning against such frauds and
precautions like not sharing personal financial credentials like passwords, Personal Identification Number (PIN), OTP, card verification
value (CVV) etc., imparting awareness on modus operandi can be
expected to raise the awareness level and thwart an attempt by
fraudsters to trick them into sharing these credentials. Appraising
the customers about new technological innovations will help boost
their confidence in the digital payment ecosystem but informing
them about the new precautions simultaneously will be critical to
protecting them from digital fraud.

Freebies - good or bad

W

hat constitutes ‘freebies’ and what are legitimate welfare
measures to protect the vulnerable sections? There is a need
for a public debate as a court of law may have no answer. The
debate should especially focus on the neo culture of freebies being
offered by some opposition parties in different states. In this backdrop, the Supreme Court has decided to form a body of stakeholders to examine the issue. Chief Justice of India NV Ramana, heading
a Bench hearing a petition filed in public interest against the distribution or promise of ‘freebies’ ahead of elections, has made it clear
that the Court is not going to issue guidelines, but only ensure that
suggestions are taken from stakeholders such as the NITI Aayog,
Finance Commission, Law Commission, RBI and political parties. All
these institutions, he has said, can submit a report to the Election
Commission of India (ECI) and Government. The debate on freebies
started after Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s critical comments on
political parties promoting “revdi culture”. Come election season
and every political party promises a range of services at a cheaper
rate and/or for free if it comes to power. The current debate seems
to have been triggered by promises made by Delhi Chief Minister
and AAP supremo Arvind Kejriwal to the people of Gujarat in the
context of the upcoming state assembly elections. When then Tamil
Nadu Chief Minister MG Ramachandran had launched his nowfamous mid-day meal scheme in 1982, it had met with opposition
both within his own party, the All India Anna Dravida Munnetra
Kazhagam (AIADMK), and the Opposition. What started on a small
scale by offering gifts like pressure cookers, TV sets and other small
gifts has now been extended to promises of free water, electricity,
allowances for unemployed, free education and free travel for
women. It is felt that if this trend continues, a stage may come when
budgets of States and Centre may become unmanageable, leading
to a situation like Sri Lanka, a country which became bankrupt and
was unable to pay even for essentials like food and medicines. If we
look around we will find many countries around us are in serious
trouble because they indulged in spending more than their capacity.
The example of Sri Lanka is known to all. Even Pakistan, Nepal and
Bangladesh are in trouble and are looking to International Monetary
Fund for help. In Pakistan, inflation is running at around 40 per cent
and it is seeking help from IMF, as well as from countries like Saudi
Arabia. It is not to suggest that poor and needy should not be
helped, but at the same time we also have to ensure that the budget remains balanced. At present, a large number of the poor are facing tough times so the Government has decided to give them free
ration. This happened because of Covid and it is fully justified, as no
one can be allowed to die for want of food. The Aam Aadmi Party
has opened Mohalla clinics in Punjab on Delhi model. It is pertinent
to mention that in 1975 when Sheikh Abdullah became Jammu and
Kashmir Chief Minister, he stopped food subsidy to use that money
on providing facilities for education, health and other development
works. What State has to do is build infrastructure to create jobs and
not to give freebies. Investment in better education, health care, and
infrastructure will help in creating jobs. Free gifts like I-Phones,
computers, free power, free travel and unemployment allowance,
may hit headlines but will prove a drag on the economy.
Central Chronicle welcomes, articles, write ups, comments on different issues for
editorial page (800-900 words), Letter to editor for this page. It can be sent by
e-mail at: editorcentralchronicle@gmail.com
The letters can be edited or rewritten for clarity of thoughts.
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Tribal youths celebrate karma festival in Ranchi, Tuesday, Sept. 6.

Controlling inflation at the expense of working class
PRABHAT PATNAIK

E

conomists distinguish between
two kinds of inflation: “demandpull” and “cost-push”. Demand-pull
inflation is said to occur when there is
excess demand in a situation where
supply cannot be augmented, because
full capacity output has been reached in
one or more crucial sectors. War-time
inflation is a classic example. In India
during the pre-neoliberal, dirigiste period, inflation was often the result of
insufficient foodgrain output relative to
demand, arising from a poor harvest.
Cost-push inflation on the other hand
occurs when supplies can be augmented, as the economy is nowhere near full
capacity in key sectors, but one of the
classes tries to raise its share of output,
by demanding a higher price for the
input it provides, while other classes
are unwilling to lower their shares, giving rise to a tug-of-war, which manifests itself through inflation. But no
matter what kind of inflation we are
talking about, it can always be controlled at the expense of the working
class; and, what is more, under capitalism it is invariably controlled at the
expense of the working class. If it is
demand-pull inflation, then the excess
demand when supplies cannot be augmented is eliminated by squeezing the
consumption demand of the working
class, that is, by ensuring that moneywages do not rise in tandem with
prices. And if it is cost-push, then
reducing the share of wages, by taking
steps to reduce the bargaining power of
the workers, again provides a means of
ending the tug-of-war. Thus, not allowing wages to rise in tandem with prices
is capitalism’s cure for any inflationary
upsurge. To be sure, inflation control
can be achieved exactly in the same
way by squeezing the share of the primary commodity producers, mostly
located in the third world; and historically it has been the most commonly

used method of inflation-control in the
metropolis. But precisely because of its
rampant use, by now the share of the
primary commodity producers in the
global gross value of output has shrunk
to such a low level (not because primary commodities have become any
less important), that any further shrinking of it will not be particularly effective
in controlling inflation. Under mature
capitalism therefore inflation control
cannot be achieved except at the
expense of the working class (apart no
doubt from primary commodity producers). The fact that inflation is sought to
be controlled by squeezing the share of
the working class, does not mean that
the working class was responsible for
starting the inflationary process. In fact
the two phenomena have nothing to do
with one another. Even when the costpush gets started with an autonomous
increase in the profit-margin, as is the
case with the current inflation in the
US, this process can be, and is sought to
be, ended by squeezing the share of
wages, that is, by ensuring that money
wages do not rise in tandem with
prices. In the US the share of wages has
clearly gone down because of inflation,
as the inflation is profit-margin-push,
but everybody from the Federal Reserve
Board to even liberal economists, sees a
further squeeze in the wage-share as
the solution for inflation.
What is called “anti-inflationary policy” under capitalism is simply a way of
ensuring that the share of wages goes
down appropriately. Take for instance
the rise in interest rates. It is supposed
to reduce excess demand by discouraging borrowing from banks; but its
effects are scarcely confined to reducing demand alone and not reducing
capacity utilisation and employment. A
rise in interest rates in short has an
anti-inflationary effect even in a situation of shortages, including self-inflicted shortages as is the case now
because of the sanctions against
Russia, substantially through a reduction in the bargaining power of the
workers by causing larger unemployment; and when there are no shortages
but only cost-push causing inflation, the
effect of a rise in interest rates is exclusively through the generation of unemployment and recession. This however
is not an easy process: there is no automaticity about the reduction in workers’
wage-claims as unemployment increas-

es. The resilience of the workers does
get adversely affected by unemployment; but it also depends on a host of
other factors. This means that their
resistance to a reduction in their share
may continue even when there is an
increase in unemployment. In any case,
the point to note here is that inflation
invariably generates an upsurge in
working class militancy and struggles.
This is exactly what we find today in
many of the advanced capitalist countries, especially in Europe. Britain of
course is the classic example. The inflation rate in Britain in the month of July
reached 10.1 per cent compared to July
the previous year, which is a 40-year
high; and Britain is currently afflicted
by a spate of strikes, by railway workers, postal workers and dock workers,
demanding higher wages to offset the
erosion of purchasing power because of
inflation. Even lawyers and teachers are
demanding higher pay as inflation soars
and is expected to reach 13 per cent
later this year. Likewise in Spain,
Greece, and Belgium, workers are
demanding higher wages to offset inflation, which in the Eurozone reached 8.9
per cent in July. Even Germany which
has been less afflicted by strike action
in the past compared to other European
economies, is witnessing strikes
demanding higher wages. Workers in
the transport sector in both the
Netherlands and in Germany have been
on strike, the railways in the case of
Netherlands and the airlines in
Germany. This situation is going to
become worse as winter approaches,
since sanctions against Russia that
reduce the flow of oil and natural gas to
Europe will have their most devastating
impact then. Strikes by workers affect
supplies of various goods and services,
so that even if inflation originally was
not caused by supply shortages, such
shortages inevitably appear because of
the strikes and carry forward the inflationary process. Strikes on this scale
had not appeared in the advanced capitalist world for decades. With the global adoption of the neo-liberal regime,
capital had appeared supremely dominant; and even though the share of
wages had declined over this period in
most countries, workers’ resistance had
dwindled because of greater competition among them induced by the free
mobility of capital across the world. If
European workers for instance went on

Google warns users to quickly
update Chrome to avoid hacking risk

oogle has advised its users to
G
immediately install a security
update in its Chrome browser to
safeguard themselves against a serious bug being actively exploited by
hackers.
The tech giant said it is aware of
reports that an exploit for ‘CVE2022-3075’ exists in the wild, mentioning the vulnerability as
“Insufficient data validation in
Mojo” reported by an anonymous
security researcher.
The company said it has released
a security patch for Google Chrome
users on Windows, Mac and Linux
operating systems that will roll out
over the coming days/weeks.
“Access to bug details and links
may be kept restricted until a majority of users are updated with a fix,”

Google said in a security update.
“We will also retain restrictions if
the bug exists in a third party library that other projects similarly
depend on, but haven’t yet fixed,” it
added.
This is the sixth zero-day vulnerability Chrome has faced to date this
year.
Chrome users now need to relaunch their browser to activate the
latest security update.
This latest update comes just days
after Google released Chrome version 105 on August 30.
“We would like to thank all security researchers that worked with
us during the development cycle to
prevent security bugs from ever
reaching the stable channel,” said
the company.

strike demanding higher wages, then
capital which was already relocating to
the low-wage Asian economies, simply
hastened this process of relocation,
which moderated wage demands in the
metropolis. After the financial crisis of
2008, since the recovery in the
advanced capitalist countries, especially in Europe, was slow and at best partial, a further constraint was introduced
on workers’ militancy; unemployment
greatly reduced the bargaining strength
of the workers. Likewise, after the collapse of Eastern European socialism,
cheaper labour became available in the
Western part of the continent because
of migration from the east to the west,
which acted as a further stimulus to
competition among workers and kept
down wages in the European Union.
The current inflation therefore marks
a sea-change in this scenario. Since
inflation affects all workers, whether
from the east or the west, whether with
permanent jobs or partially-employed,
whether belonging to the active army of
labour or the reserve army, it tends to
mute the contradictions that existed
among different segments of workers
earlier, and hence also the competition
among them. The sheer desperation
produced by rising costs of living
increases the militancy among workers,
whose manifestations are becoming
visible in Europe. The process of controlling inflation at the expense of the
working class therefore is proving to be
a far more difficult job for capitalism.
The irony of the situation however
lies in the fact that a good deal of this
acceleration of inflation has occurred in
the wake of the Ukraine war. Not that
inflation was absent earlier, or was not
accelerating, but this acceleration has
got a strong boost from the war. The
monthly inflation rate in the European
Union (obtained through a comparison
with the price-level of the corresponding month a year earlier), which had
increased from 3.2 per cent in August
2021 to 5.6 per cent in January 2022, has
reached 9.8 per cent in July 2022. The
Ukraine war is not just a conflict
between two neighbouring countries; it
is the outcome of the desperation of
imperialism in the face of its crumbling
dominance. Imperialism in short is
attempting to shore up its dominance
by squeezing the working class in the
metropolis; but this will only push the
metropolis into greater difficulties.

Mahatma Gandhi had advised “Whenever you are in
doubt, apply the following
test. Recall the face of the
poorest and the weakest
man [woman] whom you
may have seen, and ask
yourself, if the step you contemplate is going to be of
any use to him [her]. Will he
[she] gain anything by it?
Will it restore him [her] to a
control over his [her] own
life and destiny? In other
words, will it lead to swaraj
[freedom] for the hungry
and spiritually starving millions?” India might have
emerged as the fifth largest
economy of the world; but
would this “status” come in
aid of billions of Indians
languishing in the vicious
cycle of hunger, poverty,
malnutrition, illiteracy, joblessness with countless divine children compelled to
undergo hard manual
labour in brick kilns, shops
and hazardous industries
when they should have been
flying playing and studying
like free bird. How cruelly
the pathetic picture of the
overwhelming percentage
of Indian population gets
swept under the “nationalist” carpet by banking on
heartless statistical/economical jugglery.
Kajal Chatterjee, Kolkata

Awaken the masses
The nation is grappling
with too many burning and
sensitive issues of public
significance and welfare.
The debate should now be
on how to alleviate poverty,
ensure equality among the
masses, regulate affordable
healthcare, impart quality
education, generate communal harmony and inculcate a positive outlook.
Time and energy should
not be frittered away on discussing political parties,
rather we should ponder
collectively and spiritedly
on how to awaken the public to be more aware of its
rights and duties in the
best interests of the nation.
PK Sharma, Barnala

Adjournment tactics
With the new CJI taking
over, there has been a considerable increase in the
disposal of pending cases in
the apex court. His tenure of
74 days has not dampened
his spirits to work relentlessly and fearlessly to dispose of maximum cases
within the shortest period
of time. If all the courts, including high courts, follow
suit, one can see light at the
end of the tunnel. One of
the main reasons for pendency is lawyers’ tactics to
seek unnecessary adjournments and the courts liberally obliging them. Unless
this tendency is curbed, we
can’t hope for better and expeditious disposal of cases.
Maheshwer Sharma,
by mail

10 times faster than a bullet,
supersonic asteroid to pass Earth: NASA
small supersonic asteroid,
travelling at ten times the
A
speed of a bullet, will pass by the
Earth on Tuesday, media reports
said. The asteroid has been given the
designation 2022 QC7 and it is not too
big, with a width ranging from just
16 metres to 36 metres, according to
the Center for Near-Earth Object
Studies (CNEOS) at NASA’s Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), The
Jerusalem Post reported. For comparison, 36 metrrs is around half the
wingspan of a Boeing 767 jet plane,
the report said.
But asteroid 2022 QC7 is also coming in fast, barreling in Earth’s direction at a speed of around 9.10 kilometers per second, or 32,760 kilometers per hour. To put that in perspective, that is about 10 times as fast as
an average 5.56 x 45 mm NATO rifle
bullet and is the equivalent of close
to 27 times the speed of sound.
NASA has made it clear that asteroid 2022 QC7 has essentially no
chance of hitting the Earth, and is
set to pass at a distance of over 4.6
million
kilometers
away.
Considering the Moon orbits the
Earth at an average distance of

384,000 kilometers, this is much farther — albeit not too far on a cosmic
scale. However, even if asteroid 2022
QC7 did manage to hit the Earth, it
would not do much. According to research from the Davidson Institute of
Science, the educational arm of
Israel’s Weizmann Institute of
Science, an asteroid, 140 metres in diameter or more, would release an
amount of energy at least a thousand times greater than that released by the first atomic bomb if it
impacted Earth.
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BRIEF
Appointment

Kinetic Green aims Rs 600 cr revenue from
India would be happy to discuss e-two-wheeler
biz: Sulajja Firodia Motwani
trade pact with US: Goyal
Mumbai, Sep 06:

San Francisco, Sep 06:

New Delhi: Jubilant
Foodworks Ltd (JFL)
on Monday announced that Sameer
Khetarpal has joined
as its chief executive
officer and managing
director.
"Shareholders have
also approved his appointment in the 27th
Annual General
Meeting of the
Company convened
on August 30, 2022,"
said a statement from
JFL. Earlier in May
this year, JFL, which
operates fast-food
chains Domino's Pizza
and Dunkin' Donuts,
announced the appointment of
Khetarpal as CEO and
MD, both with effect
from September 5,
2022, for a period of
five years. Khetarpal
succeeds Pratik Pota.

Teen Protein
New Delhi: Anika
Singi- a 12th grade student of Dhirubhai
Ambani International
School and a gymnast
has launched India's
first protein for
teenage girls in partnership with GNC, a
global nutrition giant.
Since the age of six,
Anika has been a gymnast enthusiast and
has competed in various district and state
level competitions, representing Mumbai &
Maharashtra. She also
participated at the
IBSSO National Event
held in Surat, following which she qualified
for the India Nationals
in Agra, held in
November 2019.

New policy

India would be "happy
and willing" to negotiate a
trade pact with the US,
provided America decides
to look for a new free trade
partner, Commerce and
Industry Minister Piyush
Goyal has said here. He
said the US administration, as a policy, is not looking at a free trade agreement (FTA) with any new
partner.
"Should they change
their mind, India would be
happy and willing to discuss. Without that also, we
are engaged in attracting
investment, technology,
trade between the two
countries," the minister
told
reporters
here.
During the Trump administration, India and the US
had discussed a mini-trade
deal to boost economic
ties. Meanwhile, addressing the US India Strategic
Partnership
Forum

(USISPF), Goyal said talks
for a trade deal are progressing with Canada.
"Canada (Minister of
International Trade Mary
Ng) and I are very confident that we would be done
with our early progress
trade
agreement
by
December," he said. On the
proposed
India-Israel
agreement, the minister
said: "I still do not think,
we have got a good enough
deal or a proposition that is
attractive because of small
population size and their
unwillingness to open up

on services...". With the
European Union also,
Goyal said, negotiations
are going on. "There are 27
countries (in the EU bloc),
so it will take longer...India
is opening up discussions
on never-before subjects
like gender, environment,
SMEs, labour, and anti-corruption laws.
"I am sharing this with
you to just tickle and excite
your imagination (so that)
the American government
(can) have a rethink on
their new FTA policy. So
that they do not miss the
bus," he added. India is negotiating all these trade
pacts to boost the country's
exports and create jobs in
the domestic market. It is
aiming to take exports of
goods and services to USD
2 trillion by 2030. When
asked about the minister's
deliberations with private
equity funds and venture
capital funds here, he said
there is a lot of interest in

India. "One of the points
raised by one of the companies looking to expand
investments into India was
direct selling rules in the
consumer protection Act.
So, I have assured him
(that), very quickly I will
look at that," Goyal, who
also holds a consumer affairs portfolio, said. "We
will try to resolve that very
soon," he said, adding
there was a lot of interest
about knowing the potential location for the semiconductor industry in
India.
The Union Minister is
on a visit to San Francisco
and Los Angeles from
September 5-10 to attend
the India-US Strategic
Partnership Forum conference and Indo-Pacific
Economic
Framework
(IPEF) Ministerial meeting. Goyal also paid floral
tributes to Mahatma
Gandhi here and visited
Gadar Memorial Hall.

Govt extends tenure of India sales expected to be best this year on
robust demand, easing supply issues: Hyundai
Company Law
Committee by one year
New Delhi, Sep 06:

New Delhi, Sep 06:
The government has extended the tenure of the
Company Law Committee,
which was constituted in
2019, by one year. The term
of the panel which was set
up by the corporate affairs
ministry in September
2019, was extended last
year also.
The committee has the
mandate for examining
and making recommendations to the government on
various issues related to
implementation of the
Companies
Act
and
Limited
Liability
Partnership Act. "...the
tenure of the company law
committee is hereby fur-

ther extended by one year
i.e till 16.09.2023," the ministry said in an order
dated
September
5.
Currently, an 11-member
committee is chaired by
corporate affairs secretary
Tarun Bajaj. The committee was constituted as part
of the government's efforts to promote ease of
living by providing ease of
doing business to law abiding corporates, to foster
improved corporate compliance for stakeholders at
large and to address
emerging issues having an
impact on the working of
companies. Last year, the
ministry had extended the
panel's
tenure
till
September 16, 2022.

South Korean auto
major Hyundai is expecting best ever sales in India
this year as it looks to produce more with easing of
chip supply concerns, according to a senior company official. The company,
which on Tuesday expanded its N Line range in the
country with the introduction of Venue N Line trim,
is also banking on strong
demand for its products
with the pending order list
having crossed the 1.3-lakh
unit mark. "The semiconductor situation is easing
and demand continues to
be robust...This year we
are fairly confident that
we will achieve the highest
ever domestic sales in the
history of the company in

India," Hyundai Motor
India Ltd (HMIL) DirectorSales, Marketing, Service
Tarun Garg told PTI in an
interaction. he company
had logged best ever domestic wholesales of 5.5
lakh units in 2018, he said.
The automaker dispatched 49,510 units to
dealers last month, a 6 per
cent increase over August
2021. Hyundai is one of the
companies in the domestic
market which suffered
substantial production
loss owing to chip shortage. Garg noted that the

Rupee falls 2 paise
to 79.80 against
US dollar

FASHION WEEK

Mumbai, Sep 06:

Mumbai: The Uttar
Pradesh government
is bringing out a new
policy with an aim to
boost global competitiveness of the industries being set up in
the state, chief minister Yogi Adityanath
said. Speaking virtually at the Ashwmedh
Indian RenaissanceElara India Dialogue
2022 here, Adityanath
also said that Uttar
Pradesh (UP) has the
capability to become
India's first state with
USD 1-trillion economy. The government
has set a target of lifting the state economy
to USD 1 trillion by
2027, he said.

Draft papers
New Delhi: Vaibhav
Gems N' Jewellers Ltd,
a leading regional jeweller brand in South
India, has filed preliminary papers with capital markets regulator
Sebi to raise funds
through an initial public offering (IPO). The
public issue comprises
fresh issue of equity
shares aggregating up
to Rs 210 crore and an
Offer-for-Sale (OFS) of
43 lakh equity shares
by promoter entity
Grandhi Bharata
Mallika Ratna Kumari
(HUF), according to
the draft red herring
prospectus (DRHP).
Also, the company
may consider a further issue of equity
shares aggregating up
to Rs 40 crore.

Electric vehicle maker
Kinetic Green is eying a
Rs 600 crore revenue from
its e-two-wheeler business
this fiscal.
The Pune-based company that ventured into the
electric two-wheeler segment in March last year
with the roll out of two escooter models -- Zing and
Zoom -- late last month
launched its third model,
Zing HSS, a high-speed
scooter, priced at Rs 85,000
ex-showroom, including
FAME subsidy. The dealerships have already placed
bookings for 5,000 units of
the new vehicles for
September, which is a
"very good" response, according Sulajja Firodia
Motwani, Founder and
Chief Executive Officer,
Kinetic Green. "We are targeting a turnover of Rs 600
crore from two-wheeler
business this fiscal. We are
looking to be one of the
leading players in this
space, with presence
across spectrum -- from

Models wave after a fashion show from Lin Studio by Lintang during fashion week in Beijing.

The rupee declined by 2 paise
to close at 79.80 (provisional)
against the US dollar on
Tuesday amid a lacklustre
trend in domestic equities. At
the interbank foreign
exchange market, the domestic currency opened at 79.80
per dollar. It hovered in a
range of 79.80 to 79.91 during
the session. The domestic unit
finally settled at 79.80, down 2
paise over its previous close of
79.78. "Rupee traded in a narrow range and volatility was
low as most market participants were on the sidelines
following the US market holiday," said Gaurang Somaiya,
Forex & Bullion Analyst,
Motilal Oswal Financial
Services. Somaiya added that
the dollar rose to a fresh 20year high against its major
crosses.

contribution of its SUV
lineup to the total sales
was going up and remained better than the industry's. The company
sells five models in the
SUV segment -- Venue,
Creta, Alcazar, Tucson and
Kona Electric. It has now
added the sixth one -- the
Venue N Line. "SUVs are
now contributing 53 per
cent to the domestic sales..
the industry average in
comparison is 41 per cent..
new Venue and Tucson
have received strong bookings," Garg said.
He noted that the company was having a backlog
of over 1.3 lakh units. "We
always had strong demand
but for some time the
semiconductor shortage
was hampering our supplies.

low-speed-to-high-speed
vehicles and with focus on
scooters," Motwani told
PTI. She said the company
is looking to launch three
more two-wheeler models,
including the iconic
moped Luna in its electric
avatar, in the next 3-6
months. Kinetic Group
has experience in twowheeler space, in developing advanced two-wheelers like Kinetic Luna and
Kinetic Honda scooter, she
said. She said the new
products will be a combination of Kinetic Green
developed models as well
as models developed
through its technical collaboration with Chinese
EV
giant
Aima

Technology Group. The vehicle models from the tech
partnership platform are
expected to hit the market
from the first quarter of
next year. The company
announced forming a technical collaboration with
Aima in January to co-develop and co-design electric two wheelers for the
domestic market in its pursuit to aggressively scale
up the volumes and capacity to 5-lakh vehicles per
annum in the next two
years. Kinetic Green has
already grossed around
40,000 units, clocking on an
average around 4,000-5,000
units a month from its two
scooter models since the
sales gathered steam in
July last year, after the easing of restrictions, which
were imposed in the wake
of the second wave of the
pandemic, she said. "We
have just begun and are
looking at building our volumes. We are looking at
ramping up these numbers
to 10,000 units per month
in the remaining part of
the fiscal," she said.

New Delhi, Sep 06:
The government is
working on a new version
of data protection bill and
proposed Digital India law
to make the online world
more accountable, IT and
Telecom Minister Ashwini
Vaishnaw said. During the
launch of the second batch
of Cytrain Setu, Vaishnaw
said the government will
float a New Telecom Bill
within a week.
The minister said that a
new version of the Data
Protection Bill and proposed Digital India law is
in the works. "What we are
looking at is making the
online world more accountable for what is published there. The people
who are part of the law en-

forcement agencies and
the policymakers, all of us,
have a role. But, we also
need to put a greater sense
of accountability within
the social media, internet,
technology world itself,"
Vaishnaw said. The government has withdrawn
the
Personal
Data
Protection (PDP) Bill, 2019,
to replace it with a new bill
with a 'comprehensive
framework' and 'contemporary digital privacy laws'.

Mumbai, Sep 06:

a part of the expansion of
the digital products portfolio in FY23.
RESEARCH 360 platform
has robust exciting features
such as ace investor portfolio, which the novice investors can benefit from andunderstand the craft of
building stock portfolio.
Techno-FundaScanners offers advantage to mature investors from 200 plus scans
related to Price, Volume,
Fundamental, technical indicators etc. in one menu.

This app also provides
other key features like
SWOT
Analysis,
Comparing stocks, FnO
Analytics, MO Institutional
Equities Research Reports
and Aceinvestors portfolio.
Commenting on the
launch of this product, Mr.
Ajay Menon, CEO –
Broking & Distribution,
Motilal Oswal Financial
Services Ltd said, “The retail investors have been
flocking towards equity
markets.

Western Digital introduces
Webel-Fujisoft-Vara Centre of Banks, financial markets strong enough
Excellence (CoE) to provide
to withstand extreme volatility: Das world’s first 22TB CMR Hard Drive
high quality education
Mumbai, Sep 06:

Mumbai, Sep 06:

Mumbai, Sep 06:
The Webel-Fujisoft-Vara Centre
of Excellence (CoE), is an initiative of the Government of
West Bengalisaiming to createrelevant skills and to harness the full scope of the technologies of Industry 4.0. It has
been set up by the Department
of IT& Electronics, through its
nodal agency Webel, as well as
the MSME Directorate, West
Bengal. The project is being
executed by Fujisoft Inc., Japan
and Vara Technology, India. It
is one of the only Centres of
Excellence for four technologies of Industry 4.0, namely
Data Science, Cybersecurity,
Embedded Systems/ IoT, and
Additive Manufacturing.The
CoE brings together students,
academia, industry, technology

providers, and start-ups under
one roof. Dr. Rashmi Sharma,
Head, Webel Fujisoft Vara
Centre of Excellence: Industry
4.0 said, The Webel Fujisoft
Vara Centre of Excellence is a
truly innovative and groundbreaking initiative of the West
Bengal Government. The CoE
offers youth in India opportunities to develop in-demand specialized skills and get
employed in the relevant
industry. The CoE is the bridge
between the Academia and
Industry to fill the talent gap
that industry is currently facing” The Centre of Excellence
offers Post Graduate,
Advanced Certification and
short courses on Data Science,
Cyber Security, Embedded
Systems and Additive
Manufacturing (3D Printing).

Reserve Bank Governor
Shaktikanta Das said despite the latest headwinds
arising from the Jackson
Hole summit leading to extreme volatility, our banking
system and financial markets are strong enough to
withstand such pressures.
Taking the markets by surprise, US Fed chair Jerome
Powell had told the annual
Jackson Hole summit of central bankers and economists
last week that he would have
to keep raising federal fund
rates to tame inflation,
which remains the biggest
challenge to the world's
largest economy.
He also warned of the
pains that such monetary
policy actions would create
on growth and jobs. In the

previous policy meeting,
Powell had sort of sounded
dovish on interest rates. The
recent commentary from the
US Fed at Jackson Hole on
the future trajectory of US
monetary policy has created
substantial volatility in global financial markets, with
large spillovers and knockon effects on emerging markets. And the difficulty gets
further compounded in an
environment of high uncertainty as such forward guidance may even have destabilising effects on financial

markets, especially if the
subsequent policy actions
are at variance with earlier
pronouncements, Das told
the annual gathering of the
Fixed Income Money
Market and Derivatives
Association this evening.
However, he was quick to underline that the domestic
markets have recovered
from the lows that they fell
to in the immediate aftermath of the Jackson Hole
event and the resilience
shown by our financial markets reflects our robust
macroeconomic fundamentals, and the proactive and
strategic policy interventions to mitigate the impact
of the two black swan events
that have occurred in quick
succession -- the COVID-19
pandemic and the war in
Europe, he explained.

row broke out during
actress
Archana Gautam's
visit to Tirumala temple
as she alleged that a TTD
employee
misbehaved
with her but TTD denied
the allegation and claimed
that she attacked its employee.
Archana posted a selfie
video of the incident on
her Twitter account on
Monday. As she was speaking about her grievance,
somebody tried to stop
her from recording and
she was heard shouting
and crying.
She alleged that a
TTD employee behaved with her in an
indecent manner.
She said she had made
the booking for darshan but on arrival,
the
Tirumala
T i r u p a t h i
Devasthanam
(TTD) staff refused
to give her the
ticket and demanded
Rs
10,500.
Alleging
that the religious
place has become a den of
loot, she appealed to the
Andhra Pradesh government to stop robbing devo-

Govt looks to make online
world more accountable
through new laws: Vaishnaw

Motilal Oswal Financial Services
announces launch of ‘Research 360’
Motilal Oswal Financial
Services Limited (MOFSL)
has announced the launch
of ‘RESEARCH 360’ –a firstof-its-kind financial market
research & analysis platform. This uniqueplatform
will act as a one-stop destination for the investors &
traders to perform detailed
fundamental and technical
research which will help in
taking prudent investment
or trading decisions in various segments such as equity, derivatives, mutual
funds, thematic &model
portfolios etc.Research 360
app is a unique proposition
for both DIY category of investors as well as investors
looking for readymade research solutions The
launch of ‘RSEARCH 360’ is

Actor Archana
Gautam alleges
misbehaviour by
TTD employee
A

Building on significant technology innovations cultivated
over decades,Western Digital
(NASDAQ: WDC) today
announced that it is shipping
its new, industry-leading
Ultrastar® DC HC570
22TBCMR HDDs in India.
Leveraging its unique
OptiNAND, energy-assisted
PMR (ePMR), ArmorCache
and HelioSeal technologies,
the company further expands
its technology and areal density leadership,while deliveringenhanced value by driving a
lower total cost of ownership
(TCO) for cloud service
providers and enterprise customers. On the leading edge
of storage innovation, the
Ultrastar DC HC570 HDD is
rightly timed for the Indian
market as the country is witnessing massive data growth

and therefore data center
expansion. Additionally, with
the recently concluded 5G
spectrum auction, India is
expecting the rollout of 5G
services, which willfurther
amplifying data and cloud
usageto create huge demand
for high-capacity drives to
reduce TCO. Khalid Wani,
Senior Director – Sales, India,
Western Digital, said,“We are
excited to introduce the
world’s first 22TB CMR HDD in
India. We are constantly working to help address the capacity demands of the industry, as
well as support the evolving
economics of data centers for
decades to come.”
Jaganathan Chelliah, Senior
Director – Marketing, India,
Middle East & TIA, Western
Digital, said, “We are living in
the Zettabyte era today and
creating a massive amount of
data.

tees in the name of VIP
darshan.
However, the TTD alleged that the actress attacked its employee. The
body which manages the
affairs of the hill shrine alleged that the actress
lodged a false complaint
with the police.
According to the TTD,
Srikant Tiwari, Archana
Gautam and seven others
from Uttar Pradesh came
to Tirumala for darshan
on August 31 with a letter
of recommendation from
a Union Minister and
made a request for darshan at the office of
Additional
Executive
Officer.
On the basis of this request, Rs 300 darshan tickets were approved and a
message was sent to the
mobile number of Tiwari.
However, they did not
avail the opportunity.
Tiwari went to Additional
EO's office but by then the
time given for darshan
was already over, the temple body said. The TTD
claimed that Archana who
barged into Additional
EO's office with Tiwari
was very angry and used
abusive language against
TTD employees.

&TV characters will
be surrounded by
misunderstandings

his week &TV characters from the show
Baal Shiv, Happu Ki
Ultan Paltan and Bhabiji
Ghar Par Hai will be surrounded by misunderstandings. About &TV’s
Baal Shiv, Devi Parvati
shares, “A fierce battle ensues between Baal Shiv
(Aan Tiwari) and Mahasur,
where the latter moves toward Baal Shiv to burn
him. Indra (Kunal Bakshi)
comes to rescue Baal Shiv
and tells him to leave the
battleground.
Sanath
Kumar informs Mahasati
Anusuya (Mouli Ganguly)
that Baal Shiv has fled the
battle, leaving her upset.
Baal Shiv then explains to
his mother that he did not
run away, but it was all part
of his plan. In his mayavi
darpan, Tarkasur (Kapil
Nirmal) sees Baal Tridev's
location and tells Mahasur.
He reaches them and starts
the battle again, where
Baal Shiv finally kills
Mahasur.

T

Aayushi Khurrana finds
a mentor in co-actor
Shoaib Ibrahim
T
V actress Aayushi
Khurrana shares a
great bond with coactor Shoaib Ibrahim
and she says that she
found a good friend in
him and he is always
there to help and guide
her wherever she finds
any difficulty.
She shares:"I found a
mentor and a guide in
Shoaib Ibrahim. Having
said that, I'm really overwhelmed to have him as
my co-star who is so generous and someone who
guides me throughout."
The 'Mann Sundar' actress for the first time is
seen playing a lead role
of Ajooni in the show,
who is very strong and
intelligent and can do
anything to achieve her
goal. But at the same
place, it is not easy for
Aayushi to portray a
strong character onscreen and Ibrahim
helps her in making her
job easier. "This is my
first debut as a lead actor
in a show and Shoaib has
been very kind and helpful towards me in everything. He is playing the
role of Rajveer opposite
my role of Ajooni. I must
say, he has some incredible skills that come out
effortlessly and naturally," she adds. 'Ajooni' airs
on Star Bharat.

Actress Revathy returns to
Rashmika has fallen in love with
the pup who appears in ‘Goodbye’ direction with ‘Salaam Venky’
ctress Rashmika Mandana, who
is set to make her Hindi film
debut with the upcoming film
'Goodbye', was totally in awe of the
puppy that features in the film. In fact,
she had a friendly fight with her coactor in the film, the veteran superstar
Amitabh Bachchan, over who would
take the puppy home after the film's
wrap up.
Interestingly, the pup has a rather
surprising name: Stupid, which
is quite unusual for dogs
who are known for their
wit and intelligence.
Speaking to the media
at the trailer launch
event of the film,
Rashmika said, "I
was completely in
love with Stupid. We
would spend a
huge part of the
day in the company of Stupid."
Opening up on her
friendly tiff with Big B,
the actress further
said, "I and Amitabh
Bachchan sir had a little nokjhonk (tiff) over,
who would take
Stupid home. He
wanted to take him
to Jalsa but eventually, I kidnapped
Stupid and brought
it home."
Seems like the actress has no qualms

A

about kidnapping the pupper, after all
everything is fair in love and dogs are
known to invoke the feeling of love and
compassion to the highest degree. 'Goodbye',
directed by Vikas
Bahl, will debut in
theatres
on
October 7.

opular Tamil actress Revathy is now
making a return to direction with a
feature film called 'Salaam
Venky'.The film is being produced by producer Suuraj Sinngh's BLive productions,
a firm that has entered into a three-film
creative collaboration with actress
Revathy. 'Salaam Venky', starring the talented Kajol, is inspired by an incredible
true story of a mother's strength when
faced with life's challenges. Sources say
the film, which is being made in Hindi,
will soon release in cinemas this year.
Revathy and Suuraj plan to work on producing engaging content which will bring
powerful human and entertaining stories
to cinemas.
Talking about the collaboration, actordirector Revathy said, "When Suuraj
Sinngh came to me with a story, I immediately wanted to step into the shoes of a
director. The result is 'Salaam Venky'.
Working with Suuraj has been comfortable, professionally and felt like family. I
trust in him and BLive production's vision completely. We share strong creative synergies, which will reflect in
our forthcoming projects too." An elated producer Suuraj Sinngh said,
"Revathy is very creative and her work
has always inspired me. Our vision is to
bring powerful and entertaining stories to
life. BLive Productions is grateful to collaborate with a veteran who has a cinematic experience of over 35 years across
diverse cultures. We are eager to bring our
first film, 'Salaam Venky' to the audiences
and our journey has just begun!"
Suuraj Sinngh at BLive productions is
also gearing up to produce multiple films
for theatres and the OTT platform.
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HOROSCOPE WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 07
Aquarius: Jan 21 – Feb 18

Pisces: Feb 19 – Mar 20

Aries: Mar 21 – Apr 20

Taurus: Apr 21 – May 21

Career interests may be short-circuited
by gossip, rumor, and office politics.
Someone has an agenda and isn't likely to care too much about the effect on
others' lives of any underhanded dealings. If you hear about such goings-on,
Aquarius, do what you can to stop
them before they get out of hand.

Perhaps you've been planning a trip or a
return to school for a long time. However,
Pisces, a rather disturbing letter or phone
call could jeopardize your plans and leave
you teetering on the edge of disappointment. If you look at the situation carefully,
you may find that it doesn't set you back
that much. You can take care of it without
sacrificing what you want.

Seemingly bad news about your financial
situation could throw your usually evenkeeled nature off kilter. Look into the matter carefully before panicking, Aries. There
may have been a computer error or other
mistake, or perhaps someone confused you
with someone else. Take steps to rectify
the blunder.

An unpleasant situation could arise. Your
first reaction may be to protect those closest to you from the truth. You could be
tempted to lie or at least avoid mentioning
the situation. Don't give in to the temptation, Taurus. Your desire to shield loved ones
is understandable, but it could cause problems. You can't protect people from everything. Most people prefer to know the facts.

Gemini: May 22 – June 21

Cancer: June 22 – July 22

Leo: July 23 – Aug 23

Virgo: Aug 24 – Sept 22

Your mind may be going a thousand miles
an hour today. You might be inundated
with new ideas and information that could
cause mental overload. Write it all down if
you can. You'll want to refer to it later. It
might be advisable to then go out for a
walk or other exercise. This intellectual
overload could produce excess nervous
energy that you'll need to work off.

Worries over the situation of a lover or
close friend who seems depressed could
plague you today, yet you may hesitate to
contact this person and ask what's wrong
because you don't want to intrude.
Nonetheless, you should. All is not as bad
as it seems, and your concern will be
appreciated. Tonight, get some muchneeded rest.

A family member may be depressed and
not up for talking about what's wrong. His
or her mood could spread to everyone
else, so it might be a good idea to ask
what's wrong. Point out that moods are
contagious! Don't force the issue, Leo.
That would be worse. A number of calls
could interrupt your work, which you
might find irritating.

Misinformation might spread through
your extended family or neighborhood
and cause unnecessary upsets among
those involved. Don't accept at face
value any gossip or rumor you hear
today until you check it out yourself,
Virgo. It could turn out to be a tempest in
a teapot. This isn't a good time to plan or
take a trip of any kind.

Libra: Sept 23 – Oct 23

Scorpio: Oct 24 – Nov 22

Sagittarius: Nov 23 – Dec 21

Capricorn: Dec 22 – Jan 20

Misinformation regarding money could
come from someone who has a stake in your
believing whatever you're told. This could
be a banker, creditor, investment counselor,
or even a close friend or relative. Whoever it
is, Libra, don't accept what this person says
at face value. Look into the facts of the situation yourself before making any decisions
about what you need to do.

Someone close to you may not be totally
honest. This person could be avoiding
telling the truth or hiding something
from you in order to protect you. Trust
your instincts, Scorpio. If someone tells
you something important that doesn't
ring true, check it out before accepting
one person's word. This isn't a vicious
deception - only a protective one.

Weariness may have you feeling a bit
listless today, Sagittarius, and you're
likely to want to stay home in bed
rather than go anywhere. This goes
against your normal inclination, so you
could be tempted to bite the bullet and
get out in spite of your malaise. Don't
fall into this trap.

A lover or close friend may seem to have
dropped out of the picture, and this could
have you worried, confused, and wondering if this person isn't interested in continuing a relationship with you. Don't let
your insecurity get the best of you. The
person has his or her troubles and will
eventually want a strong, sympathetic
shoulder to cry on.

Pihu’s truth comes before
her father Ram Kapoor
ove is a beautiful
emotion that connects individuals
through feelings. Such is
the story of everyone’s
favourite, Ram Kapoor
(Nakuul Mehta) and Pihu
(Aarohi Kumawat), of
Sony
Entertainment
Television’s Bade Achhe
Lagte Hain 2. Though
both are unaware that
they are actually father
and daughter, the two
started on a rough note
and gradually developed a
strong bond. Now, truth
beckons as ardent fans of
the show prepare for the
inevitable: Ram getting to
know who Pihu actually
is.
Viewers have watched
how Ram has grown fond
of Pihu and wishes that
she and Priya stay back
with him forever unknown to Nandini Kapoor
(Shubhaavi Choksey). He
even requested Krish to
allow Priya and Pihu to
stay with him and doesn’t
want to let the chance go
in vain. Now as fate would
have it, Ishaan will decide
to confess the truth about
Shivina’s death after
being blackmailed by
Vedika. Priya will get hold
of Ishaan and stop him
from doing so. Ram over-
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46. Superman's gal (2 wds.)
48. Seized
49. Spiritualist meeting
50. Pause
52. Luau garland
53. Gore and Roker
56. I see!
59. Brainstorm
61. Hidden fact
63. Strike back
66. Innocent
67. Possible prince?
68. Stench
69. Crawl
70. Indefinite number
71. Kind
72. 19th letters

DOWN

ACROSS
1. Escape
6. Smoked meats
10. "____ Enchanted" (movie)
14. Drive back
15. Encourage
16. Before long
17. Painter's stand
18. Choice
20. Debit's opposite
22. Precious

23. Wind dir.
24. Blasting substance (abbr.)
25. Golf norm
27. Makes do
29. Evaluate
31. Start of a Dickens title (2 wds.)
35. Like a fridge decoration
38. Diva ____ Callas
39. Employed
40. Put into effect
43. Crusted desserts
44. Clairvoyants

hears Ishaan venting his
anger out to Priya and
telling her how he is the
reason for Pihu being separated from her real father. What will be
Nandini’s next plan who
managed to keep the truth
hidden from Ram for so
many years? Will Ram forgive Priya for hiding this
truth from him or the
truth will once again
break #RaYa?
Be sure to tune in to
Bade Achhe Lagte Hain 2,
every Monday to Friday at
8:00PM only on Sony
Entertainment
Television.

1. Build
2. Acquire knowledge
3. Unexpected victory
4. Exploit
5. Oval
6. Owns
7. Asleep
8. Brawls
9. T-bone, e.g.
10. NYC time zone
11. Pork cut
12. Diving bird
13. English princess
19. Dairy product
21. Personal preference
26. Harness part

28. Paper fastener
29. ____ Lloyd Webber
30. Climb
32. Operatic melody
33. Property claim
34. Alleviate
35. Have to
36. Adrift
37. Nerd
41. Fuel source
42. Fork features
45. Slow mover
47. Chemistry, e.g.
49. Constant
51. Blockhead
53. Zodiac ram
54. River embankment
55. Short distances
56. Barking sounds
57. Submarine sandwich
58. Potent particle
60. On the peak
62. Autos
64. Grow old
65. Shakespeare's "before"
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Green, Carey star as Australia Tiafoe ends Nadal’s 22-match
Slam streak in US Open 4th Rd
seal thrilling victory
New York, Sept 06 (AP):

Cairns, Sep 06:

across the ground. In the
end, it was a rather anticlimactic wide from
Lockie Ferguson which
ended the game.
Green's performance
followed his maiden fivewicket haul against
Zimbabwe in Townsville
last week and he finished
with the highest score of
his international career.
Both captains spoke of
the "unknown" conditions before the game at a
venue hosting international cricket for the first
time since 2004. After
New Zealand were put in,
Devon Conway, Kane
Williamson and Tom
Latham all worked hard
to get into the 40s before
falling to spin, the latter
two to Maxwell who
struck three times in his
third and final spell.
Maxwell finished with
the second-best figures of
his ODI career and the
last 10 overs for New
Zealand read 60 for 6 with
Josh Hazlewood also bagging three at the death.

Cameron Green walked
in after a top-order collapse, held his composure
amid a late wobble and
fought through severe
cramps as Australia
clinched a thrilling opening
match
to
the
Chappell-Hadlee series.
Chasing the target of
233 to win, Green and
Alex Carey added 158 for
the sixth wicket after
Trent Boult and Matt
Henry sliced through
Australia with the new
ball to leave them 44 for 5
in the 12th over which included another failure for
Aaron Finch. However,
just when everything appeared in hand for
Australia with 31 needed,
Carey pulled to mid-on
followed
by
Glenn
Maxwell and Mitchell
Starc departing while
Green ended up barely
being able to run between
the wickets.
There was one lengthy
stoppage while he was
treated by the physio,
then Adam Zampa played
a vital hand to take some
of the pressure off, only
for a final bit of late
drama to come when a
brief shower scudded

Australia's Cameron
Green celebrates reaching
his half century during the
first one-day international
(ODI) cricket.

WBBL: Melbourne Stars
rope in India batter
Jemimah Rodrigues

Melbourne, Sept 06 (PTI):
Melbourne Stars on
Tuesday announced the
signing of India batter
Jemimah Rodrigues for
the eighth season of
Women's Big Bash League
(WBBL).
The 22-year-old represented Stars' cross-town
rival
Melbourne
Renegades last season,
scoring 333 runs at a strike
rate of over 116.
"I am super excited to be
a part of the Stars family,"
Jemimah said in a statement. "I've been told that

I'm the first ever Indian to
sign for the Stars and it is
my honour to do so.
"Melbourne has always
been my favourite city in
Australia and I can't wait
to get back there," she
added.
The Mumbai-born batter is also the first Indian
woman cricketer to play
for the Stars and is the
third to sign the contract
for the WBBL 8, alongside
Indian
skipper
Harmanpreet
Kaur
(Melbourne Renegades),
and Pooja Vastrakar
(Brisbane Heat).
Jemimah was part of
the Indian squad that
bagged silver in this year's
Commonwealth Games in
Birmingham.
Having made her India
debut at the age of 17 in
2018, Jemimah has so far
represented India in 58
T20 Internationals and 21
ODIs.
Jemihah will join the
Stars squad after completing her Asia Women's Cup
commitments for India.
The event is scheduled
from October 1-16 in
Bangladesh.

Frances Tiafoe's vision
was blurry from the tears.
He was thrilled overwhelmed, even when the
last point was over and it hit
him that, yes, he had ended
Rafael Nadal's 22-match
Grand Slam winning streak
and reached the U.S. Open
quarterfinals for the first
time. I felt like the world
stopped, Tiafoe said. I couldn't hear anything for a
minute.
Then Tiafoe found himself losing it in the locker
room when he saw that
NBA superstar LeBron
James gave him a Twitter
shoutout. Bro, Tiafoe said, I
was going crazy.
What meant the most to
Tiafoe about his 6-4, 4-6, 6-4,
6-3 victory over 22-time
major champion Nadal in
the fourth round at
Flushing Meadows, though,
was looking up in his
Arthur Ashe Stadium guest
box and knowing his parents, Constant and Alphina,
were there. To see them experience me beat Rafa
Nadal they've seen me have
big wins, but to beat those
Mount Rushmore' guys? For
them, I can't imagine what
was going through their
heads, said Tiafoe, a 24-yearold American seeded 22nd
at the U.S. Open. I mean,

Stubbs makes SA’s T20 WC squad
Johannesburg, Sep 06 (PTI):
Tristian Stubbs was on
Tuesday named in the
South Africa's squad for the
T20 World Cup and that of
the preceding three-match
series in India.
White-ball
captain
Temba Bavuma will make
his return to the national
fold after demonstrating a
full recovery from a left
elbow injury suffered during the T20 series in India
in June.
Senior batter Rassie van
der Dussen has been ruled
out of the T20 World Cup
(October 16 to November 13)
due to a fracture of his left
index finger that he sustained during the second
Test against England in
Manchester. He will require
surgery and is expected to
take at least six weeks to recover.
All 15 players are capped,
with the 22-year-old Stubbs
receiving his maiden World
Cup call-up following an impressive outing in the recent T20 series against
England.
Stubbs had made his international debut in the T20
series against India in
June. Other notable selections
include
Rilee
Rossouw
and
Wayne

Parnell, with the selectors
naming three travelling reserves in Bjorn Fortuin,
Marco Jasen and Andile
Phehlukwayo.
"All 18 players are available to play in T20I series
against India from 28
September 04 October,
while a 15-strong player
squad has been named for
the proceeding three-match
50-over series," said Cricket

South Africa in a statement. CSA Convenor of
Selectors Victor Mpitsang
said: This has been a really
tough squad to select, simply because we had so many
players in excellent form
over the past few months
and performing at a level
that made the selectors sit
up and notice them.
"Someone like Tristan
Stubbs who was not in the

Raina retires from Payas-Yashaswini pair wins
all forms of cricket
gold at Asian Junior TT
New Delhi, Sep 06 (PTI):

New Delhi, Sep 06 (PTI):
Former India batter
Suresh Raina on Tuesday
announced his retirement
from all forms of cricket, a
move that makes him eligible for competing in overseas T20 leagues. The 35year-old had followed M S
Dhoni into international
retirement on August 15,
2020.
He continued playing the
IPL in 2021 but was released by Chennai Super
Kings ahead of the 2022 season. "It has been an absolute honour to represent

my country & state UP. I
would like to announce my
retirement from all formats
of cricket," Raina tweeted
while thanking the BCCI,
Uttar Pradesh Cricket
Association and CSK. Since
an active India or domestic
player can't take part in
overseas leagues, Raina
needed to take this step for
him to explore T20 leagues
around the world. He could
also be seen in Cricket
South Africa's new T20
league, to be held next year,
with all six teams owned by
IPL franchises, including
CSK.

they're going to remember
today for the rest of their
lives. His parents both emigrated to the United States
from Sierra Leone in West
Africa amid its civil war in

Indian paddlers ended
their campaign in the
Asian Junior and Cadet
Championships in Laos on
a golden note as Payas
Jain and Yashaswini
Ghorpade defeated the
Chinese duo of Han
Xinyuan and Qin Yuxuan
3-2 in a thrilling final on
Tuesday. The Indians won
11-9, 11-1, 10-12, 7-11, and 118.
Incidentally, this was
the first gold medal that
the Indian juniors have
won
in
an
Asian
Championships, and it
came close on the heels of
our first mixed gold at the
CWG through Sharath
Kamal and Sreeja Akula
in Birmingham last
month.
Besides, India also
grabbed three bronze
medals, one each in the U19 Boys Doubles, in the U19 girls singles, and in the
U-19 Boys team event.
Overall, the Indians did

well to return home with
four medals. The top-seeded Indian duo started well
to surge into a 2-0 lead before the Chinese pair came
back to take the next two
games. However, in the decider,
Payas
and
Yashaswini
combined
cleverly and attacked in a
measured way to outwit
their opponents.
Earlier, the top-seeded
Karnataka girl did well up
to the quarterfinals in the
Under-19 Girls singles but
lost to Chen Yi of China in

the semis, losing the
match in straight games of
13-11, 11-9, 11-4, 11-3.
After the first two
games, where Yashaswini
showed her fighting qualities, she lost steam in the
next two and didn't play as
well. Payas, who combined
with Delhi-mate Yashansh
Malik in the U-19 Boys
Doubles till the previous
round, failed to repeat
their performance in the
semifinals against the
Japanese duo of Yuta
Iimura and Yuhi Sakai.

frame a year ago has done
incredibly well to force his
way into the mix based on
his performances and his
selection should be an inspiration for every young
player out there."
South Africa play their
T20 World Cup opener on
October 24.
Before the ICC event in
Australia, SA will also tour
India for three T20Is and as
many
ODIs
between
September 28 and October
11.
SA Squad for T20
World Cup and T20Is versus India: Temba Bavuma
(c), Quinton de Kock, Reeza
Hendricks,
Heinrich
Klaasen, Keshav Maharaj,
Aiden Markram, David
Miller, Lungi Ngidi, Anrich
Nortje, Wayne Parnell,
Dwaine Pretorius, Kagiso
Rabada, Rilee Rossouw,
Tabraiz Shamsi, Tristan
Stubbs.
SA Squad for ODIs
against India: Temba
Bavuma (c), Quinton de
Kock, Reeza Hendricks,
Heinrich Klaasen, Keshav
Maharaj, Janneman Malan,
Aiden Markram, David
Miller, Lungi Ngidi, Anrich
Nortje, Wayne Parnell,
Andile
Phehlukwayo,
Dwaine Pretorius, Kagiso
Rabada, Tabraiz Shamsi.

BAI announces cash
rewards for CWG,
World Championship
medallists
New Delhi, Sep 06 (PTI):
The Badminton Association of
India (BAI) on Tuesday
announced cash rewards of
close to Rs 1.5 crore for the
medallists at the
Commonwealth Games and
World Championships.
The Indian contingent came
home with its best ever showing from the Birmingham
Commonwealth Games, bagging three gold, one silver and
two bronze medals while the
Indian men's shuttlers fetched
three medals at the World
Championships in 2021 and
2022 respectively.
"Our Badminton players have
been consistently winning laurels for the country and this
cash award is a small effort to
acknowledge their amazing
achievements over the last two
years, said BAI president Dr
Himanta Biswa Sarma while
announcing the prize money.
The 10-member mixed team,
which won the silver medal in
Birmingham will get a total of
Rs 30 lakh, or Rs 3 lakh each,
for their effort while the eight
members of the support staff
will get Rs 1.5 lakh each.

the 1990s. They ended up in
Maryland, where Constant
helped construct a tennis
training center for juniors,
then became a maintenance
man
there;
Alphina,

Frances said, was a nurse,
working two jobs, working
overtime through the
nights. Frances and his
twin brother, Franklin,
were born in 1998, and soon
would be spending hour
upon hour where Dad's job
was, rackets in hand.
Maybe one day, went the
dream, a college scholarship would come of it.
It wasn't anything supposed to be like this, Tiafoe
said Monday evening, hours
after by far his biggest victory. He is the youngest
American man to get this
far at the U.S. Open since
Andy Roddick in 2006, but
this was not a case of a onesided crowd backing one of
its own. Nadal is about as
popular as it gets in tennis
and heard plenty of support
as the volume raised after
the retractable roof was
shut in the fourth set.
It's something to tell the
kids, the grandkids: Yeah, I
beat Rafa,' Tiafoe said with
a big smile.
He served better than No.
2 seed Nadal. More surprisingly, he returned better,
too. And he kept his cool, remained in the moment and
never let the stakes or the
opponent get to him. Nadal,
a 36-year-old from Spain,
had won both of their previous matches, and every set
they played, too.

Hardik probably best T20
all-rounder, Bumrah most complete
bowler across formats: Ponting

Dubai, Sep 06 (PTI):
Australian batting great
and World Cup winning
captain Ricky Ponting has
included India's Hardik
Pandya
and
Jasprit
Bumrah among his first
five players for a World T20
playing eleven.
Ponting reckons Pandya
is arguably the best T20
all-rounder in the world
while Bumrah is the most
complete bowler across
the three formats. On current form, it's pretty hard
to go past Hardik Pandya
at number three. His IPL
was outstanding. "To see
him back at the bowling
crease is something that I
was always a little bit unsure would actually ever
happen he's had some really big injury setbacks,

which has obviously affected how much he's been
able to play for India," said
Ponting on the ICC
Review.
Pandya is back to bowling regularly lending
much needed balance to
the Indian team. But he's
back bowling, and at
140kph which he was
doing four or five years
ago. But his batting and
his maturity while batting
has come on in leaps and
bounds. He understands
the game better and he understands his game better
than ever before and right
now he's probably the best
allrounder in the world in
T20 cricket, and could potentially be in ODI cricket,
said the former Australian
captain.
The other three players
in Ponting's first five include Rashid Khan, Babar
Azam and Jos Buttler. On
India's pace spearhead,
Ponting added: "He is
probably the most complete bowler across Test
cricket, One Day cricket
and T20 cricket in the
world right now. Very good
with the new ball when
anyone decides to use him
that way.

Cricketing landscape is
changing fast, need to
strike balance: Williamson

India, Bangladesh to jointly
counter terrorism, fundamentalism;
to start talks on CEPA soon
New Delhi, Sep 06 (PTI):
Prime
Minister
Narendra
Modi
on
Tuesday said India and
Bangladesh should jointly
face terrorist and fundamentalist forces that
threaten to attack mutual
trust between the two
countries.
Modi made these remarks after bilateral talks
with visiting Bangladesh
Prime Minister Sheikh
Hasina, who made a
strong pitch for early conclusion of the Teesta
water sharing agreement.
“Today we also stressed
on cooperation against terrorism and fundamentalism. To keep the spirit of
1971 alive, it is also very
necessary that we face
such forces together, who

Prime Minister Narendra Modi with his Bangladeshi
counterpart Sheikh Hasina during the release of a joint
statement after their meeting, at Hyderabad House in New
Delhi, Tuesday.
want to attack our mutual
trust,” he said. The two
sides also signed seven
agreements covering diverse areas such as railways, space technology,
water sharing, connectivity. Briefing on the visit,
Foreign Secretary Vinay

Kwatra termed counterterrorism and radicalisation as an “obstacle and security threat” to IndiaBangladesh relationship.
He said the two leaders
held comprehensive talks
on how to improve cooperation on the issue.

India and Bangladesh
signed an interim water
sharing agreement on the
Kushiyara river, which
would benefit people of
southern Assam and the
Sylhet
division
of
Bangladesh. This was the
first water sharing agreement signed by the two
countries since the Ganga
water treaty in 1996.
Hasina also flagged concerns over the delay in
clinching the Teesta water
sharing agreement which
has been hanging fire
since 2011, when West
Bengal Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee objected
to it. Modi also said India
and Bangladesh will soon
start discussion on the
Comprehensive Economic
Partnership Agreement
(CEPA).

TEACHERS DAY CELEBRATIONS

Students participate in a tug of war competition as part of Teachers Day celebrations, in Srinagar, Tuesday.

Polavaram project: SC suggests Centre 16 states onboard National Queen Elizabeth II appoints Liz Truss
Single Window System
as Britain’s new Prime Minister
call for meeting of stakeholders
New Delhi, Sep 06 (PTI):
The Supreme Court
Tuesday suggested the
Centre call for a meeting
of all the stakeholders to
discuss and resolve the issues concerning the
Polavaram project in
Andhra Pradesh.
The apex court observed it would be in the
“fitness of thing” if the
Centre takes an initiative
in calling all the stakeholders so that the project
could move forward and
the concerns are addressed.
A bench headed by
Justice S K Kaul noted
that there are concerns expressed by the states of
Odisha, Telangana, and
Chhattisgarh regarding
the impact of the project
in as much as it may re-

sult in flooding of certain
areas. The bench, also
comprising Justice A S
Oka and Vikram Nath,
also noted that it has been
submitted that the project,
as envisaged, has been expanded to a much larger
extent and there are issues concerning environmental clearances as well
on account of its expansion.
The top court suggested
that a “pioneering role
must be played by the
Ministry of Jal Shakti and
a meeting be called of all
the stakeholders.”
“We put it to the counsel
and the ASG (Additional
Solicitor General who appeared for the Centre) that
it will be in the fitness of
thing if the Central government takes an initiative in calling all the stake-

holders so that the project
can move forward and yet
the concerns are addressed,” the bench observed.
It said the meeting must
be held at an appropriately high level to sort out the
issues. The apex court
said the meeting should be
regularly held and should
not await the next date of
hearing before the court.
It posted the matter for
hearing on December 7
and asked for a report
from the Centre.
During the hearing, the
bench observed that the
concerns raised in the
matter should be examined and worked out.
“These are all matters
which should be examined and worked out in a
mutually acceptable situation,” the bench said.

New Delhi, Sep 06 (PTI):
As many as 16 states, including Odisha, Tamil
Nadu and Bihar have integrated with National
Single Window System
(NSWS) so far with an aim
to promote ease of doing
business, a senior official
said on Tuesday. The government in September last
year soft-launched NSWS
for businesses. It was
aimed at providing support to investors, including pre-investment advisory, information related to
land banks, and facilitation of clearances at the
Centre and state levels.
The NSWS portal is envisioned as a one-stop shop
for investors for taking all
the regulatory approvals
and services related to investments. It allows online
filing and tracking of all
applications and clear-

ances, thereby helping investors to obtain clearances from different stakeholders without visiting
different government offices. “Currently, 24 of the
32 ministries and departments have onboarded the
system and others are in
the process. 181 out of total
368 services identified as
relevant, have been onboarded. At the same time,
16 states/ UTs out of 36
have also onboarded the
system,”
Additional
Secretary in Department
for Promotion of Industry
and
Internal
Trade
(DPIIT) Sumita Dawra told
reporters here. States and
UT which are yet to integrate with the portal include
Haryana,
Jharkhand, West Bengal,
Rajasthan,
Delhi,
Chandigarh, among others.

London, Sep 06 (PTI):

Conservative Party
leader Liz Truss was on
Tuesday appointed as
Britain’s new Prime
Minister - the third female
premier of the country amid pressure to tackle
the looming energy crisis
and soaring prices.
Truss travelled to Queen
Elizabeth II’s Balmoral
Castle
residence
in
Aberdeenshire, Scotland,
to meet the 96-year-old
monarch. Earlier, Boris
Johnson formally resigned as the head of the
UK government in an audience with the Queen.
The 47-year-old leader is
the 15th Prime Minister to
serve during Queen
Elizabeth II’s reign, the
first
being
Winston
Churchill in 1952. Until
now, the constitutional

Yatra can achieve both
No relief for B’luru from rain-related woes
CM blames ‘maladministration’ of previous Congress govts
‘Bharat Jodo’ and ‘Congress
jodo’: Shashi Tharoor
Bengaluru, Sep 06 (PTI):

Thiruvananthapuram, Sep 06 (PTI):
The Congress’ ambitious
‘Bharat Jodo Yatra’ from
Kanyakumari to Kashmir can
also achieve the objective of
“Congress jodo” and help in its
revival, senior leader Shashi
Tharoor said on Tuesday
amidst churning in the party
triggered by dissent and exits.
Tharoor, who is said to be contemplating running for the post
of Congress president, also
expressed hope that many
leaders would contest the
upcoming elections, and
stressed he has neither ruled
himself in nor out.
In an interview with PTI a
day before the launch of the
3,570 km-long ‘Bharat Jodo
Yatra’ from Kanyakumari to
Kashmir, Tharoor said,”the
message is also that the
Congress is the party that can

unite India and if the public is
sufficiently inspired by this
message, it will indeed inaugurate the revival of the party”.
Asked
about
former
Congress leader Ghulam Nabi
Azad and BJP’s’ swipe that the
party
should
undertake
“Congress jodo” instead of
“Bharat
jodo”,
the
Thiruvananthapuram MP said,
“Ghulam Nabi Sahib is a
respected elder and I do not
wish to comment on his specific remarks.”
“But I will say that the
Bharat Jodo Yatra could also
unite
Congressmen
and
women across the country
around our values and ideals as
well as around service to the
people, by raising issues that
matter to the people and showing them that we are fighting
for them,” he said.

Schools in the rain-battered Bengaluru have declared holidays and companies asked their employees to work from
home, as the city continued to reel from the aftermath of the torrential
downpour that threw life
out of gear on Monday,
with a fresh spell of rain
only adding to the woes of
the citizens.
Bikers pushing their
two-wheelers stuck on
flooded roads and pedestrians struggling to navigate through knee-deep
water was a common sight
in some places on Tuesday
in the country’s IT capital.
Karnataka
Chief
Minister
Basavaraj
Bommai cited “unprecedented rainfall and overflowing” water bodies for

Waterlogged entrance of Hindustan Aeronautics Limited
office after heavy monsoon rains, in Bengaluru, Tuesday.
the deluge but assured his
government’s commitment to restore normalcy.
He also faulted the ‘maladministration’ of the previous Congress governments for the present situation of the city and insisted only two zones bore
the brunt of rains al-

though a picture was
being painted as if entire
Bengaluru was struggling. One rain-related
death, electrocution of a
woman, was reported
from Siddapura.
“Karnataka, especially
Bengaluru has not received
unprecedented

DCGI nod to Bharat Biotech’s

Kejriwal to PM

heavy rain...for the last 90
years such rain has not
been recorded. All the
tanks are full and are
overflowing, some of
them have breached, and
there have been continuous rains, every day it is
raining,” Bommai said.
Speaking to reporters
here, Bommai said an
image was being created
as if the entire city is facing difficulties, which was
not the case.
“Basically the issue lies
in two zones, particularly
the Mahadevapura zone
for reasons such as presence of 69 tanks in that
small area and almost all
of them have either
breached or are overflowing. Secondly, all establishments are in low lying
areas, and the third is encroachments,” he listed
out.

process of the monarch
inviting the leader of the
majority party to form a
government in her name
has taken place at
Buckingham Palace in
London. But with the
Queen cutting back on her
travels, it had been decided that she would receive
Johnson and Truss at her
summer residence of
Balmoral
Castle
in
Aberdeenshire, Scotland,
marking a historic first.
“The Queen received in
Audience The Right
Honourable
Elizabeth
Truss MP today and requested her to form a new
Administration. Ms Truss
accepted Her Majesty’s
offer and kissed hands
upon her appointment as
Prime Minister and First
Lord of the Treasury, a
royal announcement confirmed.

A picture of the Queen
and Truss showed them
meeting in the drawing
room of Balmoral in front
of an ornate fireplace. The
smiling monarch, who
was wearing a tartan skirt
and holding her walking
stick, was pictured shaking hands with Truss symbolically referred to as
kissing hands.
Truss assumed the office at a time when the
country is facing a looming energy crisis and the
focus is on her plan to address the challenge.
The current Chief
Secretary to the Treasury
Simon Clarke - who is
tipped to to become levelling up secretary - says
Truss’s plan to tackle soaring prices will provide certainly to families and businesses as the weather gets
colder, BBC reported.

HC for isolation wards in jails to
avoid interim bails to prisoners
with contagious disease
New Delhi, Sep 06 (PTI):
The Delhi High Court
has directed the Inspector
General of Prisons to ensure that isolation medical wards or quarantine
zones are created in all
jails here so that there is
no compelling need to repeatedly release on interim bail accused persons
who are facing trial for serious offences.
The high court’s direction came while granting
interim bail to an accused,
who sought relief on the
ground that he was suffering from Herpes, a contagious disease, and was
having lesions and pain.
After hearing the submissions of both sides, it
is considered that since
Herpes is a contagious disease and irrespective of

the fact that the applicant
(accused) has been granted interim bail on occasions, which admittedly
he has not misused, and
his regular bail application has also been rejected, the fact that a person
suffering from a contagious disease is continued
to be allowed to stay in the
jail with no provision for
quarantine is a matter of
concern, Justice Asha
Menon said.
The court further said,
The IG Prisons (Delhi) is
directed to ensure that
such isolation medical
wards or quarantine
zones are created in all
jails so that there is no
compelling need to release
such accused who are facing trial for serious offences repeatedly on interim bail .

Delhi traffic police issues advisory ahead of

‘Prepare plan in consultation with states
intranasal Covid vaccine
Central Vista Avenue inauguration on Sep 8
to modernise 10 lakh govt schools in 5 yrs’ for restricted emergency use
New Delhi, Sep 06 (PTI):

Cairns, Sept 06 (PTI):
New Zealand captain
Kane Williamson feels the
cricketing
landscape
around the world is witnessing a rapid change with the
emergence of T20 leagues
and striking a balance between franchise cricket and
national duty has become
the need of the hour.
Williamson's comments
came at a time when cricketers around the world are
preferring playing in cashrich T20 leagues over international cricket. "It's a

tricky one because it is
changing. So much seems to
have happened so quickly,"
Williamson told reporters.
"It does seem to be a
movement in the landscape
of the game. Every case is
unique and every case has
got their individual needs at
different stages of their
lives. "There are a lot of different franchise events happening and seeing players
make decisions on their
playing careers... suggests
that there is a balance to
strike and some things to
work through," he added.

Delhi Chief Minister
Arvind
Kejriwal
on
Tuesday termed Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s
decision to modernise
14,500 schools “a drop of
water in the ocean”, and
asked him to prepare a
plan in consultation with
all states to upgrade the
country’s 10 lakh government schools over next
five years.
“At this rate, it will take
70-80 years to improve all
the 10.5 lakh schools in the
country,” Kejriwal told an
online press conference
here, a day after Modi announced the school upgradation scheme.
India cannot become the
number one country in the
world without ensuring

free quality education for
every child, Kejriwal said.
On Monday, Modi announced
that
14,500
schools across the country
would be developed and
upgraded under the ‘PMSHRI Yojana’ and they will
be equipped with modern
infrastructure, including
labs, smart classrooms, libraries, and sports facilities.
“This is a very good
thing but just modernising 14,500 schools is
like a drop of water in the
ocean,” Kejriwal said. “I
appeal to the prime minister to make all the 10.5
lakh government schools
in the country modern.”
The chief minister
pointed out that he has
often said there are a number of things that need to

be done to make India the
number one country in the
world. Unless top class free
education to every child in
the country is ensured,
India can not progress, he
said.
“A big mistake happened after India gained
independence. We should
have ensured good quality
education and schools in
every village and nook and
corner of the country. If
everyone was educated,
India would not be a poor
country,” Kejriwal said
He added he would
launch the Aam Aadmi
Party’s “Make India No. 1”
campaign from his hometown of Hisar in Haryana
on Wednesday and later
visit other states to connect people with the movement.

New Delhi, Sep 06 (PTI):
The Drugs Controller
General of India (DCGI)
on Tuesday approved
Bharat Biotech’s intranasal Covid vaccine for
restricted emergency use
in those aged above 18
years.
“Big Boost to India’s
Fight Against COVID-19!
Bharat Biotech’s ChAd36SARS-CoV-S COVID-19
(Chimpanzee Adenovirus
Vectored) recombinant
nasal vaccine approved by
@CDSCO_INDIA_INF for
primary immunization
against COVID-19 in 18+
age group for restricted
use in emergency situation,” Union Health
Minister
Mansukh
Mandaviya tweeted. He
said this step will further

strengthen “our collective
fight” against the pandemic.
India has harnessed its
science, research and development (R&D), and
human resources in the
fight against COVID-19
under Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s leadership, he said.
“With the science-driven approach & Sabka
Prayas, we will defeat
COVID-19,” Mandaviya
also said.
Hyderabad-based
Bharat
Biotech
International Limited
(BBIL) completed clinical
trials of the nasal vaccine
with about 4,000 volunteers and there is no side
effect or adverse reaction
reported so far, company
sources had said.

View of Rajpath at the Central Vista Avenue,
in New Delhi, Tuesday.
New Delhi, Sep 06 (PTI):
Traffic restrictions will be put
in place in the parts of central
Delhi on Thursday when Prime
Minister Narendra Modi will
inaugurate the Central Vista
Avenue, officials said on
Tuesday. The avenue that will

be open to the masses on
September 8 stretches from
Vijay Chowk to India Gate.
Delhi Police said elaborate
arrangements have been made
in order to facilitate the safety
of pedestrians, including children and to ensure smooth

movement of traffic in the New
Delhi district. General traffic
will be diverted from the specific roads from 6 pm to 9 pm.
According to the traffic
advisory, traffic movement will
be diverted from roads such as
— Tilak Marg (From CHexagon to Bhagwan Dass
Road Crossing), Purana Quila
Road (From C-Hexagon to
Mathura Road), Shershah Road
(from C-Hexagon to Mathura
Road).
Dr. Zakir Hussain Marg
(From
C-Hexagon
to
Subramanian Bharti Marg
Crossing), Pandara Road (from
C-Hexagon to Subramanian
Bharti
Marg
Crossing),
Shahjahan Road (from CHexagon to Q-point), Akbar
Road (from C-Hexagon to
RoundAbout Mansingh Road),
Ashoka Road (from C-Hexagon
to R/A Jaswant Singh Road), it
said.
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